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Abstract
RNA backbone is biologically important with many roles in reactions and
interactions, but has historically been a challenge in structural determination. It has
many atoms and torsions to place, and often there is less data on it than one might
wish. This problem leads to both random and systematic error, producing noise in an
already high-dimensional and complex distribution to further complicate data-driven
analysis. With the advent of the ribosomal subunit structures published in 2000, large
RNA structures at good resolution, it became possible to apply the Richardson
laboratory's quality-filtering, visualization, and analysis techniques to RNA and develop
new tools for RNA as well.
A first set of 42 RNA backbone rotamers was identified, developed, and
published in 2003; it has since been thoroughly overhauled in conjunction with the
backbone group of the RNA Ontology Consortium to combine the strengths of different
approaches, incorporate new data, and produce a consensus set of 46 conformers.
Meanwhile, extensive work has taken place on developing validation and remodeling
tools to correct and improve existing structures as well as to assist in initial fitting. The
use of base-phosphate perpendicular distances to identify sugar pucker has proven very
useful in both hand-refitting and the semi-automated process of using RNABC (RNA
Backbone Correction), a program developed in conjunction with Dr. Jack Snoeyink's
laboratory. The guanine riboswitch structure ur0039/1U8D, by Dr. Rob Batey's
laboratory, has been collaboratively refit and rerefined as a successful test case of the
utility of these tools and techniques. Their testing and development will continue, and
they are expected to help to improve RNA structure determination in both ease and
quality.
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Foreword and Forewarning: What Not to Skip
My graduate research has been both developmental and collaborative. My
project brought the Richardson laboratory into RNA structure at a time when a new
abundance of data was opening up unprecedented possibilities for data-driven analysis
of RNA backbone conformations. We were not the only research group to take
advantage of these possibilities, and within a few years we were working with most of
the other groups taking an active interest in the subject. Because of the nature of the
research, the need to clarify the collaborative aspects of it with due credit to all, and my
own desire to explain the course and process of the research in greater depth than is
possible in any given journal article, this dissertation developed an unusual and often
highly narrative structure. Because I also want it to work as a scientific reference and as
an introduction to the Richardson laboratory's RNA work for readers unfamiliar with
the subject, I am including this Foreword as a map. I will begin with directions to
particularly essential pieces of information that the reader will need to understand the
rest of the research and discussion, followed by a description of the overall contents and
what to find where.
The information in Figure 1 and its caption is the single most essential collection
of background knowledge for understanding the rest of the research. It identifies the
atoms, torsion angles, sugar puckers, and units that make up the backbone chain -- all
terminology that will be used repeatedly throughout every chapter. Even readers familiar
with nucleic acid backbone may benefit from a review, since there have been several
different systems of naming backbone torsions and of measuring the torsions themselves.
As quality filtering is among the Richardson laboratory's most important techniques and
a major strength of our research, I also recommend reading Section 2.4, which addresses
xiv

the principles and rationale behind quality filtering and the specific types we employ.
Table 7 explains the new nomenclature used to describe conformations throughout
Chapter 6.
If you seek summaries of results, some of the other tables are the best place to
look. Tables 1 and 6 describe the contents of the first and second datasets used in our
analyses. Tables 2 and 3 collect our first published set of RNA backbone rotamers;
Tables 8 and 9 collect the revised version produced as part of the RNA Ontology
Consortium.
Chapter 1 introduces the project by providing general background. The first
section addresses why RNA backbone structure is both difficult and worthwhile to
study structurally. The second briefly reviews past work on classifying it, and the third
explains the Richardson laboratory's opportunity to contribute to better understanding.
Chapter 2 covers the beginning of my experiences with RNA through the
publication of the initial rotamer library. The first section addresses the reasons and
opportunity for the study. Following sections present the groundwork of initial
observations and consultations, then proceed to the details of selecting the dataset,
applying and adapting quality filters, and analyzing the resulting filtered torsion angle
distributions, and lastly describe the rotamer set itself and its implications.
Chapter 3 introduces the base-phosphate perpendicular distance (between the
plane of a base or the line containing the glycosidic bond, and the phosphorus 3' to it)
and its strong correlation to the ribose pucker. This measurement relies on the parts of
the molecule most visible in electron density to provide information about one of the
more difficult regions. Therefore, it is demonstrably useful in finding and correcting
errors, and it should prove useful in initial fitting. The first section describes how the
relationship was observed and supported, and contrasts it with a related parameter
xv

from previous work. The second section elaborates on changes from the initial concept,
variations for different purposes, and numerical analysis of the perpendiculars and their
relationship to ε. The third section describes present and anticipated applications.
While identifying problems is a necessary first step, the ability to correct them is
far more important. The first section of Chapter 4 discusses features specific to
correcting RNA backbone and describes the types of changes observed. The second
describes an effort to improve the large ribosomal subunit structure from the Steitz
laboratory (Klein et al. 2004). The third section discusses our collaboration with the
Snoeyink laboratory to produce and test RNABC (Wang et al. 2007), a program for
semi-automated correction of RNA backbone models.
Chapter 5 describes the Richardson laboratory's side of a collaboration with
Robert Batey at Colorado to modify and rerefine the guanine riboswitch structure
ur0039/1U8D at 1.95Å resolution (Batey et al. 2004). The first section explains the
utility of rerefinement as a test of our tools and analyses, as well as why we chose this
structure. The second section describes our methods of finding and remedying problems
and the specific set of changes made. The third section describes the rerefinement, with
attention to controls, individual changes and combinations, and the resulting maps and
statistics. The fourth discusses the results, their implications, and prospects for further
work.
One of the most important things to remember about analysis of RNA backbone
conformations is that at this stage, very little is yet final. We can make some definitive
statements, but many of the most interesting questions regard the rarer conformations
and our ability to distinguish them from noise. Chapter 6 chronicles the collaborative
revision of several groups' previously published RNA backbone conformation
classifications, using expanded and improved data from newer structures, and
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combining the strengths of each laboratory's techniques. The first section introduces the
concepts and reasoning behind the collaboration as well as some of the early discussions
among the different groups. The second section follows the process of the collaboration,
from forming the RNA Ontology Consortium and the backbone group within it, through
the sharing of data, the Richardson laboratory's particular revisions to our own work,
and the reconciliation of results among all groups to reach a common nomenclature and
a consensus set of RNA backbone conformers. The third section describes these
conformers and some of their functions in known structures and motifs, and the fourth
evaluates the consensus result in terms of what it says about RNA backbone structure
and about future research.
Chapter 7 briefly and sweepingly reviews the results of my work on RNA
backbone in the Richardson laboratory and in our collaborations with other groups. It
describes several prospects for further research in the near and even immediate future
and concludes with hope for continued collaboration and improved RNA structure
determination.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter introduces the project by providing general background. The first
section addresses why RNA backbone structure is both difficult and worthwhile to
study structurally. The second briefly reviews past work on classifying it, and the third
explains the Richardson laboratory's opportunity to contribute to better understanding.
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Section 1.1: Importance of RNA Backbone to Biochemistry and
Structural Biologists
RNA performs a wide variety of biological functions, and RNA backbone is directly
involved in many of them. However, RNA backbone has a complex structure with many degrees
of freedom (see Figure 1) and produces comparatively sparse information in electron density (see
Figure 2) and NMR, making it difficult to determine the structure accurately. Because of its
biological importance and the nature of structure determination, however, we need to overcome
these challenges.
Figure 1 not only illustrates the complexity of RNA backbone structure but introduces
terminology that will be used repeatedly throughout this document. Please visit it.

RNA (ribonucleic acid) is a very busy molecule. Perhaps its best known role is
still as mRNA (messenger RNA), carrying transcribed copies of genetic information from
the genomic DNA out to the ribosome for processing (Crick 1970), but even that function
has proved to be much more complex than it first appeared -- and more functions are
being discovered regularly (Soukup and Soukup 2004, Nielson et al. 2005, SalehiAshtiani et al. 2006). RNA transcripts participate actively in regulating gene expression.
"Non-coding" regions (i.e. sequences that do not code for proteins) include riboswitches,
natural aptamers that change conformation to promote or prevent translation depending
on whether they have a ligand bound. Introns edit themselves out of the transcript,
performing their own cleavage (Lilley 2005, Klein and Ferre-D'Amare 2006) and splicing
exons together (Nilsen 1994, Murray and Jarrell 1999, Stahley and Strobel 2005).
Transfer RNA (tRNA) matches up codons to the appropriate amino acids, and the RNA
in the ribosome catalyzes the formation of peptide chains (Nissen et al. 2000). RNA
2

controls metabolic processes (Winkler et al. 2002, Serganov et al. 2006) and maintains
chromosome length (Chen and Greider 2004). Retroviruses store their entire genome as
RNA. Short RNAs, siRNA (small interfering RNA) and miRNA (micro RNA),
participate in RNA interference (RNAi) as part of normal gene regulation and as an
immune reaction against invading RNA from pathogens (Tomari and Zamore 2005). The
versatility of RNA has made it a target of interest in therapeutics, as it performs so
many biological roles.
Although much study of RNA has focused on the bases, RNA backbone is
intimately involved in its functions. The concentration on bases has been reasonable:
sequence is obviously crucial to function, and base pairing and base stacking are
dominant influences on RNA structure. In fact, knowing all the base positions is enough
to give a fairly good picture of an RNA molecule's shape. This is fortunate, as the bases
are also easier than the backbone to see and fit in structure determination. The
backbone, however, is actively involved in such functions as catalysis (self-cleavage is
probably the most obvious example), in positioning the bases, and in intermolecular
interactions. Other molecules interact with the entire surface of the molecule presented to
them, not just with what scientific measurements are able to show clearly. Backbone
tends naturally to be on the outside of the molecule, and where the bases are presented
on the outside, this is often accomplished by unusual and interesting backbone
conformations. The flexibility and variety of RNA backbone, along with the reactive O2'
hydroxyl, provide much of the molecule's versatility and deserve study and
classification.
Study and classification of RNA backbone are more easily said than done. In
structure determination, whether by X-ray crystallography or NMR, the bases are better
determined. Most of them are flat and comparatively rigid, with limited degrees of
freedom. Their pseudo-aromatic ring structures are rich with electrons, providing data
3

for X-ray crystallography, and interactive hydrogens, providing NMR data. By contrast,
the backbone has greater flexibility, more possible conformations, and less data. (See
Figure 1 for some of its structure and intrinsic complexity.) The phosphates show up
well in electron density and can be accurately positioned, but correct orientation is more
difficult because the very intensity of their signal can sometimes distort adjacent areas
of the map. Even without such distortion, the rest of the backbone produces less distinct
electron density. At atomic resolution, around 1Å, there is no problem; even the less
electron-rich atoms are clear and individually visible, as shown on the left in Figure 2.
Unfortunately, most biologically interesting RNA molecules are not determined at such
high resolution; more commonly their crystals diffract to 2Å-3Å, which is enough to get a
very useful structure but not to distinguish each atom's density from the next. This lower
resolution produces "sausage density," shown on the right in Figure 2, within which the
zigzag of bond angles and the type of sugar pucker may be placed but are not
necessarily visually clear. In NMR, the situation is somewhat different. For example, Jcoupling provides information about some of the torsions, so there is actually more
information on sugar pucker; on the other hand, there are no hydrogens on the
phosphate, which reduces the data available on that part of the molecule from the most
common experiments. Residual dipolar coupling (RDC) data can improve the NMR
determination of RNA structures, but choosing NMR instead of X-ray crystallography
does not reduce the challenges: RNA backbone causes headaches either way. The result
of these challenges is a noticeable difference within individual published structures
between base and backbone quality, as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, the high number
of variables in RNA backbone conformation makes bulk analysis of existing structures
more difficult: data distributions are not only noisy but highly multi-dimensional.
Despite the challenges, however, RNA backbone is too important to ignore. At a
bare minimum, even if the bases were the only significant part of RNA, modeling the
4

backbone correctly would improve the model of the bases in X-ray crystallography
because the accuracy of each part of the model contributes to the quality of the whole
map. In reality, however, the backbone is the primary difference between RNA and
DNA and allows RNA's myriad functions. It permits a variety of base configurations
and directly participates in binding and catalysis. Understanding RNA backbone
structure in detail is necessary to a detailed mechanistic understanding of its functions.

5

Figure 1: Introduction to RNA Backbone Structure
The part in the upper left labels torsion angles, upper right labels atoms, and the lower
section shows ribose pucker and δ torsion.
Torsions: The RNA backbone torsion (or dihedral) angles are defined using the 6 atoms
per residue that form a continuous chain along the backbone: P, O5', C5', C4', C3', O3'.
Each torsion is defined by four consecutive bonded atoms and constitutes a rotation
around the bond between the central two of those four atoms.
α is the torsion around the P-O5' bond
β
O5'-C5'
γ
C5'-C4'
δ
C4'-C3'
ε
C3'-O3'
ζ
O3'-P
A value of 0° for any of these is eclipsed: e.g., a value of 0° for α would require O3' and
C5' to line up when viewed along the central P-O5' bond. This is rotationally disfavored
and often sterically impossible, so that 0° angles are essentially unpopulated.
6

Torsions of +/-120° are also eclipsed and unfavorable. The preferred, staggered values
for simple tetrahedral geometry are 180° (trans, or t), -60° (equivalent to 300° and
designated as gauche-, or m), and +60° (gauche+, or p).
χ is the torsion angle that rotates the base about the glycosidic bond (C1' to N1/9) that
joins ribose and base; χ is defined by , O4'-C1'-N9-C4 for purines or O4'-C1'-N1-C2 for
pyrimidines.
Torsions v0 to v4 are the five internal ring torsions for the ribose; v0 is C4'-O4'-C1'-C2', v1
is O4'-C1'-C2'-C3', and so on.
Units of division:
A residue or nucleotide is the natural chemical division of the polynucleotide chain and
the standard unit for numbering. It begins with P and ends with O3'; torsion analysis by
residue runs α through ζ. A nucleotide can exist as an independent chemical entity; a
residue is what is left after polymerization.
A dinucleotide is, not surprisingly, a two-nucleotide unit. This can refer to an
independent entity or to two residues of a chain.
A suite is a sugar-to-sugar unit, essentially a truncated dinucleotide. For torsion analysis
it runs from δ of one residue through δ of the next.
Virtual bonds and pseudotorsions:
Olson and Flory defined virtual bonds a and b running from P to C5' and from C5' to P,
respectively (Olson and Flory 1972). Current analyses are using virtual bonds running
from P to C4' and C4' to P, with pseudotorsions around these virtual bonds designated η
and θ respectively (Duarte and Pyle 1998, Duarte et al. 2003).
Sugar pucker:
Most ribose rings in RNA have either C2'-endo or C3'-endo pucker. That is, either C2' or
C3' is out of the plane of the other four ring atoms and "below" it if the ring is numbered
counterclockwise facing up. This can also be described in terms of phase and amplitude
according to the following equations (Altona and Sundaralingam 1972):
tan (phase) = (v1+v4)-(v0+v3)
2v2(sin 36° + sin 72°)
amplitude =

v2/cos(phase)

Amplitude is treated as the highest value any of the interior ring torsions could
theoretically take on for a given ring. Phase describes the "direction" of maximum
pucker around the ring.

7

Figure 2: RNA Backbone Electron Density at High and Moderate Resolution
The left-hand image shows a model and electron density from the sarcin-ricin loop
structure ur0035/1Q9A at 1.04Å (Correll et al. 2003). Note the individually distinct
"balls" of electron density for each backbone atom. The right-hand image shows the
model and electron density from the same area of the ribosome, but from the full
structure rr0033/1JJ2 at 2.40Å (Klein et al. 2001). Note that while the phosphate can still
be clearly located, much of the detail of the rest of the backbone is lost at this resolution.
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Figure 3: Base vs. Backbone Quality by All-Atom Sterics
Riboswitch ur0099/2HOJ (Edwards and Ferre-D'Amare 2006) More on all-atom contacts
later, but for now all you need to know is that blue and green represent good van der
Waals contacts and that red spikes represent impossible steric overlaps. The bases are
well determined and excellently positioned; the difficulties and flexibility of the
backbone, on the other hand, lead to a much higher frequency of backbone problems.
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Section 1.2: Previous RNA Backbone Studies: A Short Review
Assorted other laboratories have investigated RNA structure, some long before our
attempts and some around the same time. One approach is to simplify the problem by reducing
the number of variables, which sometimes allows description of reliably observed features
without intrusion of the errors. For more detailed analysis with the purpose of assisting
structure fitting, however, the individual atoms and bond torsions are essential.

Well before the latest functional discoveries, RNA backbone conformation was
already a subject of interest and investigation in numerous groups and laboratories. The
publication of the ribosomal subunit structures in 2000 (Ban et al. 2000, Schluenzen et
al. 2000, Wimberly et al. 2000) expanded the options for data-driven analysis
enormously. Both established investigators of RNA and newcomers to the field took
advantage, leading to a flurry of papers on the subject in 2003 and 2004. This minireview will not address such topics as studies of the fine differences between G-C and
A-U steps in an A-form double helix, but will address some of the more general analyses
of both individual torsions and simplified choices of parameters for describing RNA
conformations. At first glance it might seem that the natural division of studies would be
between data-driven work and theoretical work based on first principles, but in fact
calculations have to become excruciatingly complex before they begin to reproduce the
real details seen in excellent data, and yet the limited amount of excellent data for RNA
tends to be best used with some supplemental information. Therefore most of the
studies I plan to discuss include a measure of both. Instead, I will distinguish them
based on approach: whether they sought to simplify the problem, reducing the number of
variables involved and the effect of local errors and uncertainty on their analysis, or to
examine the details themselves, often with an eye to identifying what conformations
10

were favored and which were forbidden and themselves likely to be in error. Each
approach has its own benefits and applications.
The drive to simplify is an understandable one. Amidst the attempt to classify
conformations that involve at least six torsions and sometimes more than a dozen to
describe adequately, RNA analysts may reasonably look toward the two-variable plots
of protein backbone conformation (Ramachandran et al. 1963) and experience
Ramachandran envy. And there are advantages to simplification: patterns can be
discerned in a few variables that might be obscured in more; calculations and
visualization are easier; the effects of local errors may be smoothed out.
One influential simplification is the use of pseudotorsions. The idea of using
virtual bonds and the rotations around them to describe RNA conformations was
introduced by Wilma Olson and Paul Flory (Olson and Flory 1972) to simplify the
calculations for a statistical mechanical analysis of how extended a polynucleotide
chain of given length was likely to be according to their model, for comparison to recent
experimental work. Their virtual bonds were defined from P to C5' (of fixed length) and
from C5' to P (length dependent on torsions corresponding to δ and ε). The idea was
taken up by the Pyle laboratory, which altered the pivot points to P and C4' and
defined the pseudotorsions η (around the P-C4' virtual bond) and θ (around the C4'-P
virtual bond) for their analysis. They found several distinct clusters of nucleotides with
similar η-θ values, representing distinct structural conformations (Duarte and Pyle
1998) and expanded their analysis after the publication of various 50S and 30S
ribosomal subunit structures, determining that they could identify changes in the same
large rRNA in complex with different ligands and identify another S-shaped motif in
addition to the standard S-motif. This approach was explicitly chosen to search for
and distinguish motifs in overall shape without sensitivity to compensatory changes in
standard RNA backbone torsions (Duarte et al. 2003) and has the advantage of being
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based on relatively well determined portions of the molecule (the phosphorus, and an
atom near the base) and thus partially immunized against local errors. These
pseudotorsions are also particularly well suited to their use in motif searching. As each
pseudotorsion depends on a full dinucleotide unit, these measures provide some
information on the local conformation of a single nucleotide, but are considerably better
clustered and more informative for conformations that repeat in conjunction with one
another -- that is, for motifs.
A study by Gregory Sims and Sung-Hou Kim took a selection of RNA and DNA
molecules together, from every structure of 2Å or better in the Nucleic Acid Database
(Berman et al. 1992), and used principle components analysis to reduce the variables
describing their dinucleotide units to three dimensions. They identified nine primary and
five secondary peaks. The primary peaks were A-form, a related conformation termed
AII, B-form and two variations thereof, and two versions of each "step" in Z-form. They
also sought to identify continously populated paths in this reduced space as possible
pathways for transformation between major conformations (Sims and Kim 2003),
although it is questionable whether these pathways represent a continuum of
conformations in real space.
Although there are good reasons to use simplified representations, there are also
good reasons not to. However convenient and easily visualized a two- or threedimensional plot may be, the fact is that RNA backbone does not behave like protein
backbone. In fact, in some ways RNA backbone is less like protein backbone than it is
like protein sidechains. Instead of being punctuated by double bonds and triangular
geometry, RNA backbone consists of single bonds between atoms with tetrahedral
geometry, and there are considerably more than two rotatable bonds per residue. This
more extensive description is needed for some applications, such as structure fitting,
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validation, and often detailed description of individual motifs. Molecules, again,
interact with one another in full detail.
Several of the early analyses of RNA conformation combined the limited number
of crystallographic structures available at the time with theoretical calculations to try to
determine what the molecules could be doing. Sasisekharan and Lakshminarayanan used
hard-sphere models of dimethyl phosphate to analyze adjacent ζ and α, concluding that
to have both gauche-plus or gauche-minus was best, followed by one gauche (either) and
the other trans; having both trans was possible but disfavored, and having one gaucheplus and the other gauche-minus was entirely forbidden. (Sasisekharan and
Lakshminarayanan 1969) A later study disagreed, also identifying seven conformations
for the same pair of torsions, but not the same set. Sung-Hou Kim, Helen Berman,
Nadrian Seeman, and Marshall Newton used average values of all other torsions and
performed hard-sphere steric modeling for a UpA dinucleotide (Kim et al. 1973), then
trimmed the ranges further using calculations by Wilma Olson, Paul Flory, and Marshall
Newton (Olson and Flory 1972, Newton 1973). They eliminated trans-trans from
consideration entirely, did agree that two gauche-plus or two gauche-minus was a
favorable conformation, but placed the remaining favored areas differently (Kim et al.
1973).
The other torsions were examined as well. Sasisekharan and Lakshminarayanan,
again, used hard-sphere analysis to conclude that β should fall near 180°, γ near 180° or
+/-60°, ε in the range of 210-270°, and χ near 30° or 220°, all independent of sugar
pucker (Lakshminarayanan and Sasisekharan 1970). A similar analysis by Olson and
Flory agreed in general terms that the backbone must be considerably restricted by
sterics, but disagreed in some of the particulars of the sterically allowed ranges and
emphasized the interdependence of different torsions and their dependence on sugar
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pucker. They found the torsions corresponding to α and ζ to be interdependent as well
as those corresponding to β and γ, and that ε was dependent on δ. In the course of their
simulations, they found that giving weights to individual conformations based solely on
the "steric width" around any given one did not adequately reproduce experimental
observations of the shape and extension of polyribonucleotide random coils, but that
restricting ζ to trans for C2'-endo puckers or gauche-minus for C3' puckers came closer
(Olson and Flory 1972).
The refinement parameters (Parkinson et al. 1996) currently available on the
NDB website (Berman et al. 1992) and currently used in X-PLOR and CNS (Brunger et
al. 1992) have had an immense influence on RNA structure determination. They were
developed based on structures of 1.0Å resolution or better and R-factors of 8 or better,
with base and sugar structures taken from the Cambridge Structural Database (Allen et
al. 1979) and RNA and DNA structures taken from the NDB to examine the
phosphodiester linkage. The bond lengths, angles, and torsions from their analysis were
tested in X-PLOR refinements of B-DNA, Z-DNA, and proteins bound to DNA,
although not on RNA (Parkinson et al. 1996).
As of 1999, George Rose's laboratory was following in the tradition of hardsphere models, but with somewhat more data to compare with the results (Murthy et al.
1999). They identified allowed and forbidden regions for both individual torsions and
the two-torsion combinations for α through ζ, χ, and the phase and amplitude pucker
description described by Altona and Sundaralingam (Altona and Sundaralingam 1972).
They demonstrated that sterics restrict possible conformations considerably, and their
comparison to the available data showed that the great majority of most structures of
3.0Å or better did fall within allowed conformational regions, and that some of the local
examples that did not really appeared to be the result of model errors. Large sections of
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their allowed regions were not populated, however, which is probably attributable both
to the limited size of the database and to further rotational preferences beyond the steric
requirements. They acknowledged that with electrostatic and attractive forces such as
stacking not considered, their allowed regions would be a "superset" of the preferred
conformations (Murthy et al. 1999). These steric criteria are also applied in evaluation of
the structures archived in RNAbase, a database archiving all RNA-containing structures
from both the NDB and the PDB. There is also a categorization system collecting similar
conformations together; RNAbase listed over 10,000 such categories as of late 2003 and
lists over 25,000 now (Murthy and Rose 2003).
Data-driven conformation studies using the ribosomal subunit structures began
very shortly after their publication. In fact, the large ribosomal subunit structure
rr0033/1JJ2 (Klein et al. 2001), because of its large size and high quality, was used as
the entire dataset for some analyses. One of these was an analysis by the laboratory of
Loren Williams at the Georgia Institute of Technology (Hershkovitz et al. 2003). They
analyzed four torsions per residue, α, γ, δ, and ζ. They omitted β, ε, χ, and pucker phase
on the grounds that the first three, as single-variable distributions, appeared to be
essentially unimodal and the last because it seemed to provide little information not
already covered by δ -- in other words, the omitted variables were less an attempt at
simplification and more the result of believing they did not add to the analysis. The
analysis proceeded by "binning," assigning three bins around the distribution peaks for γ,
three for α, two for δ, and one for ζ, with a "miscellaneous" bin added to each to account
for conformations with torsions outside the peak ranges. This led to 4x4x3x2=96
possible categories, 3x3x2x1=18 of which included no miscellaneous torsions; the
analysis found 37 bins (including 13 non-miscellaneous ones) to be populated and was
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able to identify helices and tetraloops by their repeated patterns (Hershkovitz et al.
2003).
The rr0033/1JJ2 structure was also the dataset for an analysis by Helen Berman,
Bohdan Schneider, and Zdenĕk Morávek (Schneider et al. 2004). Their unique approach
involved converting the distributions to pseudo electron density, and using a refinement
program's peak-picking functions to identify their clusters. They analyzed a dinucleotide
unit, α through ζ and χ for each of the two residues, for a total of fourteen variables
reported per unit. For the actual analysis they chose six three-dimensional plots: ζαi+1 δ,
ζαi+1γ i+1 , αγδ, ζαi+1χ, ζαi+1ε, and ζδχ, covering αγδεζαi+1γ i+1 for each dinucleotide
(Schneider et al. 2004). The first two were the primary plots; note that they actually
cover the same torsions analyzed in the paper from Loren Williams's laboratory
(Hershkovitz et al. 2003), although other torsions are added in other plots for a more
extensive description. This group separated A-like dinucleotides (values near 300° for
both ζ and αi+1 ) from the rest of the dataset to analyze separately because there were so
many of them as to obscure the interpretation of the rest. Peaks were identified and
named with a letter in each of the six 3D distributions, with individual data points each
belonging to at most one peak in every distribution and receiving a six-character name
consisting of the letters for each plot and question marks for any plot in which they
could not be assigned to a peak. The analysis reported 14 A-like and 18 non-A-like
conformations for a total of 32, described fully by the values of the modal peaks to
which they were assigned in the six analyzed plots, and averaged values of the torsions
not represented therein. (Schneider et al. 2004)
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Section 1.3: What Am I Doing, Why, and Why Now? Richardson
Laboratory Contributions
The publication of the ribosomal subunit structures in 2000 (Ban et al. 2000, Schluenzen
et al. 2000, Wimberly et al. 2000) opened up the opportunities for data-driven analysis. The
Richardson laboratory has for years been developing expertise in data-driven conformational
analysis, including techniques for quality filtering and multi-dimensional visualization. I joined
the laboratory at an opportune time to begin adapting this expertise to the newly expanded
data on RNA backbone, since there were now examples enough to apply quality filtering and
begin distinguishing rare conformations from errors and noise.

My thesis project had its start as a rotation project. The Richardson laboratory
has historically been a protein laboratory, determining structures, predicting them, and
of late concentrating on validating and improving them. When I interviewed with them,
that was why. But they had become interested in starting to look at RNA as well, and
that project was the one that captured my imagination. The geometry and connectivity
of RNA suggested that it might be rotameric; the publication of the ribosomal subunit
structures suggested that there was now enough data to try quality filtering and find out.
We wanted to see whether the same analysis techniques that had improved individual
structures and overall criteria for proteins could be adapted to do the same for RNA.
Data-driven analysis of molecular structures involves two competing goods:
quality and quantity. On the one hand, too small a dataset, even of excellent quality, is
likely to omit unusual and interesting conformations that may (for example) only occur
in appreciable numbers in complex structures that are difficult to determine at very high
resolution. Such complex structures are likely to contain both real conformations that are
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unusual because they are doing something interesting, and erroneous conformations that
are unusual because they are the result of an error in the model. On the other hand, too
large and unrestricted a dataset will surely include a great deal of noise, both random
errors lowering the signal-to-noise ratio, and sometimes systematic errors that are
common enough to be mistaken for signal. The use of quality filtering, especially
incorporating criteria applied locally within a structure as well as global criteria, does
reduce the quantity of data to analyze but substantially increases the signal to noise
ratio. In RNA, the local criteria are especially important because the overall database to
choose from is limited, and the larger, biologically interesting structures containing
extremely interesting examples are rarely available at high enough resolution to avoid a
high percentage of errors as well.
Our most commonly used quality filters are crystallographic resolution,
crystallographic B-factor, and all-atom contact analysis. Screening by resolution restricts
examples to structures with relatively good data; filtering out sterically impossible
conformations using all-atom contact analysis removes both general noise and
sometimes systematically misfit "decoy" conformations; and filtering by B-factor
prevents conformations that were too uncertain to contribute significantly to the
crystallographic map from contributing unduly to the database's distributions.
Resolution and B-factor are available directly from the deposited structure files,
although B-factor is not as commonly used as a criterion. All-atom contact analysis is
performed using Richardson laboratory programs: REDUCE (Word et al. 1999b) to add
and optimize hydrogens, PROBE (Word et al. 1999a) to evaluate the contacts afterward.
The same techniques have succeeded in improving protein structures and the
criteria for evaluating them. The penultimate rotamer library (Lovell et al. 2000)
employed these filtering and analysis methods to produce an improved protein
sidechain rotamer library, identifying and eliminating a number of physically implausible
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conformations with bad sterics or otherwise bad geometry that had not been flagged as
problematic in previous libraries and had therefore continued to be incorporated into a
number of structures. The same principles were also used to produce an improved set of
φ, ψ Ramachandran criteria (Lovell et al. 2003) with new contours for favored, allowed,
and forbidden regions, eliminating some areas previously considered "allowed" for steric
problems but also identifying some genuine, if unusual, conformational regions that had
previously been considered forbidden or disfavored. Various individual rerefinements
and a systematic application in cooperation with the Southeast Structural Genomics
Consortium (SECSG) have demonstrated that using these quality-filtered libraries and
validation criteria produce protein structures that are measurably better than average
not only by our criteria but by standard quality measures (Arendall et al. 2005).
The kind of success the laboratory has had with proteins is badly needed in the
RNA field, where it is less a case of revising standard and accepted tools and
evaluation criteria and more a matter of adding to a comparatively sparse set of
options. There have certainly been geometrical criteria for refinement; there have been
hard-sphere analyses; there have been sets of standard conformations identified -- but
there has never been as full a toolset for RNA as that developed for proteins. The effects
of this lack are not only on the structures themselves; the RNA crystallographers we've
talked to have on average been much more enthusiastic about the prospect of such new
tools than protein crystallographers have been about revisions.
After the large ribosomal subunit structures in 2000, the database of RNA
structures had grown large enough -- if only just -- to begin applying these techniques
with the expectation of picking up some of the less common conformations. It worked.
Over the course of my time with the Richardson laboratory, we have published a first set
of RNA backbone rotamers, identified geometric criteria for fitting and correcting sugar
pucker, accomplished hand-refitting and collaborated on its automation with the
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Snoeyink laboratory's RNABC, rerefined an already excellent structure with improved
geometry and R values, and collaborated with several other groups studying RNA
backbone on a revised consensus set of rotamers. We expect to proceed with improving
both the process and end result of structure determination, as well as exploration of the
backbone's involvement in molecular interactions and motif structure.
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Chapter 2: First RNA Backbone Rotamer Library
This chapter covers the beginning of my experiences with RNA through the
publication of the initial rotamer library. The first section addresses the reasons and
opportunity for the study. Following sections present the groundwork of initial
observations and consultations, then proceed to the details of selecting the dataset,
applying and adapting quality filters, and analyzing the resulting filtered torsion angle
distributions, and lastly describe the rotamer set itself and its implications.
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Section 2.1: Grounds for Expecting Rotamers, Utility of a
Rotamer Library for RNA, and Opportunity for Data-Driven
Analysis
The overall structure of RNA backbone (tetrahedral geometry and rotatable single
bonds) and many previous studies suggested that RNA backbone conformations might in
reality be more discrete and rotationally favorable than the rather smeary unfiltered
distributions -- that is, that filtering might reveal RNA backbone to be rotameric. Constructing
a rotamer library for RNA backbone was a desirable goal because it would facilitate accurate
structure fitting. The ribosome structures published in 2000 provided enough data that
scientists were beginning to identify new motifs and could expect to identify a respectable
number of rotamers.

My opening hypothesis was that RNA backbone was rotameric. Despite the
unfiltered torsion angle distributions' appearance of continuous variation with lumps in
it, which might have been argued to resemble the plots for protein backbone, the
geometry of RNA backbone actually shares with that of protein sidechains many of the
properties that lend themselves to sets of discrete preferred conformations, separated
by both steric restrictions and rotational preferences. Instead of the triangular geometry
of protein backbone with its periodic double bonds, both protein sidechains and RNA
backbone consist of atoms connected by single bonds and possessing tetrahedral
geometry. Both molecular electron orbitals and sterics, therefore, contribute to an overall
preference for approximately staggered torsion conformations, the ranges and
combinations of which may also be shifted or excluded by longer-range contacts.
Previous studies, as discussed in Section 1.2, had also found discrete allowed and
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preferred regions for individual torsion angles and testified to the exclusion of many
conformations by sterics. So it seemed a probable hypothesis to go on.
Being able to identify and describe a set of RNA backbone rotamers based on
conformations occurring in real data was an attractive prospect. RNA backbone is
challenging, with many atoms and torsions to place, limited data, and a comparatively
small existing toolset compared to that for protein fitting. Rotamers provide starting
points for fitting.
Rotamers are not simply sample points within a continuous distribution, though
it can be useful to adopt sample points within a given rotamer; rotamers are discrete,
rotationally distinct preferred conformations. While molecules are not static, neither do
they simply flail around; they spend most of their time in favorable conformations,
which generally means a balance of rotational relaxation and whatever attractive and
steric forces may be acting on the molecule. A freely rotating single bond between
tetrahedral atoms doesn't so much spin as ratchet.
Having a selection of these conformations, confirmed as appearing in models
well fit to good and clear data, is a useful tool and starting point in initial fitting as well
as in making corrections or constructing a theoretical model. The use of rotamers in this
way does create a bias toward previously identified conformations, but there is
something to be said for a bias toward conformations that are physically plausible and
occur regularly. If the data calls convincingly for a rare or strained conformation, one
should be fit; otherwise a common and favored conformation is probably a good first
bet. In short, RNA backbone rotamers are an attractive tool for all the same reasons as
protein sidechain rotamers.
I began studying RNA at a time of great opportunity. The publication of the
ribosomal subunit structures in 2000 (Ban et al. 2000, Schluenzen et al. 2000, Wimberly
et al. 2000) expanded the number of RNA residues in the database dramatically, and
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because of the complexity of the structure of the ribosome they increased the
opportunities to investigate non-A-form conformations even more significantly. There
was so much information that new motifs, such as the A-minor motif (Nissen et al.
2001) and the kink-turn (Klein et al. 2001), were being identified almost immediately.
There was enough -- if only just enough -- to think of assembling a quality-filtered
dataset. For a new and fascinated rotation student, the idea was irresistible. From a
more informed perspective on the field, too, the time to classify RNA backbone
conformations had arrived.
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Section 2.2: My Personal Introduction to RNA Backbone
I started by looking at the large ribosomal subunit structure from the Steitz laboratory
(Klein et al. 2001) and talking to crystallographers with experience in RNA. These early
explorations led to the choice of the suite (sugar-to-sugar unit, or truncated dinucleotide) for
analysis and to the use of a rotatable model (designed by David Richardson) for refitting and
general manipulation.

I began my project by getting acquainted with the large ribosomal subunit
structure, rr0033/1JJ2 (Klein et al. 2001). This structure is a revision of rr0011/1FFK
(Ban et al. 2000) and is large, complex, and of excellent quality: 2.4Å, R=0.189, and
obviously fit and refined with great care and attention. The quantity and variety of
conformations in it added immensely to the available information on RNA
conformations; some analyses even used this structure as their entire dataset
(Hershkovitz et al. 2003, Schneider et al. 2004). I also had the chance to consult with
some RNA crystallographers, such as the Doudna laboratory, which at the time was at
Yale, on the usual challenges of fitting RNA structures. They showed maps at different
stages of refinement, demonstrating how much more distinct the bases and
phosphoruses were in electron density than the sugars between them. I also learned there
that the phosphates tend to show up as fairly symmetrical blobs, which makes it tricky
to orient the oxygens correctly but does have the advantage of making it easier to place
the phosphorus in the center, and that RNA structures tend overall to have higher Bfactors than protein structures of comparable resolution.
Since this was my first experience looking at RNA structure and really my most
extensive experience with macromolecular structure so far, I began by looking at
everything that I thought might be useful. Some of it, initially, was rather unfocused. I
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concentrated largely on clashes, since despite its overall quality there were still over 350
backbone-backbone clashes in the RNA. I made lists of phosphate-phosphate distances,
the angles formed by three consecutive phosphates, distances from N1/9 of one base to
that of the next, C3'-C4 distances (different sugars, not the bond length), and so on.
Most of the usefulness of this experience was in helping me become more familiar with
the structure of RNA, although a more thorough statistical analysis of related variables
might eventually become a tool in selecting rotamers for fitting.
Other early investigations did lead to some interesting insights. Looking at N1/9P and P-N1/9 distances and the hope of correcting clashes without moving the bases or
phosphates led me into using a rotatable model with ideal geometry based on the
parameters given on the NDB website (Berman et al. 1992) under "Standards" (Gelbin et
al. 1996, Clowney et al. 1996, Parkinson et al. 1996) and constructed by David
Richardson to look at what torsions and combinations thereof would produce the same
separations. For a fixed sugar pucker and without bond geometry distortions, ε controls
the distance between N1/9 and the following P. Based on the rotatable model, I found
limits on ε ranging from about 150°-290° for a C3'-endo sugar pucker and 210°-240° for
C2'-endo sugar pucker. The range for C3'-endo turned out to match most of the actual ε
distribution for C3'-endo puckers quite well. There is a second set of ε values occurring
in published structures that forms a second and much smaller peak, but this peak is
associated with several model problems such as steric clashes and questionable
geometry, and it disappears disproportionately with quality filtering. The range found
with the rotatable model for C2'-endo sugar pucker does not match either the unfiltered
or quality-filtered distributions nearly as well; the actual range of ε values appearing
associated with C2'-endo puckers is substantially broader without having any notably
suspect ranges. I think this may have had to do with not having as good a model for the
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C2'-endo pucker at the time: the parameters I was using were for a C3'-endo sugar
pucker, and I had tried to adjust it to a C2'-endo pucker but may not have had the
conformation quite right at that time. The combination of β and γ control the P-N1/9
distance (for similar conditions, ideal geometry and fixed sugar pucker), and one of the
interesting results there was that there seem to be no sterically forbidden values for γ at
all. For several other torsions, including β, there are values that simply are not permitted
no matter what the rest of the conformation might be, but there is no such value for γ.
Perhaps this comparative rotational freedom contributes to γ's having the neatest and
least distorted distribution.
I also spent some time making guesses, based on clashes, base positions, and
early single-torsion distributions, about possible rotamers. I used the rotatable idealgeometry model to examine combinations of the peaks for α and γ and for a combination
of actual peaks and sample points for β, ε, and ζ. By the time the C2'-endo sugar pucker
was available in the rotatable model, I had had enough of this and never explored
conformations with C2'-endo puckers in the same way, moving on to data distributions
and using the rotatable model mostly for corrections. Multidimensional torsion analysis
on real data distributions was much more productive for identifying actual rotamers, but
trying out different conformations with the rotatable model helped me to get a feel for
what kind of results various changes and adjustments would produce.
The overall result of this introductory period was fairly useful. I gained an
understanding of some of the types of problems in RNA structures, both the challenges
directly facing crystallographers and the specific types of errors that could show up in
the final models. I was also able to begin proposing some clash corrections. Another of
the main things that came out of the period was the use of the "suite," a sugar-to-sugar
unit, for further analysis. It was within this unit that most (though not all) steric clashes
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occurred, and where the torsion angle correlations were strongest. There was also
literature support for this type of analysis unit in various prior studies both data-driven
and theoretical, many of which used dinucleotides or truncated dinucleotides (see
Section 1.2), but its utility for our specific forms of analysis also became independently
clear.
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Section 2.3: Selecting Files for Dataset: RNA03
Although some analyses used a single large ribosomal subunit structure or all available
RNA-containing files, we chose to pursue a middle course. The search function of the Nucleic
Acid Database (Berman et al. 1992) was used to find all RNA-containing crystal structures of
resolution 3.0Å or better, without noted modifications to ribose or phosphate, and deposited in
the NDB as of June 16 2003. From this subset of the NDB I selected files and sometimes
individual chains from files to limit duplication. The final RNA03 dataset is drawn from 132
separate structures and contains 8636 nucleotides.

To choose the dataset for analysis, I began with the RNA-containing structures
deposited in the Nucleic Acid Database (NDB) (Berman et al. 1992). They will be listed
by the NDB code, often with the PDB code (Protein Data Bank, Berman et al. 2000)
following. I limited the selection to structures determined by X-ray crystallography
because there are more uniformly established quality measures for crystallography than
for NMR. There have been efforts to introduce an equivalent to Rfree for NMR (Clore et
al. 1993, Gronwald et al. 2000), but it has not yet been broadly adopted and postdates
a large portion of the available structures. In addition, even those who specialize in
NMR keep assuring me that the crystal structures are overall more reliable and of higher
quality. I limited the selection further to crystallographic resolution of 3Å or better;
technically this was the first quality filter. At that level of resolution, the base and
phosphate positions become reasonably clear, whereas at worse resolution even those
clearest parts of the molecule are hard to pick out. In addition, at that point the best
available resolution for the small ribosomal subunit was 3.0Å and for the large
ribosomal subunit 2.4Å, so this allowed me to include the highest-resolution version of
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each. I also used the NDB search function to eliminate structures labeled as containing
modified phosphates or sugars.
The rest of the selection process was largely focused on choosing the individual
examples from within the previously established limits. The primary remaining criterion
was to limit repetition, seeking to include one example of any given structure, preferably
that with the highest resolution and best fit to data. I did make an exception for higher
resolution, separately determined fragments of the ribosomal subunits. If the same
structure contained more than one copy of the same chain, usually the first was chosen
unless another was clearly better ordered and preferable for inclusion. I tried to avoid
including multiple short A-form helices of the same sequence and checked for
conformational variety in the very small 2-4 nucleotide structures. Two structures,
pr0009/1C9S (Antson et al. 1999) and pr00071/1GTF (Hopcroft et al. 2002), each
consist of 11 repeats of approximately the same four or five conformations. They are
high resolution and structurally interesting, but the bond geometry did not seem to be
well constrained. In the end I kept only one repeat of each, as it was unreasonable and
unbalanced to permit a total of 99 residues in two structures with dubious geometry to
define several distribution peaks all by themselves. I also eliminated four residues for
having recorded B-factors of 0.
The resulting dataset is described in "RNA Backbone is Rotameric" (Murray et al.
2003). It draws from 132 structures deposited in the NDB (Berman et al. 1992) as of
June 16 2003 and contains 8636 individual residues. The ribosomal subunits rr0033/1JJ2
(Klein et al. 2001) and rr0016/1FJG (Carter et al. 2000) do tend to dominate it with
2876 and 1513 residues respectively, which emphasizes both our dependence on these
structures to be able to perform the analysis at all and the resulting unavoidable danger
of bias from one or two laboratories' work and methods. On the other hand, by making
up roughly half our dataset, they do not dominate it nearly to the extent rr0033/1JJ2
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dominates when it makes up the entire dataset. This dataset has been dubbed RNA03,
and its contents are described in Table 1.
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Table 1: Annotated List of RNA03 Dataset Structure Files
The structures designated with * had no local backbone-backbone clashes.
NDB ID
ar0001
ar0002
ar0004
ar0005
ar0006
ar0007
ar0008
ar0009
ar0011
ar0012
ar0013
ar0020
ar0021
ar0022
ar0023
ar0024
ar0027
ar0028
ar0030
ar0032
ar0036
ar0038
ar0040
ar0044
arb002
arb003
arb004
arb005
arf0108
arh064
arh074
arl037
arl048
arl062
arn035
dr0005
dr0008
dr0010
drb002
drb003
drb005
drb007
drb008
drb018
drd004

PDB ID
402D
405D
409D
413D
420D
422D
433D
434D
438D
439D
466D
1QCU
1QCO
472D
1CSL
1D4R
1DQH
1DUQ
1G2J
1T9X
1KD3
1KD5
1L3Z
1NLC

377D
1RXB
259D
255D
157D
1SDR
1RNA
1F27
1MWL
1NTB

Resol. (Å)
2.30
2.50
2.50
1.80
1.90
2.60
2.10
1.16
2.50
1.6
1.16
1.20
1.55
1.90
1.6
2.00
1.70
2.10
1.97
2.18
1.80
1.58
2.01
1.85
0.8
1.1
0.89
0.85
1.76
1.80
1.46
2.00
1.80
2.60
2.25
1.30
2.40
2.90
0.90
1.00
0.8
1.34
0.85
1.1
1.00

*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

Description
8-mer duplex
16-mer duplex
8-mer duplex
13-mer (one strand)
16-mer duplex
12-mer duplex
14-mer duplex
7-bp ala-tRNA acceptor stem
8-mer duplex
8-mer duplex (with "wobble-like" GC)
7-mer duplex from ala-tRNA of E. coli
plasmid copy control
plasmid copy control
8-mer duplex (with GG/UU)
RRE high-affinity site
fragment of human SRP RNA helix 6
helix II of X. laevis somatic 5S RNA
reverse binding element of HIV-1
8-mer with phenyl ribonucleotide
BPS-U2 snRNA duplex
11-mer duplex, thallium
11-mer duplex, metal-free
7-mer duplex
HIV-1 DIS(MAL) genomic RNA
AU duplex
GC duplex -- calcium
GC duplex -- sodium
GC duplex -- ammonium octahydrate
6-mer duplex
8-mer duplex
8-mer duplex, hydration study
12-mer, one strand of duplex
12-mer duplex
E. coli Shine-Dalgarno sequence
14-mer
biotin-binding RNA pseudoknot
eubacterial 16S rRNA A site
streptomycin RNA-aptamer complex
AA + proflavine
AU + 9-aminoacridine
CA + proline
CG duplex + ethidium
CG + proflavine
UA duplex + ethidium
CA/UG duplex + proflavine
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pd0345
pr0005
pr0006
pr0007
pr0008
pr0009
pr0010
pr0011
pr0015
pr0017
pr0018
pr0019
pr0020
pr0021
pr0022
pr0026
pr0030
pr0032
pr0033
pr0034
pr0036
pr0037
pr0040
pr0046
pr0047
pr0051
pr0053
pr0055
pr0057
pr0060
proo62
pr0063
pr0065
pr0067
pr0069
pr0071
pr0073
pr0075
pr0078
pr0079
pr0080
pr0081
pr0083
pr0085
pr0090
pr0091
prv001
prv004
prv010
prv020

1MSW
1DRZ
1QF6
1CVJ
2A8V
1C9S
1CX0
1B7F
1QA6
1DDL
1DFU
1C0A
1DI2
1DUL
1EC6
1EUY
1F7U
1FFY
1FXL
1G2E
1F8V
1HQ1
1E7X
1I5L
1I6U
1JBR
1JBT
1E7K
1H4S
1K8W
1GKW
1KNZ
1KQ2
1L9A
1IVS
1GTF
1LNG
1M50
1M8V
1M8W
1M8X
1M8Y
1MJI
1MZP
1N78
1NB7
1BMV
2BBV
6MSF
1A34

2.10
2.30
2.90
2.60
2.40
1.90
2.30
2.60
2.80
2.7
1.80
2.40
1.90
1.80
2.40
2.60
2.2
2.2
1.80
2.30
3.00
1.52
2.38
2.75
2.60
2.15
2.7
2.90
2.85
1.85
2.56
2.45
2.71
2.90
2.90
1.75
2.30
2.20
2.60
2.20
2.20
2.60
2.50
2.65
2.10
2.90
3.00
2.80
2.80
1.81

RNA message, phage T7 RNA
hepatitis delta virus ribozyme
threonine tRNA from E. coli
polyA 9-mer with binding protein
RNA/rho transcription termination F
GAGAU-repeats with TRP-protein
hepatitis delta virus nested double pseudoknot
TRA pre-mRNA
1051-1108 from E. coli 23S rRNA
from desmodium yellow mottle tymovirus
loop E-helix IV fragments from 5S rRNA E. coli
asp-tRNA
10-mer duplex with dsRNA-binding domain
4.5S RNA domain IV
20-mer RNA hairpin
gln-tRNA
arg-tRNA
ile-tRNA
fragment of C-FOS AU-rich element
fragment of TNF alpha RNA AU-rich element
RNA from pariacoto virus
4.5S RNA domain IV (32-74)
RNA hairpin w/coat protein from phage MS2
UUU with snRNP SM-like protein AF-SM1
16S rRNA fragment from M. jannaschii w/SBP
ribotoxin and 31-mer SRD RNA inhibitor
sarcin/ricin domain RNA analog
U4 snRNA
pro-tRNA from T.thermophilus
T stem-loop RNA
MS2 RNA hairpin
rotavirus mRNA 3' consensus
RNA with host factor for Q beta
SRP RNA S domain
val-tRNA
GAGUU repeat tRNA with TRP-protein
7S.S SRP RNA
RNA hairpin ribozyme with U1A, STR virus
uridine heptamer (with snRNP sm-like protein)
NRE1-19 RNA
NRE1-14 RNA
NRE2-10 RNA
5S rRNA fragment
23S rRNA fragment (L1 protuberance)
glu-tRNA
U-template for HC-JR RNA polymerase
RNA in icosahedral virus (bountiful bean)
RNA in black beetle virus
RNA in MS2
RNA in satellite tobacco mosaic virus
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prv021
pte003
ptr004
ptr016
rr0005
rr0010
rr0016
rr0019
rr0033
tr0001
trna12
uh0001
uhx026
ur0001
ur0004
ur0005
ur0007
ur0009
ur0012
ur0014
ur0015
ur0019
ur0020
ur0022
ur0026
urb003
urb008
urb016
urc002
urf042
url029
url050
urt068
urx053
urx059
urx063
urx075

1ZDJ
1QTQ
1SER
1A9N
1DK1
1F7Y
1FJG
1G1X
1JJ2
1EHZ
1YFG
1BR3
1HMH
429D
437D
462D
483D
1DUH
1HR2
1J8G
1JJM
1KXK
1L2X
1L8V
1MSY

1OSU
205D
280D
361D
1GID
301D
353D
397D

2.90
2.25
2.90
2.38
2.80
2.80
3.00
2.60
2.40
1.93
3.00
3.00
2.60
2.7
1.6
2.30
1.11
2.7
2.25
0.61
2.60
3.00
1.25
2.80
1.41
1.00
1.00
0.86
0.95
1.40
2.64
2.40
3.00
2.50
3.00
2.40
1.30

*
*
*
*
*

*

8-nt MS2 variant RNA fragment
gln-tRNA
ser-tRNA
U2 snRNA hairpin IV
rRNA fragment with S15 (30S)
16S rRNA fragment (w/UUCG tetraloops)
T. thermophilus 30S small ribosomal subunit
16S rRNA fragments
H. marismortui 50S large ribosomal subunit
phe-tRNA
yeast initiator tRNA
RNA complex with 10-23 DNA enzyme
hammerhead ribozyme (RNA-DNA)
lead-dependent ribozyme
RNA pseudoknot, beet western yellow virus
HIV-1 genomic RNA DIS
sarcin/ricin rRNA domain from E. coli
conserved domain IV of E. coli 4.5S RNA
PR-P6 DELC209, tetrahymena group I intron
RNA tetraplex
HIV-1(LAI) genomic RNA 265-287
domains 5, 6 of AI6G group II intron
RNA psudoknot, beet western yellow virus
P4-P6 RNA ribozyme domain group I intron
GUAA tetraloop mutant, sarcin/ricin from 23S
AA
UA
UA/UA
AAA
half of duplex, with UU overhang
double helix with UU-pair in internal loop
RNA 12-mer with internal loop
domain E of T. flavus 5S rRNA w/tetraloop
P4-P6 ribozyme domain
RNA hammerhead ribozyme
domain A of T. flavus 5S rRNA
HIV-1 transactivation response region
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Section 2.4: Quality Filtering
Data is limited, and therefore models are imperfect. The purpose of quality filtering is to
choose the most reliable structures and portions of structures, identifying and removing errors
and regions with unclear data, so that data-driven analysis and the resulting recommendations
reflect reality as accurately as possible. Resolution is a measure of the overall quantity of data for
a structure and how much fine detail was visible; we used structures of resolution 3.0Å and
better. B-factor, in macromolecular crystallography, can incorporate many forms of uncertainty
and serves to indicate the local reliability of a conformation. We used residues with a maximum
B<60 for the definitive filtered dataset, but examined the results of varying the strictness. Allatom contact analysis is a Richardson laboratory specialty that involves adding the hydrogens
(normally omitted from crystallographic models) and analyzing their steric contacts. Overlaps
of greater than 0.4Å between non-bonded, non-hydrogen-bonded atoms are referred to as clashes
and are a warning sign of model error; we omitted residues from analysis that had backbonebackbone clashes either internally or to the next residue up or down the chain.

Quality filtering is a staple of the Richardson laboratory's work with both protein
and RNA structures. Macromolecular structure determination is a complex and
challenging process with fascinating and valuable results, but there are always limits and
few if any structures thus determined are perfect. This is particularly true when a
structure was more than adequate to answer the question it originally accompanied, but
may not be suitable to answer questions about other portions of the molecule. The
purpose of quality filtering is to select the structures and the parts of structures that can
answer the question, "What conformations are real and favored, so that we can use them
future structures?" Well done quality filtering should eliminate impossible and poorly
supported conformations, removing both systematic error such as "decoy" conformations
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(conformations that at moderate resolution can appear to fit the electron density when
there is actually a better choice) and random error such as general scatter, increasing the
signal to noise ratio and reducing false signal. Creating a rotamer library is equivalent to
telling people we think they should be using more of the included conformations; we
would prefer them to be based on reliable data.
The three main criteria we take into account when filtering a distribution for
quality are resolution, B-factor, and all-atom sterics. Resolution and B-factor are
available directly from the deposited structure file and reflect an assessment of the data
available to the crystallographer; they provide global and local measures, respectively,
of the reliability of a given conformation. Structures at low resolution or atoms with a
high B-factor are not necessarily wrong, but high resolution and low B-factor are reasons
for much higher confidence. All-atom contact analysis is performed using Richardson
laboratory tools and allows the detection of severe steric clashes, which indicate that a
conformation as fit is actually impossible. Therefore, distribution peaks that disappear
when clashes are filtered out are considered to be wrong. Peaks that disappear when
resolution or B-factor filters are applied are considered less reliable; at our current level
of data for RNA, however, with much of its variety contained in very large structures at
moderate resolution, there are probably many real conformations that simply don't have
many examples at high resolution yet. Peaks that persist through stricter levels of quality
filtering on resolution and B-factor, however, are considered more convincing.
Resolution reflects the overall quantity of data available for a given structure
and how clear a picture of the molecule in electron density was produced; a higher
resolution (lower number) corresponds to the ability to "see" finer detail. We chose 3Å as
a cutoff because at that level we could include an example of both ribosomal subunits,
giving us a moderately comfortable number of conformations to examine. Going much
beyond 3Å would have included structures without data sufficient to determine
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conformations reliably at the level of detail we needed. Resolution of 3.0Å or better was
one of the selection criteria for our initial dataset; we also examined it with 2.5Å and
2.2Å filters. The points included after these filters did make up a cleaner distribution,
but they removed too much in both quantity and variety.
B-factor is a more local measure of clarity. In small-molecule crystallography, it is
accurate to use its other name, temperature factor: in those experiments, the main
contribution to B-factor really is the motion due to temperature. With larger molecules as
the subject of crystallography, however, B-factor is used to model other factors besides
temperature, and the reduced intensity of higher-resolution reflections becomes a
primary contributor instead. Looking at B-factor allows filtering not at the level of
individual structures but at the level of individual conformations: a conformation whose
atoms have high B-factors is probably unreliable, as a high B-factor reports low or
spread-out electron density and is essentially a way of cutting down the contribution of
that atom's position to calculations, on the grounds of not being very sure of it. For this
stage of analysis, we used the highest B-factor of any atom in a given residue's
backbone. In similar analyses on proteins, it has been found that measures such as peak
width for rotamer χ distributions level out and become constant for B<20 (Butterfoss et
al. 2005) and Ramachandran outliers plateau for B<30 (Lovell et al. 2003), indicating
that at B<20 the reliability of data is enough and any further problems are due to
something else. For RNA, again, there was not yet enough data to use such a strict filter.
After testing various possibilities, we settled on B<60, although distributions for various
other levels of B-filtering were used to examine trends of frequency with respect to
quality.
The purpose of filtering based on all-atom sterics is to eliminate the impossible.
While other laboratories certainly use their own versions of steric analysis (sometimes
including hydrogens), all-atom contact analysis is something of a Richardson laboratory
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specialty. It involves adding all the hydrogens, which are usually omitted from
crystallographic models, back to the model with REDUCE (Word et al. 1999b) and then
analyzing van der Waals contacts and steric overlaps using PROBE (Word et al. 1999a).
Hydrogens are usually omitted from the models for good reason: except at very high
resolution, they don't actually show up in electron density. In addition, their positions
can mostly be well determined based on the positions of the heavier atoms, and
calculations are vastly simplified by leaving out roughly half the atoms.
The problem with leaving out hydrogens, however, is that then the model is
missing half its atoms, and many calculations neglect the fact that they are still there,
and they still take up space. Therefore, many refinement programs working without
explicit hydrogens will produce impossible steric overlaps between hydrogens, or even
between hydrogens and heavier atoms, with no penalty applied.
The fact that the hydrogen positions are determinable is what allows REDUCE to
function. It adds the "obvious" ones with only one possible option and analyzes the best
positions for variable ones, such as the hydrogens in rotatable hydroxyl groups. With the
"-build" option, it even addresses asparagine, glutamine, and histidine "flips," where
electron density does not always distinguish between conformations 180° apart, but the
differences in hydrogen bonding and the space taken up by the hydrogens may. REDUCE
also analyzes "cliques," where several choices of flips or rotations for such hydrogens
will influence one another, to find the best combination. There has been a recent overhaul
and improvement of the program REDUCE in conjunction with the Snoeyink laboratory,
especially in the speed and therefore scope of analyzing cliques (Davis et al. 2007).
Once hydrogens are added, PROBE checks for good contacts and for steric
clashes. The "probe" is a ball of radius 0.25Å which "rolls" over the van der Waals
surfaces of the molecule, including hydrogens. When the ball is just touching two atoms
that are not bonded to each other, it marks the contact with blue dots (wide contact).
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As the atoms come into closer contact with one another, the contact is labeled with green
dots (close contact). When atoms that could form a hydrogen bond with one another
begin to overlap, the dots become a pale cyan to indicate the H-bond. When atoms that
cannot H-bond to each other overlap, dots change to small spikes and progress through
yellow and orange (small overlap), and at an overlap of 0.4Å they become long, hot pink
spikes. This last is considered a clash. For an illustration, see Figure 4. Small overlap is
treated as within model tolerances; clashes are considered to be beyond that level. There
is no attempt to associate an energy penalty with these severe clashes, because it is not
something the molecule is doing; it is physically impossible and therefore a model error.
For the RNA dataset's quality filters, I chose to examine local backbone-backbone
clashes only; that is, a residue was only filtered out if it contained an internal clash
between backbone atoms or if its backbone clashed with that of a residue adjacent to it
in sequence. The latter was to eliminate suites with backbone clashes as well. I chose
local backbone-backbone only, because with the limited dataset I wanted to eliminate
only backbone conformations that were intrinsically impossible.
As previously stated, the unfiltered dataset (as I will refer to RNA03 with only
the "filters" used in the file selection process) comprised 8636 residues, including 8257
full suites. After the local backbone-backbone clash filter, 5943 residues covering 5649
full suites remained. Filters were applied for resolution of at least 2.5Å and 2.2Å, and
for B-factor I made cuts at 200, 150, 120, 100, 90, 80, 75, 70, 65, 60, 57, 54, 51, 50, and
40. The distribution filtered on clashes, resolution at least 2.2Å, and B<50 turned out to
be very clean and pretty, but it only had 888 points, which illustrates the conflict
between choosing the most reliable data and actually having enough data to work with.
In the end we settled on applying the clash filter, leaving resolution at 3.0Å and better as
in the original selection, and using a cutoff of B<60. This left 4166 residues and 3976 full
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suites. Figure 5 illustrates the difference in unfiltered and filtered data on one of the
most complicated 2D distributions, ζ-1α.

40

Figure 4: All-Atom Contact Analysis
The van der Waals spheres around each atom (including hydrogens) are shown here
outlined by pale gray dots, though they are usually omitted in contact displays. The
"probe" sphere of radius 0.25Å is tested at each point on those van der Waals surfaces,
and leaves a color-coded dot if it intersects another atom not covalently bonded to the
first. Labeled within the right-hand side of the figure are examples of wide contact
(blue), close contact (green), small overlap (yellow to orange), clashes (red to hot pink),
and H-bonds (pale green).
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Figure 5: Torsion-Angle Space in Two Dimensions: Unfiltered vs. Filtered ζ -1α
Distribution
The ζ-1α data distribution is fairly complex and messy even at the strictest filtering
levels, but the clash- and B-filtered version is considerably less cluttered, with somewhat
more distinct clusters and less background noise. We will see later that more dimensions
help to further clarify and distinguish clusters.
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Section 2.5: Torsion Angle Distributions and Analysis
One-, two-, and three-dimensional torsion angle distributions were examined. The twodimensional distributions revealed complexities not obvious in the one-dimensional distributions
as well as beginning to illustrate interdependence among various torsions. Suite conformations
were identified based on compatibility of heminucleotide conformations. Seven clusters were
identified in the δεζ distribution (six clear peaks and a shoulder), and since the second δ of a
suite has a strong effect on the αβγ distributions, fourteen subsets of the αβγ distribution (for
each (δεζ)-1/δ) were examined to determine which full seven-torsion combinations occurred
regularly enough to be called rotamers.

Unfiltered and assorted filtered subsets of RNA03 were made into kinemages,
using up to three dimensions at a time. Density-dependent contouring (Lovell et al.
2003) was applied, and although it was not as effective on the sparse and still noisy
RNA data as it had been on more plentiful and more strictly filtered protein
distributions, it was very useful in helping to identify denser areas, especially in 3D
plots.
We created single-torsion distributions for α through ζ (Figure 6). The α
distribution was plainly trimodal, with the highest peak at approximately 295° and
smaller ones at 160° and 65°. The β distribution looked essentially Gaussian, with a
single large peak centered at about 175°. The γ distribution was trimodal again, with
peaks at 52°, 177°, and 292°, and fewer examples between the main peaks than α. The δ
distribution was distinctly bimodal with peaks at 82° and 147°. These correspond to the
C3'-endo and C2'-endo sugar puckers, respectively. The ε distribution appeared to have
a peak with a large shoulder, the highest value falling at 207°, with very few examples
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between 0° and 180°. The ζ distribution had one very high peak at 288° and a low,
nearly constant spread across the rest of the range, with a small bump at 81°. By
comparison, the X-PLOR parameters (Parkinson et al. 1996) for CNS (Brunger et al.
1998), used for nearly all RNA refinements list α at 285.3°, 180°, and 81.0; β at 183.5°; γ
at 52.5°, 179.4°, and 292.9; δ at 81.0° and 145.2°; ε at 214.0°, and ζ at 289.2°, 80.7, and
180°.
The 2D distributions began to reveal several interesting interdependences,
especially in δε, ζ--1α, αβ, αγ, γδ, and δζ. In δε, the ε distribution has a peak covering
roughly 180°-270° for C3'-endo sugar pucker, but for C2'-endo pucker this is shifted to
210°-300° (Figure 7). By comparison to ζα (torsions from opposite ends of the same
residue), ζ-1 α is downright warped, showing strong interdependence of the adjacent
torsions (Figure 8). The δζ distribution, especially with contours highlighting differences
in point density, shows that the "flat" 1D ζ distribution is actually the combination of
two broadly trimodal distributions, one for each sugar pucker, offset from one another
so as to cover nearly the whole range (Figure 9), though this is still clearer in 3D δεζ. The
αγ distribution does not shift or offset any peaks significantly, but shows a forbidden
combination, as the tm peak (α near 180°, γ near 300°) is essentially absent (Figure 10).
The αβ distribution is also interesting, as despite the near-Gaussian appearance of the
1D β distribution αβ shows a distinct peak with α near 250° (or -110°) and β near 60°
(Figure 11).
The 3D distributions were the ones ultimately used to identify rotamers based on
this dataset. The δεζ and αβγ distributions make up heminucleotide plots (terminology
following Malathi and Yathindra 1985), each covering half a residue; to incorporate the
second δ (the final torsion in the suite), we ended up splitting the αβγ plots into two, one
for C3'-endo pucker and one for C2'-endo pucker, or to be more precise with δ in the
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ranges 60°-100° and 135°-160°, as these produced significant differences in the αβγ
distributions. Based on these 3D plots, I identified 18 αβγ peaks, 12 of which were
common to both sugar puckers, 3 of which appeared only for the lower δ range, and 3 of
which appeared only for the higher δ range. I also identified 7 δεζ peaks, three for C2'endo sugar pucker and four (three peaks and a shoulder) for C3'-endo sugar pucker,
which I then used to divide up the αβγ plots and identify which αβγ peaks were
compatible with a given δεζ peak (see Figure 12).
I made fourteen subdivided αβγ plots, one for each combination of the seven δεζ
peaks and two possibilities for the second sugar pucker. The ranges for each δ were 60°100° for C3'-endo sugar pucker and 135°-160° for C2'-endo sugar pucker. For ε I merely
restricted it to >180°, as this covered the two main peaks and the "scattered" values of
ε<180° were limited in number and tended strongly to disappear with better filtering.
For ζ, the three peaks for C2'-endo pucker (on the first sugar) were covered in the ranges
45°-120°, 140-205°, and 245-325°. The peaks for C3'-endo pucker (also on the first
sugar) were represented by ranges 35°-110°, 125°-195°, and 250°-335°, with the shoulder
at 200°-240°. With two ranges for the second δ applied, this made up fourteen 4D
"boxes" within which a subset of the αβγ could be examined.
This analysis raised several interesting points. For instance, β is not really a
broad near-Gaussian centered near 180°; there were a number of peaks that were
smeared out somewhat uniformly in β, or at least so it appeared at the current level of
data, but there were also peaks that could be distinguished from one another in β,
centered both well above and well below 180°. Also, ζ turned out to be far less
intractable than it appeared in its 1D distribution, although it is still smeary and
stretched out by comparison to α, which is adjacent to it and appears to be treated
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similarly in refinement. (X-PLOR parameters, Parkinson et al. 1996) And, of course, the
most interesting result was the set of rotamers.
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Figure 6: Single-Torsion Distributions
Single-torsion distributions for angles α through ζ, plotted 0-360°. The distributions for
α and γ are trimodal at approximately staggered values. The distribution for δ is
bimodal, with values corresponding to the C3'-endo and C2'-endo ribose puckers. The
distribution for β shows a single peak near 180°, with shoulders. The distribution for ε
has a single, asymmetrical peak in the eclipsed range between 180° and 300° (or -60°).
The distribution for ζ has a large peak at 300 (-60°), which includes A-form residues, and
is fairly uniform but bumpy everywhere else except the sterically forbidden range
around 0°.
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Figure 7: δε Distribution
The δ distribution is clearly bimodal, as we saw in Figure 6. The ε distribution has a
single peak covering roughly 180°-270° for C3'-endo sugar pucker (δ near 84°), but for
C2'-endo pucker (δ near 147°) this is shifted to 210°-300°.
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Figure 8: ζ α and ζ -1α Distributions
The ζα distribution at left (torsions from opposite ends of the same residue) is
approximately the product of the 1D distributions, indicating independence. In contrast,
ζ-1α (at right) is downright warped, showing strong interdependence of those torsions
around adjacent bonds and suggesting definable clusters at offset values in ζ-1. A pm or
mp combination of ζ-1 α forces the C5' methylene into close proximity with the preceding
sugar, requiring some adjustment (into eclipsed values of ζ) to avoid a severe steric
clash.
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Figure 9: δ ζ Distribution
The δζ distribution, especially with contours highlighting differences in point density,
shows that the spread-out 1D ζ distribution is actually the combination of two broadly
trimodal distributions, one for each sugar pucker, offset from one another so as to cover
nearly the whole range. The "shoulder" below A-form in ζ (upper left) was particularly
confusing, as was the offset of the offset of the p peak for C2'-endo. The ζ-1 α distribution
(Figure 8) also shed light on ζ's behavior. Later we will see these clusters more clearly in
3D.
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Figure 10: α γ Distribution
The αγ distribution shows an absent combination, as the tm peak (α near 180°, γ near
300°) is essentially absent even though both values are individually present. There is no
obvious steric explanation for this. Note also the diagonal effect from the "crankshaft"
motion (compensating changes in α and γ, streaking from upper left to lower right);
some of this is probably real variation, but it also occurs as model error.
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Figure 11: α β Distribution
Despite the near-Gaussian appearance of the 1D β distribution (see Figure 6), αβ shows a
more complex shape, including a distinct peak with α near 250° (-110°) and β near 80°.
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Figure 12: Heminucleotide Plots
The αβγ distributions (left and center) are noticeably different when they precede C2'endo and C3'-endo sugar puckers. The δεζ distribution (right) shows six clear peaks and
a shoulder off A-form. The data points in each of these δεζ regions were taken and the
corresponding αβγ points for the same suite (i.e. the following residue) plotted
separately for each pucker, to find the set of occupied suite clusters in all seven
dimensions, as displayed in Table 2.
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Section 2.6: Forty-Two Backbone Rotamers
We identified a total of 42 rotamers in this analysis, including several that perform
specific roles in previously identified RNA motifs. We also identified regions of "decoy"
conformations, definite misfits that nevertheless occur repeatedly and are consistently removed
by quality filtering. See text and Tables 2 and 3 for more detail.

A total of 42 peaks were identified in the torsion distributions, each containing
at least five example suites in filtered data or constituting at least 10% of their
respective αβγ distribution. These are summarized in Table 2. In some cases the center or
modal value of an individual peak was offset from that of the δεζ and αβγ peaks of
which it was part. Sometimes this seemed to be simply an artifact of limited data and
the modal value of the larger peak was used; in other cases the modal center of both
larger peaks clashed in ideal geometry, suggesting that there were really some offset
peaks combining to create the larger one. We used p, t, and m to denote peaks near 60°,
180°, and 300°, respectively; when a peak was offset by more than about 40° in any
given dimension, we described it using a number. As the ε were both in the vicinity of
eclipsed, we labeled all ε values as e in describing peaks, and included more specific
values in Table 3, describing individual rotamers in full. Most modal values for a given
peak are rounded to the nearest 5°.
We identified several patterns of behavior and different roles and associated
motifs for several of the 42 rotamers. For example, 3'emmtp3' is A-form and obviously
stacks, but other conformations that also permit stacked bases are 3'emmtp2',
3'emttt3', 3'emttt2', 2'epptt3' (which has the sugars pointing opposite directions,
"upside-down" to each other), and 3'epttp2' (in which the bases can stack, but cross one
another at nearly a 90° angle). Several other conformations have the bases pointing in
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approximately the same direction, but are too extended to stack: 3'emm-135p2', 3'e140mtp2', 3'emptm2', 3'epp110t2', 3'etptp2', 3'epp1103', 3'emm-135p3', 3'e140mtp3', 3'emt135t3', and 3'epptp3'.
The conformations included in the A-form peak can accommodate many minor
variations, such as gradual bending or twisting. Even so, despite its volume, the density
of points within and especially toward the center of that peak give it one of the lowest
standard deviations of any conformation when positions of the various data points are
averaged. More abrupt local changes in direction or other features can be accomplished
by changing only one or two torsions. For instance, the most common conformation for
spreading the bases apart to accommodate their stacking on either side of a ligand or
another base is 3'emm-135p2', which changes β and the second sugar pucker to separate
the sequentially adjacent bases by about 7Å while keeping them parallel, leaving room
for one other base or other planar interloper to stack between. This conformation
appears as a shoulder "above" A-form in the αβγ plot for C2'-endo, and it occurs in a
wide variety of structures at different sizes and resolutions. It occurs in larger RNAs
with the intercalated bases inserted from elsewhere in the sequence (e.g. the tRNAs
tr0001 suite 8-9 (Shi and Moore 2000) and pr0030 suite 945-946 (Delagoutte et al.
2000), the large ribosomal subunit rr0033 866-867), in mid-sized aptamers bound to
their ligand (e.g. dr0005 biotin aptamer pseudoknot suite 26-27 (Nix et al. 2000)), and
in the very high-resolution structures of small drug-bound oligonucleotides (e.g. drb005
(Westhof et al. 1980) and drb018 (Jain and Sobell 1984)). It works because the C5'-O5'
bond, around which β rotates, is in A-form lined up parallel to the base planes and
therefore a rotation around it can move the bases apart with only minor adjustments
needed to keep them parallel.
Many other identified rotamers correspond to specific parts of well-known
motifs, previously defined and described largely in terms of bases. The GNRA tetraloop
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(Heus and Pardi 1991) consists mostly of A-form or 3'emmtp3'; suite 1-2 (G-N) of the
tetraloop makes a stack-switch and turnaround simply by changing α: the conformation
is 3'emttp3'. The two base planes here are also roughly parallel and approximately 7Å
apart, but the bases themselves point in different directions and are not lined up
together. The suite just past the GNRA tetraloop, suite 4-5, also exhibits an unusual
conformation in many instances: 3'emttt3'. This conformation includes compensating
"crankshaft" motions of α and γ so that it closely resembles A-form, but the difference
occurs repeatedly including at atomic resolution (e.g. ur0007), separates the suite
phosphate and the next by an extra 1Å, and produces an offset of the base stacks on
either side of it.
The UNCG tetraloops in our dataset were more limited in number and resolution
than the GNRA, and many of them had problems such as steric clashes. In the
nonclashing suites, however, we were able to determine a consensus of three distinct
non-A-form conformations: 3'emptm2' (suite 1-2, U-N), 2'emmtp2' (suite 2-3, N-C),
and 2'epptt3' (suite 3-4, C-G). These also appear to be potentially useful as corrections
for the examples with clashes.
While most of our identified peaks have a trans value for β or one less than 60°
off, there is one substantial peak in high-quality data with a p value for β, near 80°. The
conformer 3'em-110 80t3', when in the midst of A-form suites, seems to "dent" the
backbone and shift it sideways. It occurs most often across from the "S" of the loop E or
S-motif (Leontis and Westhof 1998) but has also been seen occurring on either side of a
symmetrical dimer (ar0038/1KD5 (Kacer et al. 2003)) and shifting the entire helix stack
to the side.
Two of the rotamers in this set form platforms, where sequentially adjacent
bases are coplanar and paired. We identified 2'etmtp3' as a platform conformer in our
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first paper on the subject, "RNA Backbone Is Rotameric" (Murray et al. 2003), and Gary
Kapral later identified 2'etttp3' as another. Base platforms occur in both the group I and
group II introns and as part of the single-base "bulge" in the S-motif.
In addition to identifying peaks in torsion space with patterns of shape and
function in real RNA backbone conformations, we also identified other groups of values
as errors, many of which could be refit in preferable conformations. We based these
decisions on a combination of factors. The systematic change in the strength of a peak
with increasingly strict quality filtering is a major one. As discussed in Section 2.4, if a
peak is retained under strict quality filtering and even becomes a larger percentage of the
data, it is considered to be reliable. If it makes up a reduced percentage of the data or
even disappears under stricter filtering, it may reasonably be treated with great
skepticism. Some care is required in the case of the limited dataset available for RNA, of
course; there are for example a number of otherwise well-supported conformations that
will vanish with a strict resolution filter simply because the variety of very highresolution RNA structures is still limited. We were very careful to consider that effect
before dismissing a conformation out of hand. We also consider potential corrections,
locations where a difference can be unambiguously identified in electron density, and the
effects of redetermination and rerefinement. For example, there were a handful of
instances of δ between 0° and -180° in rr0011/1FFK (Ban et al. 2000), all of which
vanished in the revision to rr0033/1JJ2 (Klein et al. 2001); examination of individual
cases shows that a δ in this range, often at a value clearly incompatible with ring closure,
can be the result of reversed stereochemistry at either C3' or C4'.
Three case studies for the effect of quality filtering on frequency and the resulting
conclusions about reliability are the -110 80t and ptm peaks in the αβγ plots and the set
of ε values near 70°, each of which makes up between 1% and 2% of unfiltered data. The
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peak near β=80° begins at about 1% and increases with the application of any quality
filter, reaching 2% with a strict triple filter on resolution, B-factor, and sterics; there are
clearly excellent examples of this peak, and in combination with its identification as
part of a regularly occurring motif, the evidence leaves us very confident in it. By
contrast, the ε values near 70° begin at 1.8% of the unfiltered data, drop off rapidly with
any quality filtering at all, and vanish entirely with strict filtering. Since examination of
many of these individual examples indicates that they often have other problems and
are frequently misfits of a C2'-endo sugar pucker as C3'-endo, we thus regard it more as
a warning sign than a legitimate peak. The ptm peak is a more complex case. It begins as
1.2% of unfiltered data, rises slightly with filtering for a following C2'-endo pucker, but
drops slowly to zero with strict filtering for C3'-endo puckers. Unlike -110 80t, however,
it occurs fairly frequently in middling-resolution models with a following C3'-endo and is
then usually a demonstrable misfit. It might be termed a pseudo-crankshaft or a
crankshaft error; while to some degree changes in α and γ can compensate for each other
(hence the similarity of 3'emttt3' to A-form or 3'emmtp3'), this only goes so far. A ptm
heminucleotide is not a substitute for mtp; when followed by a C3'-endo sugar, the ptm
conformation often jams the C5' methylene into the volume of space occupied by the
base, and when modeled in the context of base stacking, the C5' methylene is usually in
steric conflict with the preceding sugar. When fit between bases compatible with A-form,
it frequently does both and can also distort the ribose-ring geometry. This is clearly not
realistic, and we regard this peak as a decoy conformation.
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Table 2: Forty-Two RNA Backbone Rotamers and Roles
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Table 3: Torsion Angle Values for RNA Suite Backbone Rotamers (2003)
Name
3'epptp3'
3'e-140ptp3'
3'emptp3'
2'epptp3'
2'etptp3'
2'emptp3'
3'epp110t3'
2'epptt3'
3'emttp3'
2'epttp3'
2'etttp3'
2'emttp3'
3'emt135t3'
3'emttt3'
3'etmtp3'
3'e-140mtp3'
3'emmtp3'
2'etmtp3'
2'emmtp3'
3'emm-135p3'
3'em-110 80 t3'
2'emmtt3'
3'epptp2'
3'etptp2'
3'e-140ptp2'
2'epptp2'
2'etptp2'
3'epp110t2'
3'e-140ptm2'
3'epttp2'
3'emttp2'
3'emttt2'
3'etmtp2'
3'e-140mtp2'
3'emmtp2'
2'epmtp2'
2'etmtp2'
2'emmtp2'
3'emm-135p2'
2'emm-135p2'
3'emmtm2'
2'emmtm2'

δ-1
84
84
84
147
147
147
84
147
84
147
147
147
84
84
84
84
84
147
147
84
84
147
84
84
84
147
147
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
147
147
147
84
147
84
147

ε-1
-150
-125
-120
-100
-120
-100
-150
-100
-150
-100
-120
-100
-150
-150
-140
-125
-150
-120
-100
-150
-150
-100
-150
-140
-125
-100
-120
-150
-125
-150
-15-165
-140
-125
-150
-115
-120
-100
-150
-100
-150
-100

ζ-1
60
-140
-100
85
175
-100
60
85
-75
85
175
-70
-75
-75
175
-140
-75
175
-70
-75
-75
-70
60
175
-140
85
175
60
-140
45
-75
-75
175
-140
-100
85
175
-70
-75
-70
-75
-70

α
65
65
70
65
65
65
65
70
165
165
165
165
170
155
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-110
-65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
155
165
180
-65
-65
-65
-85
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65

β
180
180
180
180
180
180
110
-170
165
165
165
165
135
-175
175
175
175
175
175
-135
80
170
180
180
180
180
180
110
170
150
165
-175
175
175
180
175
175
175
-135
-135
-160
-160
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γ

δ

55
55
55
55
55
55
180
180
55
55
55
55
175
180
55
55
55
55
55
55
170
180
55
55
55
55
55
180
-60
55
55
180
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
-65
-65

84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
84
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147
147

Section 2.7: Discussion, Applications, and Implications
We established that RNA backbone conformations were discrete and reasonably
numerable. The initial rotamer library covers over 90% of the conformations in good data;
leaving aside errors, the remaining real conformations are likely either unusual strained ones
that may be functionally important but too rare ever to qualify as rotamers, or else ones that
simply don't have enough examples in this relatively small dataset to be distinguished from the
remaining noise level. Revisions to this work will continue, the first of which are described in
Chapter 6. We expect and hope that the existence of a rotamer library for RNA backbone will
make it easier to fit structures accurately.

With this analysis, we established a first rotamer set for RNA. It comprises 42
conformations and should cover well over 90% of the conformations in a good RNA
structure, with the rest made up partly of conformations too close to the noise level for
us to pick up as rotamers at this time and partly of the unusual and strained
conformations that are real and functionally important (as the molecule wouldn't keep
them around just to be energetically unfavorable), but by their nature not likely to be
included in any rotamer library. It is not perfect: in fact, between the paper's acceptance
and publication (Murray et al. 2003) we had already begun altering our procedures
based on lessons learned in the process. We are still working with a limited dataset that
prevents us from the stricter filtering we would prefer to perform; at some point limiting
to best reliability becomes a liability, for instance when most of the data disappears.
The rotamer set will certainly require multiple, continuing revisions, the first of which is
addressed in Chapter 6 of this dissertation. The first protein sidechain rotamer library
by Ponder and Richards (Ponder and Richards 1987), however, was also constructed
with limited data, and there have been many newer protein rotamer libraries since. The
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initial effort was still valuable, as is unsurprising in as bootstrap-reliant a field as
crystallography. Even though our first effort is not perfect either, we consider it
worthwhile, particularly because we are aware of its imperfection and ready to change it
as we become able to see more clearly. We have however established that RNA
backbone is rotameric and that much of the "smearing" really is noise, that we can
describe it in a set of rotamers, and that we can describe motifs in terms of these
rotamers.
The creation of an RNA rotamer library should be useful for multiple purposes.
First and immediately, it should be useful in fitting and refitting, to make the initial
fitting process easier and reduce the incidence of impossible conformations, and to
assist in the correction of conformations that do not work. Further, it should be possible
to use the rotamers in evaluation and validation. The current rotamer set is not yet ready
for this: there are rotamers included near the noise level that might eventually prove to
be mistakes, and there are peaks excluded near the noise level that might eventually
prove to be real rotamers. Evaluating an RNA structure's quality based on how much of
it is rotameric might be premature and should certainly be done with caution and taken
with several grains of salt at this point. However, the same quality criteria used to filter
the dataset to determine rotamers should also be applied to structure models in
progress, and considered in using prior structures in molecular replacement. Eventually
we hope to have a rotamer set in which we are confident enough not only to select
rotamers for initial fitting based on the base/phosphorus/base positions, but to use it
as a validation tool.
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Chapter 3: Base-Phosphate Perpendiculars
This chapter introduces the base-phosphate perpendicular distance (between the
plane of a base or the line containing the glycosidic bond, and the phosphorus 3' to it)
and its strong correlation to the ribose pucker. This measurement relies on the parts of
the molecule most visible in electron density to provide information about one of the
more difficult regions. Therefore, it is demonstrably useful in finding and correcting
errors, and it should prove useful in initial fitting. The first section describes how the
relationship was observed and supported, and contrasts it with a related parameter
from previous work. The second section elaborates on changes from the initial concept,
variations for different purposes, and numerical analysis of the perpendiculars and their
relationship to ε. The third section describes present and anticipated applications.
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Section 3.1: Initial Observations of the Geometric Relationship
Jane Richardson was the first in the laboratory to observe that the perpendicular
distance between base plane and phosphate corresponded to the sugar pucker connecting them.
C3'-endo sugar puckers have a longer distance, while C2'-endo sugar puckers place the
phosphorus near the plane of the base. Discrepancies between perpendicular and pucker are often
accompanied by other warning signs, such as steric clashes or positive ε, which tend to
disappear with filtering and which appear to position the phosphate and 2' hydroxyl for
cleavage. Therefore, base-phosphate perpendiculars can be used to diagnose misfit puckers (see
Figure 13). The related value zP from the 3DNA program (Lu and Olson 2003) represents an
earlier observation of the relation between bases, phosphates, and sugar pucker, but because zP is
defined only within double helix, the base-phosphate perpendiculars have a wider set of
applications.

The idea of using the distance from a phosphorus to the preceding base plane to
identify the type of sugar pucker between them arose when Jane Richardson observed
that for C2'-endo sugar puckers the phosphorus was very near the plane of the base,
whereas for C3'-endo sugar puckers it was generally farther away. We also observed
that when a C3'-endo sugar had the 3' phosphorus near the plane of the base, this was
often accompanied by clashes and poor geometry and was also often accompanied by a
value of ε between 0° and 155°. Although these low values of ε do not always lead to
steric clashes, they do appear to position the phosphate for easy nucleophilic attack by
the 2' hydroxyl, and therefore seem more appropriate to conformations set up for selfcleavage than for stable, long-term conformations. In fact, in the ribonuclease structure
1RUV (Ladner et al. 1997), the equivalent torsion to ε in the bound transition-state
analogue for the cleavage reaction is in this range. These correlations suggested that
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many of the low distances for C3'-endo puckers were errors, and that the basephosphorus perpendicular distance could be used to identify the correct intervening
sugar pucker and as an alert if it was wrong.
A related parameter zP appears in the program 3DNA (Lu and Olson 2003). It is
described as the "projection of phosphorus atom onto z axis of dimer 'middle frame'"; it
is defined only in the context of helical nucleic acids and is used, along with other
parameters, to distinguish A-form, B-form, and "intermediate" helical forms. For A-form,
zP > 1.5; for B-form, zP < 0.5; values in between belong to intermediate forms (Lu and
Olson 2003). The parameter zP does represent a prior observation of the restrictions on
base-phosphate distance for different sugar puckers, and indeed, it is not an unintuitive
point, especially given the restrictions on ε.
There are significant differences between our base-phosphate perpendicular
distance and zP. For one thing, ours is not defined in relation to helical parameters, and
because of the different definitions and calculations the number ranges observed are
different. Ours is not restricted to double helices. It is possible that it may be restricted
to RNA, if the 2' hydroxyl limits the range of ε through steric and reactive
considerations; we have not yet investigated its applicability to nonhelical DNA.
We expect to be able to use our base-phosphate perpendiculars for fitting,
validation, and correction. In initial fitting, being able to identify the sugar pucker based
on much more reliably visible features such as the position of the base and phosphate
would be extremely useful. In validation, there should be few if any outliers in a good
structure once this has been taken into account, since under most circumstances the base
and phosphate can only get so far apart with a C2'-endo pucker, and with a C3' endo
pucker it seems they can only get so close together, as shown in Figure 13. In model
correction, once a base-phosphate perpendicular outlier has been identified it is a good
candidate to be refit with the opposite pucker. While there are some tricky areas with
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intermediate values, this value provides a quick and simple rule of thumb for identifying
sugar puckers that might not otherwise be obvious, or that have been missed in a
previous round of modeling.
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Figure 13: Base-3'P Perpendiculars
On the left is a typical C3'-endo sugar pucker with a long base-3'P perpendicular
distance. In the center is a typical C2'-endo sugar pucker with the 3'P near the plane of
the base. On the right is a model where the base plane and 3'P are near each other, but
the sugar has been incorrectly fit with a C3'-endo pucker, causing a steric clash between
C4' and its hydrogens and O5' of the following residue. [Note that this figure illustrates
dropping perpendiculars to the base plane, which is easier to visualize, but MolProbity
validation uses the more robust criterion of the perpendicular distance from the 3'P to
the extended line of the glycosidic bond.]
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Section 3.2: Development and Analysis
Analyzing the perpendicular distributions in conjunction with torsion distributions and
quality filtering confirmed the initial observations. The analysis also revealed that while using
the base plane as reference is easier to judge by eye and may be more useful for initial fitting,
validation benefits from calculating the perpendicular to the line containing the glycosidic bond.
Use of the bond line is immune to the effects of χ and thus eliminates "false positive" diagnosis
of misfit puckers where the base is in a syn or high-anti conformation. In the clashfiltered, B<60
filtered subset of RNA05, there is a high correlation between values of ε<155° and P-perp
outliers, and for 99.8% of points sugar pucker as defined by δ and as predicted by P-perp to line
(with a cutoff of 3.0Å) agree.

After noticing this phenomenon in individual structures, we moved on to looking
at distributions to see if it was really a rule that could be generalized. RNA03 (Murray et
al. 2003) was used until we revised it to RNA05, an updated dataset which will be
described in more detail in Chapter 6. The base-phosphate perpendicular calculation
was introduced into the program PREKIN by David Richardson, allowing the results to
be output either as a list of values or of outliers, reported as an entry in the multicriterion chart for an RNA structures in MolProbity (Davis et al. 2004, Davis et al.
2007), or reported as a graphic icon as part of a MolProbity multi-criterion RNA
kinemage. The distributions showed a very clear difference between the values for
different sugar puckers. There were very few values for C2'-endo puckers above about
3Å, and while many spread downward for C3'-endo puckers, especially in unfiltered
data, the vast majority were up near a "ceiling," as far apart as they could get. For
intermediate values of δ, the base-phosphate perpendicular values tended to look like
those for C2'-endo puckers.
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We have tried using both the 3'P perpendicular distance to the plane of the base
and the 3'P perpendicular distance to the line containing the glycosidic bond. The
advantage of using distance to the line is that it is independent of χ, whereas variations
in χ alter the plane of the base. For C2'-endo sugar puckers, the difference is minimal.
For C3'-endo sugar puckers, however, regular anti values of χ produce the pattern of
high P-perp to plane distances, but syn values of χ produce low P-perp to plane values,
similar to those characteristic of C2'-endo sugar puckers, and in the high-anti region the
3'P perpendicular distance to the base plane falls linearly as χ increases, starting with χ
of about 200°. Using the distance from the 3'P to the line containing the glycosidic bond
sidesteps this problem and increases the correspondence between distance and sugar
pucker, as syn and high-anti χ values have the same P-perp to line values as the anti
range. The distance to the plane, however, is much easier to estimate by eye and to
identify in moderate electron density, so both versions are likely to have their uses.
Using the dataset RNA05, it appears that for almost no cases does either P-perp
to plane nor P-perp to line exceed 3.0Å for δ above 115°, which includes C2'-endo sugar
puckers and many of the intermediate values between the two main δ peaks. For δ below
115°, on the other hand, most values of both are above 3.0Å. In unfiltered data, for the δ
range between 55° and 110°, or C3'-endo sugar puckers, 94.3% of P-perp to plane and
97.9% of P-perp to line are above 3.0Å, while for δ between 120° and 175°, or C2'-endo,
less than 1% of P-perp to plane and less than 0.5% of P-perp to line are above 3.0Å. For
clashfiltered and B<60 data, for C3'-endo sugar puckers, 96.3% of P-perp to plane are
above 3.0Å and 99.8% of P-perp to line are above 3.0Å, while for C2'-endo, only one
point had P-perp to plane or P-perp to line above 3.0Å. (See Table 4.)
In unfiltered data, for the C3'-endo range, 34.0% of P-perp to plane and 81.4% of
P-perp to line below 3.0Å are also outliers in ε (ε<155°). In addition, 75.1% of ε outliers
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are P-perp to plane outliers and 67.0% are P-perp to line outliers. The torsion ε is
ordinarily under some steric restriction and rotational strain, caught between t and m,
and these low values of ε actually orient the 2' hydroxyl and the phosphate in an
excellent position for nucleophilic attack and cleavage, making them seem less likely as a
stable structure. These ε outliers are almost nonexistent for C2'-endo sugar puckers and
only seem to occur with C3'-endo sugar puckers -- or at least with δ values characteristic
of C3'-endo sugar puckers or intermediate between the two. They frequently occur in
conjunction with P-perp outliers, clashes, and various problems of bond geometry that
can include sugar distortions, and are mostly removed by strict quality filters. We have
not yet found an individual example with ε<155° that seems convincingly correct.
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Table 4: Effects of Filtering on Base-Phosphorus Perpendiculars
Tota l
unfiltered
C3'-endo
C2'-endo
clash B<60
C3'-endo
C2'-endo

8986
8064
869
3806
3327
466

⊥plane≥3.0Å

%

⊥plane <3.0Å

%

⊥line≥3.0Å

%

⊥line <3.0Å

%

7602
5

94.3
0.6

462
864

5.7
99.4

7892
3

97.9
0.3

172
866

2.1
99.7

3203
1

96.3
0.2

124
465

3.7
99.8

3320
1

99.8
0.2

7
465

0.2
99.8
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Section 3.3: Puckering Up: Applications to Fitting and
Correction
Since C3'-endo is the more common sugar pucker for RNA and therefore the default in
fitting and refining RNA, most misfits need a C2'-endo sugar pucker, although puckers fit as
"intermediate" sometimes need C3'-endo. In validation, correction, and refinement efforts, we
have used both P-perp to plane and P-perp to line to identify problems and make corrections by
hand, as well as incorporating both options into PREKIN and MolProbity (Davis et al. 2004,
Davis et al. 2007) and incorporating P-perp to line into RNABC (Wang et al. 2007). More
detail on some of these corrections is given in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

The C3'-endo sugar pucker is the strongly favored default for RNA
conformations, so it is no surprise if it is much more common to fit a C3'-endo sugar
pucker where it should be C2'-endo than the other way around. Fitting a sugar with the
incorrect pucker inevitably puts the O3' in the wrong place, often leading to these
improbable values of ε, other poor geometry, steric clashes, or some combination of the
above. A P-perp outlier or an ε outlier is something to give a second look; a combination
of the two, especially with other warning signs, is a good argument for trying a change of
pucker. In many cases, though not all, a C2'-endo sugar pucker will fit very neatly into a
model that was mistakenly fit with a C3'-endo sugar pucker; sometimes the surrounding
phosphorus, glycosidic bond, and C5' will accommodate a dropped-in C2'-endo ring
with no further alterations at all.
Prior to journal publication, we have already actively incorporated both P-perp
to plane and P-perp to line into validation and correction efforts. Base-phosphate
outliers (currently using P-perp to line) and ε outliers are part of the MolProbity web
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server's RNA functions, identifying outliers as possible errors and potential locations for
refitting (Davis et al. 2004, Davis et al. 2007). As an error alert, P-perps are appealing
because they not only identify a problem but suggest how to fix it.
We have incorporated these measures into hand corrections and into automated
corrections in the RNABC program (Wang et al. 2007) (see Chapter 4), and into
rerefinement producing improved fit to data (see Chapter 5). They are also planned for
inclusion in Resolve, as part of the effort to build nucleic acid capabilities into PHENIX
(Adams et al. 2002).
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Chapter 4: Corrections
While identifying problems is a necessary first step, the ability to correct them is
far more important. The first section of this chapter discusses features specific to
correcting RNA backbone and describes the types of changes observed. The second
describes an effort to improve the large ribosomal subunit structure from the Steitz
laboratory (Klein et al. 2004). The third section discusses our collaboration with the
Snoeyink laboratory to produce and test RNABC (Wang et al. 2007), a program for
semi-automated correction of RNA backbone models.
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Section 4.1: Principles and Observations of RNA Backbone
Correction
Part of my early introduction to RNA backbone as well as my later efforts to apply
what I had learned involved exploring types of steric clashes and using a rotatable suite model
to find physically possible model conformations that could replace the sterically forbidden ones.
The guiding principles I developed for changing an RNA backbone model are:
1) The bases and phosphates are the most reliably placed portions of the model due to
their strong electron density (which does help to keep problems more localized than they might
otherwise be).
2) Any correction must connect smoothly to the rest of the model at both ends.
I identified three broad categories of corrections in terms of the approach they require. One is a
"tweak," or a relatively small change that may be easy to make and remove a steric clash, but
does not change any torsion enough to reach another stable minimum in a refinement program
that does not account for hydrogen sterics. The most useful category is a rotamer change, where
the new conformation puts one or more torsions into a different local minimum. Examples
include changes to sugar pucker and use of the crankshaft interaction of α and γ . The third is
not so much a category of needed change as a category of problem: it contains errors for which I
have no reliable system of hand correction, although trial and error sometimes succeeds.

Section 4.1.1: Introduction to Correcting RNA Backbone
I began my rotation project by getting acquainted with the ribosome, especially
the large ribosomal subunit produced by the Steitz and Moore labs, rr0011/1FFK (Ban
et al. 2000) and then the revision rr0033/1JJ2 (Klein et al. 2001). These structures are
excellent, especially for 2.4Å, but still contain errors. The errors occur for about one suite
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in ten, especially in the RNA backbone, as diagnosed by serious all-atom steric clashes.
One of the next immediate steps was to begin trying to fix clashes. David Richardson
designed a rotatable ideal-geometry kinemage of a suite for me, and at the time this was
my primary tool. I had an idea of some of the individual torsion preferences, but this
was before identifying any rotamers other than A-form. Therefore my initial clashcorrection efforts involved searching the torsion space by hand. The two δ values were
fairly strictly constrained, but even so, the process was more educational than efficient.
Later versions of the rotatable model included an easy way to switch between sugar
puckers (instead of adjusting all the ring torsions individually each time) and eventually
to switch amongst all identified rotamers.
Refitting RNA backbone has several distinctive features, and the process works
better when they are kept in mind. One of the greatest challenges is that, being backbone,
whatever segment is being refitted will probably be connected to the rest of the model at
two ends, and therefore any proposed refit has to keep the ends reasonably near their
original positions. Some displacement will probably be resolved in rerefinement by the
geometry constraints, but it is safer not to rely on this too heavily. This problem is
distinct from the situation with protein sidechains, where the problem may be that the
end of the sidechain is in the wrong place. One of the advantages in refitting RNA
backbone is that many of the errors are localized. It is possible to have regions that are
"scrunched" over a relatively long distance or simply to have locally poor maps, but
usually the strong electron density for bases and phosphates means that those parts of
the molecule are correct and confines the errors to misfitting in the less distinct density
(see Figure 2 in Chapter 1) between them, limiting the opportunity for errors to
propagate along the chain.
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Section 4.1.2: Types of Corrections
In the course of making various refits of RNA backbone and attempting more, I
have come to think of problems and corrections in three very broad categories. These are
tweaks, coordinated changes or rotamer changes, and a third rather ill-defined set that
boils down to "really hard," or to my not really being sure what to do with them.
A tweak is what it sounds like: a very small change, when the backbone is in very
nearly the right conformation but the inattention to hydrogen in refinement has allowed
some atoms to get just a bit too close. One example would be when the C5' methylene is
set just a little bit too "high" and close to the preceding sugar (see Figure 14). These can
produce small clashes or startlingly severe ones. Many of these are fairly easy to fix;
they require a few coordinated but very small changes to only a few torsions. The
problem with them, however, is that the changes do not stick. To a refinement program
that ignores hydrogen sterics, the old and new models are in the same local minimum;
refinement will be at best indifferent to the changes and quite likely to put the model
back the way it was. Incorporating explicit hydrogens into the refinement may solve this
problem, but would be just as likely to do so without hand-refitting coming into play at
all. Tweaks are usually not worth making.
Rotamer changes are another matter entirely. In these corrections, the problem
with the model is considerably more severe, with one or more atoms likely to be
substantially out of place, even by 1Å or more and multiple torsions in the wrong local
minimum (or sometimes not in a rotationally preferred region at all). Since these require
coordinated substantial changes of multiple torsions, they are harder to correct, but they
are also more important differences and more likely to make a real difference to the
model's fit to electron density. Coordinated changes to multiple torsions are also
difficult for a refinement program, which is why once the wrong rotamer or a
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nonrotameric conformation is included in a model, it can be hard for a refinement
program to remove even if it becomes clear that there could be a better fit to the data.
Because the changes are harder to undo and the difference in fit to data is likely to be
greater, problems in this category are not only harder to fix but also harder to un-fix.
An example of this category of change is the correction of sugar pucker. The base
and phosphorus on either side of a sugar are likely to be fit correctly, but the sugar itself
is difficult to see in moderate electron density, and therefore it is possible and not
uncommon for a sugar that should be fit with a C2'-endo pucker to be overlooked and fit
with the default C3'-endo pucker. Correcting this requires changing several atom
positions and torsions in a coordinated way, and even very good data cannot always
pull the sugar into the right conformation from the default. Once the problem has been
identified, however, it is at least reasonably clear what to do. Fitting the conformation
with the new sugar pucker can be either very easy or very challenging, depending on the
level of local distortion. Sometimes, I have dropped in a C2'-endo sugar and found that
the glycosidic bond, the C5' from the same residue, and the P from the next one were all
in the right places already -- the data was strong enough to position them correctly, even
the C5', but not to overcome the constraints for the default sugar pucker. On other
occasions, however, one or more of those (most often the C5') will also be out of place or
the misfit pucker combined with other problems, and the correction is then significantly
more difficult.
There are also types of errors that I never have felt confident in correcting. One
example is when the clash is between sequential sugars; unless a pucker change is
indicated, this gives the impression that the suite is generally scrunched with the sugars
just a bit too close together. Sometimes this is a more extreme form of the tweak, with no
obviously substantial error in any single atom position or torsion. Sometimes it may be
one of the less localized problems, if for instance the electron density map is locally
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indistinct even for the bases and phosphates. In some cases the program RNABC (Wang
et al. 2007) has been able to improve these when I could not succeed by hand (see
Section 4.3).
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Section 4.2: Almost Rerefining the Large Ribosomal Subunit
The Steitz laboratory acquired 2.2Å data on the large ribosomal subunit and invited us
to suggest changes to rr0082/1S72 (Klein et al. 2004), to produce a second model for the
generation of starting phases. The plan was then to pursue parallel refinements and examine
whether our changes produced any local improvements and were supported by the improved
data. The final stage of the project fell through due to time constraints at Yale, although we
now have an opportunity to pursue it again (see Chapter 7). Meanwhile, the correction process
was very educational. I found approximately 400 local backbone-backbone and backbone-base
clashes; focusing primarily on 108 severe ones and very few tweaks, I proposed 47 corrections,
mostly altering sugar pucker or repositioning the C5' methylene. The new attempt will no
doubt be more efficient and effective due to greater experience and the availability of the basephosphate perpendicular as a sugar pucker diagnostic. Jane Richardson and Cheng-Yu Chen
proposed over 100 corrections in the ribosomal proteins and found that flipped-over
conformations of the arginine sidechain are frequent and readily correctable problems in the
protein/RNA interfaces.

Some of my poking around in the large ribosomal subunit structure was actually
by invitation. We were contacted by the Steitz laboratory with the information that,
with Martin Schmeing in the group, they had acquired 2.2Å data on the large ribosomal
subunit. They intended to use the most recent revision of the 2.4Å structure,
rr0082/1S72 (Klein et al. 2004), as a starting point, and it was proposed that we offer a
modified version of the model with assorted steric clashes corrected as well. The original
and modified rr0082/1S72 could then be used to generate starting phases for parallel
rerefinements, and the results compared in terms of fit to data and other quality
measures. We were not expecting a large change in R or Rfree; considering that taking out
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entire proteins apparently produced only a small change, we would have been surprised
and impressed by a perceptible change. What we did hope was to see whether the
corrections held (and what kinds of corrections held), whether there were any local
improvements or clarifications to the electron density maps, whether the corrections
provided any insight into tertiary or intermolecular interactions, and especially whether
any of our proposed corrections were clearly supported by the higher-resolution data. In
the end, the whole process took too long and the rerefinement was not completed before
the end of Dr. Schmeing's sojourn in the Steitz laboratory, but the correction work led to
very useful insights on RNA correction and also on RNA-protein interaction. Recently,
Peter Moore has invited us to resume this work.
I took responsibility for the RNA backbone alterations. I identified nearly 400
local clashes, mostly in suites but a few within a residue. In this analysis I was including
backbone-base clashes as well as backbone-backbone clashes, which accounts for the
increased number from rr0033/1JJ2; it should not be taken to imply that rr0082/1S72
has worse sterics, only that I was looking at more of them. The clashscore as reported by
MolProbity (Davis et al. 2004, Davis et al. 2007) actually improved from 24.18 to 22.31.
Many of the clashes identified, however, were only the very small problems that I would
class as "tweaks." I changed a few of these, mostly in the hope of finding out whether the
refinement would really change them back or leave some of them, but I focused primarily
on the more severe clashes and those that would require more complex changes, ones
that would be more likely to make a difference and less likely to be reverted by the
refinement program. I also focused especially on non-A-form conformations. Ultimately I
identified 108 conformations I thought were worth trying to change and succeeded in
proposing corrections for 47 of them in the 23S rRNA before time ran out.
This was not a very an efficient process. It took place before the base-phosphate
perpendiculars were identified and implemented, and before the most recent revision of
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the rotamer set. Now that the opportunity has been renewed after so many further
developments in our tools and techniques, I expect my next trip through the ribosomal
RNA to produce more proposed corrections, and probably improve several of the
previous proposals, much more quickly. For one thing, I now have more experience in
hand refitting, including what I learned during the first attempt. Better tools have been
developed; the base-phosphate perpendiculars in particular would make several
candidates for refitting easier to identify and point to how to alter them. The
development of RNABC in conjunction with the Snoeyink laboratory (Wang et al. 2007),
which will be discussed in Section 4.3, could also allow much of the refitting to be
partially automated.
The most common types of local misfittings tend to involve either the ribose ring's
pucker or the C5' methylene (which is technically also part of the sugar, but not in the
ring), or both. This is unsurprising since those are the most difficult portions of the
molecule to see in electron density; the phosphorus is usually positioned well, though the
phosphate oxygens may be pulled out of the correct orientation by a misfit sugar.
Misplaced C5' methylenes are probably the most common type of "tweak" and also
occur in misfits requiring large coordinated changes, both in and out of A-form regions.
The density around the ribose ring does not always make it immediately clear which
sugar pucker is correct, so some C2'-endo sugar puckers are overlooked, as described in
more depth in Chapter 3. The electron density between the phosphorus and the
following ribose ring can also be indistinct, often appearing to form a nearly symmetrical
"neck" while the molecule in that region must zigzag through three bonds. Because α and
γ can change in partially compensatory ways in a kind of "crankshaft" motion, both in
real conformations and in misfit ones, it is possible for a model to keep the base and
phosphate in the correct places while placing C5' and often O5' incorrectly; because the
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methylene takes up more space, it is usually the hydrogens attached to C5' that clash
with something and signal the problem. See Figure 15.
Cheng-Yu Chen, as his rotation project, worked with Jane Richardson to propose
corrections to the ribosomal proteins in the large subunit. As the Richardson laboratory
has substantially greater experience with protein corrections and the original refinement
of the large ribosomal subunit focused much more attention on the RNA, there were
actually more corrections proposed for the proteins even though there were far fewer
residues. Together, they proposed over 150 corrections for seven of the protein chains.
Even this number will probably rise in a second effort now that the BACKRUB (Davis et
al. 2006) function allows controlled adjustments to protein backbone, increasing the
scope of possible corrections, and this time more of the proteins may also be
investigated.
One very interesting result of the protein corrections was the identification and
the beginning of classification of arginine flips. Arginine is the amino acid that interacts
the most with RNA, and several steric clashes, both internal to arginine sidechains and
between the arginines and the RNA, proved to be the result of the guanidinium being fit
backward -- i.e., flipped -- within the flat electron density at the end of the sidechain.
Finding a conformation that oriented it correctly usually removed clashes and improved
hydrogen bonding in the model (Figure 16). It appears that there are several "decoy"
conformations, nonrotameric sidechain models that can appear to fit the electron
density for certain real rotamers, and also several rotamers that can act as decoys for
one another. We hope to investigate this further, and Xueyi Wang is working toward
automated arginine flips (with electron density considered), though they are somewhat
more complicated than the asparagine, glutamine, and histidine flips already automated
in REDUCE with the option -build. The topic is also being incorporated into Gary
Kapral's study of protein-RNA interactions.
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Figure 14: A Small "Tweak" of the C5' Methylene
Suite 162-163 of rr0082/1S72 (Klein et al. 2004). I tweaked the backbone by moving the
C5' methylene "down" slightly to get it away from the sugar. This type of small change
within the same local energy well is seldom important functionally and is often reverted
by rerefinement.
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Figure 15: The C5' Methylene in More Serious Trouble
Suite 870-871 of rr0033/1JJ2 (Klein et al. 2001), with severe clashes to both sugar and
base (at left), and its clash-free refit in a very different backbone conformation. [Note
that the same problem and essentially the same correction apply in rr0082/1S72 (Klein et
al. 2004) since this is a type of coordinated rotamer change that is unlikely to take place
in rerefinement without explicit refitting.] This was one of my first really successful
corrections. It illustrates a misapplication of the "crankshaft" effect for α and γ, as all
signs point to this being an A-form suite, but it has αβγ in a ptm conformation rather
than mtp. The value of δ for the second sugar pucker, in the original model, is about
124° -- the misplaced C5' has actually dragged it closer to C2'-endo than C3'-endo. In the
corrected version, it is a fairly standard C3'-endo pucker.
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Figure 16: Arginine Flip
Arginine 16 of L3P in 1S72. The original conformation (at left) is in the right general area,
with the guanidinium in flat triangular density and in the vicinity of a phosphate. The
rebuild (at right) flips the asymmetrical guanidinium 180° in its density. This change
removes a clash, improves fit to density, and adds hydrogen bonds, especially the
crucial H-bond to the phosphate.
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Section 4.3: Automated Corrections with RNABC
RNABC stands for RNA Backbone Correction and is a program for semi-automating
these model changes, produced in collaboration with the Snoeyink laboratory at UNC. It keeps
the positions of the bases and the phosphorus constant and manipulates the rest of a backbone
suite using forward kinematics constrained by bond geometry. Sugar pucker may be set, left asis, or determined using base-phosphate perpendiculars. The program has achieved success rates
comparable to hand-correction, including 82% success on an "easy" set of S-motif suites and
42% on a set chosen for severity and difficulty.

Given the inefficiency of searching a 7-dimensional torsion space by hand, even
after considerable practice and with various forms of assistance, automating the process
is a concept with obvious appeal. There was an early attempt at this as a function in
KiNG, programmed by Ian Davis, that was close kin to one of the protein chiropraxis
attempts preceding BACKRUB (Davis et al. 2006). It held the sugar puckers fixed and
possibly the phosphorus and worked from either end to produce a fan of conformations,
pruning them to those combinations that connected back together in the middle. This
was never used very much, probably because I had not really been able to supply enough
information to make it particularly efficient; my efforts at the time were still very trialand-error based and the insights I had obtained by that point were not ones I knew how
to explain in a way that could be incorporated into the program. The protein version
saw somewhat more use, but was soon superseded by the much more effective
BACKRUB . We seem to have recorded very little about the RNA version, and Ian himself
seems to have found it less memorable than I did. Later, with considerably more
experience and information, we entered into a collaboration with the Snoeyink
laboratory who programmed a more successful automated refitting program.
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Section 4.3.1: RNABC Introduction and Methods: What It Is and How
It Works
RNABC (RNA Backbone Correction) is a program developed by Xueyi Wang in
the Snoeyink laboratory, in collaboration with the Richardson laboratory's RNA
contingent (Wang et al. 2007). Its purpose is partial automation of the process of
refitting RNA backbone, because frankly, doing it by hand can be fun and satisfying but
is also difficult and time-consuming. RNABC could be described as a form of intelligence
amplification program, as it proposes various corrections and the user is then
responsible for the final evaluation and choice of what to do with them.
RNABC operates via forward kinematics. The input is PDB format structure files
with explicit hydrogens. The program operates on a suite and holds the position of the
bases, glycosidic bond (including C1'), and phosphorus constant, rebuilding the rest of
the conformation between them with constraints from bond geometry parameters and
all-atom sterics. The user may set a variety of options, including the parameters for
bond geometry, the way sugar pucker is determined, and the tolerances for the bond
geometry and sterics. Bond geometry parameters may be based on the included X-PLOR
parameters (Parkinson et al. 1996) as a default, an alternate parameter file supplied by
the user, or the geometry already existing in the model. The sugar pucker may be left asis by default, specified by the user, or determined by the base-phosphate perpendicular
distance. The user may choose whether to allow deviations of three (default) or four
standard deviations from bond geometry and may set the threshold for a steric clash to
either 0.4Å (default) or 0.5Å.
The program samples the torsions α, β, and ζ; the bond angles at C2', C3', and
C4'; and the orientation of the phosphate; it determines three bond lengths and five
bond angles to position the remaining atoms and satisfy geometry and closure criteria. If
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multiple conformations satisfying criteria are found, the program currently reports the
first ten, although clustering them to report only samples of each dissimilar type is a
planned development. The Richardson laboratory's contributions to this effort include
the general information on RNA correction (such as what not to move), the use of allatom sterics, and the base-phosphate perpendiculars. We also supplied torsion
preferences, but these have not yet been incorporated, though the user may of course
evaluate the proposed conformations on those criteria.

Section 4.3.2: RNABC Results and Discussion: It Works Pretty Well
As reported in Wang et al. 2007, RNABC was tested systematically by Xueyi
Wang and Gary Kapral on both an "easy" and a "hard" set of RNA backbone, and has
also been tried on a smaller and somewhat haphazard collection during correction
efforts. The "easy" set was of 88 S-motif suites with problems, drawn from 42 different
structures. After running RNABC on all of them, on adjacent suites if necessary, and
comparing the results with electron density, 72 were determined to have been
successfully corrected for an 82% success rate. One of these had been previously refit by
hand, and the RNABC refit proved to be very similar and much, much faster. The "hard"
set included 154 especially bad suites, many of which had defied hand-refitting, from 25
assorted structures. RNABC produced successful corrections for 64 of them, for a
success rate of about 42%. Referring to my efforts with the large ribosomal subunit,
where I was successful in 47 of 108 attempts (some of which were more challenging than
others), RNABC is again doing comparably well and much faster.
In conclusion, RNABC is a very useful tool. It has not yet entirely solved the
problem of RNA backbone correction, but it has certainly assisted in it substantially and
I expect it to be incorporated into further refitting and rerefinement. Future plans for the
program include incorporation of torsion preferences and evaluation information
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including rotamer classification, small adjustments to the phosphorus and base
positions which should increase the scope of possible corrections, and estimation of the
new conformations' fit to electron density.
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Chapter 5: Rerefinement of UR0039/1U8D
This chapter describes the Richardson laboratory's side of a collaboration with
Robert Batey at Colorado to modify and rerefine the guanine riboswitch structure
ur0039/1U8D at 1.95Å resolution (Batey et al. 2004). The first section explains the
utility of rerefinement as a test of our tools and analyses, as well as why we chose this
structure. The second section describes our methods of finding and remedying problems
and the specific set of changes made. The third section describes the rerefinement, with
attention to controls, individual changes and combinations, and the resulting maps and
statistics. The fourth discusses the results, their implications, and prospects for further
work.
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Section 5.1: Rationale for Pursuing Rerefinement and Choice of
Structure
Our tools and techniques are intended to improve the ease and accuracy of several steps
of structure determination: initial fitting, validation, and correction. Rerefinement is the most
stringent test of whether our diagnosis and correction process can successfully improve model
geometry and sterics while maintaining or improving fit to the experimental X-ray data. We
chose ur0039/1U8D (Batey et al. 2004) because it is biologically interesting, structurally
complex, and already of very high quality as published. While we will eventually want to work
with initial fitting and structures based on moderate or lower levels of data, rerefining a
structure of this caliber allowed us to analyze reliably how the proposed corrections agreed with
electron density and affected it in the new maps. The final and necessary criterion was Dr.
Batey's support and cooperation in the endeavor.

The purpose of using rotamers and geometric and steric criteria in structure
determination is to make the structures more accurate, and to make it easier to make
them accurate. Identifying rotamers facilitates fitting structures; various validation
criteria make finding problems easier, and the combination helps to fix them. No one has
unlimited time and resources; with any structure, at some point one will have to stop
and call it finished. Having good tools available assists in speeding the process and
improving the end result, producing structures that are a better fit both to their own data
specifically and to our knowledge of molecular geometry based on a wide range of other
data.
Because the rotamers, validation criteria, and other tools exist in support of
accurate fit to data, it is important to try them out in a practical situation with real
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structural data. We need to see whether they are actually useful: whether we can use
them for more efficient initial fitting, whether we can find errors, whether we can correct
errors once we've found them, whether we can improve geometry, sterics, and fit to data
simultaneously or at least improve one without damaging the others. In structures at
extremely high resolution, fit to data is used to determine accurate geometry. In refining
structures at moderate resolution, however, the two terms are often in conflict to a
degree. It is possible to lower R values by reducing weights on geometry constraints and
possible to improve geometry by disregarding fit to data, but either option sacrifices a
degree of realism and accuracy in the model. Part of this is the nature of the
mathematics involved: it is easier to minimize any one term if it is not constrained by
another. Granted, in this case both should be pointing in approximately the same
direction: the real molecule and therefore the model of it should be acting like a molecule,
which allows for some distortions of bond geometry but nothing too extreme, and the
real molecule gave rise to the data the model is supposed to fit.
Neither set of criteria, however, is perfect. The geometric criteria are the result of
averaging, albeit averaging of very good structures, and few such sets of geometric
parameters actually produce closed rings. The crystallographic data does not come from
a single, stationary molecule but from a lattice of many that are probably in slightly
different conformations and quite possibly are able to move at least a little. Another
part of the problem is the difficulty of making coordinated changes to the model: if the
model is caught in the wrong local minimum, it is unlikely to leave it, which puts
geometric and fit-to-data criteria in a futile tug-of-war. Identifying and correcting such
an error, however, can improve one factor without the improvement being at the expense
of another. The Richardson laboratory's previous efforts in protein rerefinement have
demonstrated that correcting rotamer and steric errors can improve geometric validation
criteria without reducing fit to data, or even improve both at once; in some cases a single
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correction can produce a measurable drop in both R and Rfree. In order to demonstrate
that our work with RNA rotamers and other criteria was useful for its intended purpose,
it needs to be tested in actual crystallographic refinement. While we have not yet
employed it in initial fitting, we have performed a rerefinement.
We chose the guanine riboswitch structure 1u8d/ur0039 (Batey et al. 2004) (see
Figure 17) for rerefinement because it is biologically interesting and structurally complex,
and as published it is already an excellent structure. Its resolution is 1.95Å, with
R=0.178 and Rfree=0.228; the maps are clear and well defined, and most of the problems
that do exist with the RNA are localized. All of these were useful features for an initial
test case of RNA correction and rerefinement. While at some point we will want to test
utility in situations involving initial fitting and with lower-resolution data, improving
and rerefining an already well-determined structure with good data allows us to be more
sure of how the proposed corrections are affecting fit to electron density. We were
pleased to receive Dr. Robert Batey's encouragement and support for such an ideal test
case and intend to publish the results in collaboration with him later in this year.
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Figure 17: The Guanine Riboswitch, ur0039/1U8D
Ribbon schematic of the ur0039/1U8D G riboswitch (Batey et al. 2004), with the bound
hypoxanthine ligand in pink and * marking the sugar pucker corrected at residue 63.
Arrows show strands of A-form helix, colored blue to red in the 5' to 3' direction.
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Section 5.2: Approach and Changes Made to Model
We used all-atom contact analysis and base-phosphate perpendicular analysis to identify
problem areas and the rotatable suite model to search manually for preferable model
conformations. We identified two "phantom" waters and removed them and refit four suites.
Suite 38-39 was in a valid conformation, but a clash to a cobalt hexammine and clear difference
density peaks indicated that it was not the right conformation for this case; a refit relieved the
clash entirely and the difference peaks substantially. Suite 47-48 suffered from an internal clash
and a misfit sugar pucker; the refit produced a normal sugar pucker and reduced the clash. Suite
53-54, corrected by Robert Immormino, was broadly similar to suite 38-39 in overall
conformation but with a local steric clash in the RNA itself, and the solution was nearly
identical. Suite 63-64 had residue 63 sugar pucker misfit as C3'-endo; there were no local steric
clashes, but the new C2'-endo pucker indicated by base-phosphate perpendicular distance was
also clearly supported by both the 2Fo-Fc and Fo-Fc maps.

We used the all-atom contact analysis (Word et al. 1999a) and base-phosphate
perpendicular distance (see Chapter 3) functions in MolProbity (Davis et al. 2004,
Davis et al. 2007) as diagnostics. We identified two waters, 410 and 502, with severe
steric clashes surrounding them and no corresponding density even at very low contour
levels. Such clashes in combination with extant density would have suggested an ion or
alternate conformation instead, but in the absence of density we decided these were
probably artifacts from earlier in the fitting process, and removed them. We also
identified four suites with non-"tweak" problems that we were able to address: 38-39,
47-48, 53-54, and 63-64.
Suite 38-39 had no internal clashes or other problems suggesting the
conformation was intrinsically impossible, and was in fact an identified rotamer (9a in
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the system described in Chapter 6). However, it suffered steric clashes to nearby het
groups, a cobalt hexammine and a water, and inspection of the Fo-Fc map revealed clear
difference peaks. The evidence suggested that it was therefore not the correct rotamer for
the situation. In refitting it by hand, we were able to remove the clashes and
substantially reduce the difference peaks. A later run of RNABC (Wang et al. 2007) on
the suite produced only two distinct solution families, one of which was the original
conformation (9a) and one of which was the new one (5n). See Figure 18.
Suite 47-48 suffered from an internal steric clash and an improbable sugar pucker
with an intermediate δ value in residue 48, flagged by MolProbity's use of basephosphate perpendiculars. Refitting 48 by hand to a C2' sugar pucker reduced the steric
clash but did not remove it. See Figure 19.
Suite 53-54 had no sugar pucker problems but did have a serious internal clash. I
failed to improve this in hand refitting, but Robert Immormino was able to find a
conformation that removed the steric clash on a later pass. See Figure 20.
Suite 63-64 actually had no steric problems, but was flagged by MolProbity as an
outlier due to the base-phosphate perpendicular criterion and a bad ε value. The ribose
ring of residue 63 had been fit in the default C3'-endo pucker, while the base-phosphate
perpendicular distance and electron density both strongly supported a refit to C2'-endo.
The suite atoms 5' to the phosphate remained unchanged, although a neighboring water
that had been fit into a difference peak from the misoriented phosphate oxygens had to
be moved. The new conformation for 63-64 is 6n. See Figure 21.
The density is ambiguous and the model questionable for the first and last suites
in the RNA strand. We made attempts at refitting them, but so far have been unable to
produce any satisfactory improvement.
For the rerefinement itself, we used CNS 1.1 (Brunger et al. 1998), the program
used by the Batey laboratory for the original refinement. Robert Immormino conducted
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most of the rerefinement. We used the dna-rna_restraints.def file to designate C2'-endo
sugar puckers and also experimented with reducing the weights on ribose-ring torsions
and impropers to allow the data to pull sugars into the correct conformations. After our
corrections and rerefinements, we also delivered the refit but un-rerefined model to Dr.
Batey for a control rerefinement on his own systems.
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Figure 18: Suite 38-39 of ur0039/1U8D
At the top is the model's original
conformation, shown in 2Fo-Fc
electron density, with clashes to a
cobalt hexamine. Clashes are also
shown to a "phantom" water which
was later removed.
In the center are both the original and
refit conformations with Fo-Fc
difference density, showing that the
proposed correction moves away
from the negative density peak and
toward the positive ones.
On the bottom, the refit conformation
is shown after rerefinement in its new
2Fo-Fc electron density. The clashes
(and one phantom water near the top
of the image) are gone, and the new
difference density is much reduced.
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Figure 19: Suite 48-49 of ur0039/1U8D
Top: Original published model with 2Fo-Fc
density and problems labeled.
Center: Original and refit conformations.
Bottom: Refit and rerefined conformation with
2Fo-Fc density, remaining clashes, and
conformation codes.
This was not one of my most impressive
corrections ever, but adjusting the sugar pucker of
49 to a standard C2'-endo pucker reduced the
clashes and improved fit to density. It turned out
this correction could also be effected simply by
changing the pucker designation in the definitions
file. Because of the conflict between data and
pucker designation, the original model contained
a value of δ that left both suites 48-49 and 49-50 in
unrecognized conformers. Restoring the model to
a good sugar pucker left them both in known and
favorable conformations.
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Figure 20: Suite 53-54 of ur0039/1U8D
It's that C5' methylene again.
Troublemaker.
Robert Immormino performed this
correction. As in suite 38-39, the
conformation is moved from 9a (in this
case barely 9a) to 5n. I should note that
9a is a perfectly legitimate
conformation, but happens not to be the
correct one in these instances.
Top: Original model, showing clash
and 2Fo-Fc electron density.
Center: Overlay of original and refit
model.
Bottom: Refit and rerefined model with
new 2Fo-Fc electron density.
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Figure 21: Suite 63-64 of ur0039/1U8D
This is an example of a sugar pucker
correction that can nearly be "dropped
in" (see Section 4.1): in the hand
refitting, I did not change anything in
this suite past the phosphate, although
the phosphate oxygens were
substantially reoriented.
Top: Original model in 2Fo-Fc electron
density. Note that there is density for
the O2' hydroxyl, but the model is not
in it.
Center: Original and refit models with
Fo-Fc difference density, showing that
the new model has been moved toward
positive difference density peaks (blue)
and away from negative difference
density peaks (red).
Bottom: Refit and rerefined model in
new 2Fo-Fc electron density.
Technically, this image does also show
post-rerefinement local Fo-Fc density at
the same level as the center one. It
disappeared.
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Section 5.3: Results of Rerefinement: Controls, Changes,
Combinations, and Calculations
Each of the corrections individually and in all combinations improved clashscore or
geometrical criteria as well as R, Rfree, or both by comparison to our control rerefinement with no
changes made. Dr. Batey's own rerefinement of the new model produced very similar results.
The R and Rfree values from each test are given in Table 5.

The rerefinement was overall a success. Not only the overall refit but each of the
individual changes led to a modest but measurable improvement in fit to density, either
R or Rfree or both. For the sake of future investigations, we also examined the results of
different approaches to refitting and rerefining the sugar pucker.
The sideline of results regarding sugar pucker and refinement parameters was
somewhat frustrating. With the CNS 1.1 default parameters, all C2'-endo sugar puckers,
both those published in the structure and our refits, were either pulled into C3'-endo
conformations in rerefinement or flattened out if the electron density data prevented a
full change. In contrast, however, only setting a pucker to C2'-endo in the dnarna_restraints.def file, without rebuilding the model, was insufficient to overcome a C3'endo model for residue 63, even though the electron density strongly supported the C2'endo sugar pucker and even when we raised the weights on the defining C2'-endo
torsions and impropers. Dr. Batey reported that it was sufficient for residue 48, which
had only reached an intermediate pucker instead of a fully C3'-endo one. On the other
hand, lowering the weights drastically did permit the model to stay in or move into the
correct conformation. Unfortunately that method cannot be extended to lower-resolution
data.
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The corrections we sent to Dr. Batey did not include changes to suite 53-54, as
that refit was only produced later. They did include the removal of waters 410 and 502
and the refits of suites 38-39, 47-48, and 63-64. Dr. Batey reported that the sugar of
residue 48 was fit correctly if he simply changed the pucker definition and rerefined
without first changing the model, but confirmed that neither 38-39 nor 63-64 was
corrected by any settings he changed in CNS, including several re-annealing attempts.
The original R values for the structure were R=0.178 and Rfree=0.228; after rerefinement
with only the two waters removed Dr. Batey reported R=0.1723 and Rfree =0.2270, and
after rerefinement with the three suite refits as well he reported R=0.1703 and
Rfree=0.2269. The geometry of bond lengths and angles appears to have been equivalently
good.
The refinement results by Robert Immormino include several more individual
details, as well as the later change to suite 53-54. The refit to suite 38-39 alone reduced
the appearance of difference density considerably and lowered R by 0.0012 and Rfree by
0.0013 by comparison to the same procedures in CNS done on the original structure
(which produced R=0.1734 and Rfree=0.2226). The refit to suite 47-48 (residue 48's sugar
pucker) appeared in visual inspection to be an equivalent fit to electron density; after
rerefinement it did not change R but lowered Rfree by 0.0006. The refit to suite 53-54
improved R by 0.0006 and Rfree by 0.0013, and the refit to suite 63-64 (the sugar pucker
of residue 63) removed the difference peaks entirely and lowered R by 0.0006 and Rfree
by 0.0003. The total improvement for all four suite refits plus the changes to waters was
to lower R by 0.0030 and Rfree by 0.0028, for R=0.1704 and Rfree=0.2198. Our result for
the changes given to Dr. Batey was R=0.1711 and Rfree=0.2206. We attribute this partly
to having reduced the sugar torsion weights further than the Batey laboratory. Each
individual change produced an improvement in R, in Rfree, or in both, although Dr.
Batey's rerefinement produced a greater improvement in R than ours and ours produced
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a greater improvement in Rfree. Additional changes to the solvent model by Robert
Immormino have produced still more R and Rfree improvements.
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Table 5: Effects of Refitting and Rerefinement on R and Rfree of ur0039/1U8D
Model
ur0039/1U8D
Control (Richardson)
Suite 38-39 corrected (Richardson)
Suite 47-48 corrected (Richardson)
Suite 53-54 corrected (Richardson)
Suite 63-64 corrected (Richardson)
Phantom waters and 38-39, 47-48, 63-64 corrected (Richardson)
Phantom waters and 38-39, 47-48, 63-64 corrected (Batey)
All corrections (Richardson)
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R
0.178
0.1734
0.1722
0.1734
0.1728
0.1728
0.1711
0.1703
0.1704

Rfree
0.228
0.2226
0.2213
0.2220
0.2213
0.2223
0.2206
0.2269
0.2206

Section 5.4: Discussion
The successful rerefinement confirms that our tools can help to locate and correct
previously unidentified errors even in a very good structure, and it demonstrates that such
corrections can simultaneously improve geometry and fit to data. We look forward to further
refinement tests, including comparison to more recent, higher-resolution data acquired by the
Batey laboratory for the same structure.

The success of the rerefinement is promising with regard to the utility of our
recently developed tools. We have confirmed that we can locate and identify errors that
may be overlooked in a large structure even by an experienced (if possibly tired)
crystallographer, that we can propose corrections by multiple means, and that the fixes
are retained in crystallographic rerefinement. We have demonstrated that the changes
can result not only in improved compliance to the steric and geometric criteria we used
to make them, but also in improvement to the fit to electron density, observed visually
and in both R values. The improvements to the R values were modest, but so were the
changes to the model; the RNA structure was already skillfully fit and well refined to
good data, and therefore there were no drastic changes expected or made.
Naturally, our plans include further testing and use of these techniques. The
Batey laboratory has a new set of 1.38Å data on the riboswitch; analysis and
comparison with those maps should definitively confirm or refute each of our proposed
changes. We will want to seek out more examples of rerefinement and try to reproduce
the result of improvement in situations with different types of problems and challenges.
Lower-resolution data and structures requiring more corrections, for instance, will test
the techniques in more difficult situations, but a structure with more severe problems
may also offer opportunities for more dramatic improvements. We also would like to
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employ rotamers and validation criteria in conjunction with initial fitting and refinement,
and will be collaborating with the other PHENIX teams (Adams et al. 2002) to
accomplish that.
We hope that the combination of rotamers and error-checking will be able to
assist in a variety of situations including those where a misfit is likely to lead to
confusion, such as in active sites or interactions. Many biologically significant locations
such as active sites or binding sites may include nonrotameric and strained
conformations, even including some bond angle distortions, but they should still be
physically possible; criteria should be applied there with due judgment. In other places
there may be indistinct electron density, but fitting a rotamer is worthwhile to see
whether it improves the map. Generally it is useful to be able to try the common and
probable if the data is uncertain, and to progress to the uncommon and unlikely only if
the data strongly supports it.
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Chapter 6: RNA Backbone Conformer Consensus
One of the most important things to remember about analysis of RNA backbone
conformations is that at this stage, very little is yet final. We can make some definitive
statements, but many of the most interesting questions regard the rarer conformations
and our ability to distinguish them from noise. This chapter chronicles the collaborative
revision of several groups' previously published RNA backbone conformation
classifications, using expanded and improved data from newer structures, and
combining the strengths of each laboratory's techniques. The first section introduces the
concepts and reasoning behind the collaboration as well as some of the early discussions
among the different groups. The second section follows the process of the collaboration,
from forming the RNA Ontology Consortium and the backbone group within it, through
the sharing of data, the Richardson laboratory's particular revisions to our own work,
and the reconciliation of results among all groups to reach a common nomenclature and
a consensus set of RNA backbone conformers. The third section describes these
conformers and some of their functions in known structures and motifs, and the fourth
evaluates the consensus result in terms of what it says about RNA backbone structure
and about future research.
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Section 6.1: Background: Post-Ribosomal RNA Backbone
Structure Studies and the RNA Ontology Consortium
The Richardson laboratory and the other groups classifying RNA backbone
conformation in the wake of the ribosome structures began communication shortly after (in some
cases even before) publication. The other groups included Helen Berman's laboratory at Rutgers
University, Bohdan Schneider's laboratory at the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic,
Loren Williams and Eli Hershkovits from the Georgia Institute of Technology, and Anna Marie
Pyle's laboratory from Yale University. As we studied one another's results and methods, it
became clear that we were substantially in agreement and that we had found different results
primarily in the challenging portions of torsion space where analysis would benefit greatly from
combining the strengths of our varied methods. The pursuit of consensus came together with the
founding of the RNA Ontology Consortium, and our paper (with fourteen authors from five
institutions and two continents) on the backbone consensus conformations was submitted to the
RNA Journal in May of 2007.

Several independent groups had been working on data-driven analysis of RNA
backbone since the ribosomal subunit structures of 2000, and by 2003 and 2004 these
studies were reaching fruition as publications. While still preparing for the publication of
our set of RNA backbone rotamers (Murray et al. 2003), we had already spoken with Eli
Hershkovits and Loren Williams about their analysis (Hershkovitz et al. 2003). In the
spring of 2004 we had the opportunity to meet with Helen Berman shortly after the
publication of another conformation set (Schneider et al. 2004) and later to visit Rutgers
and discuss the comparison of the two at more length.
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It rapidly became clear that the different laboratories were finding results that
agreed in the large picture. There were differences as well, primarily in some of the more
puzzling regions of torsion space and in the question of which small clusters were rare
conformations and which were noise. As we reviewed each other's work it became clear
that there were advantages to each of the various groups' approaches and ideas, and
that rather than competing interpretations of the data we had largely complementary
ones that could cast light on each other. Since we wanted people to be able to use our
work, rather than force them to choose among the options or find a way to merge them
independently, it seemed productive to collaborate and hopefully to produce a new and
better consensus set of RNA backbone rotamers that would combine the advantages of
the separate groups' methods and ideas.
The collaboration began with the discussions and visits mentioned above. In
2004, when Jane Richardson and I first attended the annual meeting of the RNA Society,
we were invited to a motifs workshop taking place before the main meeting. When
repeated in 2005, the motifs workshop evolved into a plan for an RNA ontology. The
RNA Ontology Consortium (ROC) (Leontis et al. 2006) was hatched and received
funding in 2005 to facilitate continued meetings and communication. In December 2005, I
visited Prague to continue the collaboration with Bohdan Schneider. Because the groups
interested in RNA backbone had begun working toward an agreement already, that wing
of the ROC formed relatively quickly and was able to present collaborative progress at
the 2006 meeting, and to submit the consensus rotamers paper for publication in the
RNA Journal shortly before the 2007 meeting.
The participating laboratories with full-torsion descriptions of the RNA
backbone rotamers are Loren Williams's laboratory at the Georgia Institute of
Technology, the Richardson laboratory at Duke University, and the combination of
Helen Berman's and Bohdan Schneider's laboratories at Rutgers University and the
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Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. The Pyle laboratory at Yale has brought in
their work on using pseudotorsions to classify conformations, adding valuable insight on
the relations between rotamers. The relevant work that the participating laboratories did
independently has been reviewed briefly in Chapter 1. The paper "RNA Backbone:
Consensus All-angle Conformers and Modular String Nomenclature (an RNA Ontology
Consortium contribution)" by Jane S. Richardson, Bohdan Schneider, Laura W. Murray,
Gary J. Kapral, Robert M. Immormino, David C. Richardson, Daniela Ham, Eli
Hershkovits, Loren D. Williams, Kevin S. Keating, Anna Marie Pyle, David Micallef,
John Westbrook, and Helen Berman, has been submitted to the RNA Journal as of May
2007.
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Section 6.2: Process
Some of the first comparisons of the groups' results were conducted simply by sitting
down with separate lists of conformations and identifying which ones matched. This progressed
into discussion at the first motifs workshop preceding the 2004 meeting of the RNA Society and
then into the backbone subset of the new RNA Ontology Consortium. For purposes of
collaboration and to share our expertise in quality filtering, the Richardson laboratory provided
the other working groups with the clashfiltered, B<60-filtered version of RNA03. We then
selected an updated dataset (RNA05, listed in Table 6) for our own analysis, replacing some
older structures and adding newly determined ones. We made substantial advances in multidimensional visualization methods, used to identify an improved set of torsion-space clusters
corresponding to RNA backbone conformers. Each of the other laboratories also redid their own
analyses. Differences were reconciled by criteria of quantity, quality, and distribution of points in
a cluster, and spread-out clusters were split or merged based on whether there were distinctive
structural differences between the subgroups. To translate among our different units of analysis,
we created the heminucleotide-based modular nomenclature described in Table 7. It was designed
to name suite or residue conformations in two characters, allowing RNA backbone conformation
to be expressed as a linear string (either alone or alternating with base identity) and analyzed
using adapted sequence analysis techniques. To facilitate such analysis, David Richardson wrote
SUITENAME to automatically assign a name to each suite conformation in an input RNA, as
either an outlier or one of the identified consensus conformers. We chose a representative example
from each conformer cluster and also generated an idealized-geometry model, providing two allatom alternatives for initial fitting or refitting.
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Section 6.2.1: Hatching the Collaboration
The initial discussions that led to the collaboration took place somewhat
piecemeal. We spent some time talking to Loren Williams during 2003 and were pleased
to meet with Eli Hershkovits in the 2004 meeting of the RNA Society. The 2004 paper by
Helen Berman, Bohdan Schneider, and Zdenĕk Morávek actually came entirely as a
surprise, but very shortly after its publication Dr. Berman was speaking at UNC-Chapel
Hill and we had the opportunity to talk to her there. That conversation led to a visit to
Rutgers University later that spring, during a time Bohdan Schneider was also visiting.
At one point during the visit, he and I were left in a room together with both papers and
proceeded to go through our respective charts and identify which dinucleotide and suite
conformations corresponded, which ones appeared only in one set, and where one group
had drawn a distinction that did not appear in the other group's list. David Micallef
was recruited to the collaborative effort at that time as part of Helen Berman's
laboratory, and we followed up with Dr. Berman, Dr. Schneider, and Dr. Hershkovits at
the RNA Society meeting that year, including attendance at the motifs workshop that
eventually became the ROC.
The things we agreed on at the beginning included many of the most important
and most prominent conformations, but of course that was the easy part: although we
had a beginning set of matches by the end of the day, the revisions and details and
additional collaborations have taken another three years.

Section 6.2.2: Data Exchange Among Groups
All of the groups were both continuing their research individually and engaging in
updates related to the collaboration. The group at Georgia Tech, for instance, was
already pursuing a more multidimensional analysis to examine the interactions among
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different torsions. We also provided them with our filtered (clashfilter, B<60) version of
RNA03, and with the influence of the other groups remarking on the interdependence of
α and ζ, they began to examine torsion combinations crossing the phosphate as well as
their residue-based analysis and found that the conformations were in fact better
classified as suites.
Similarly, we supplied the filtered RNA03 dataset to Helen Berman's laboratory
at Rutgers University and Bohdan Schneider's at the Academy of Sciences of the Czech
Republic in Prague (henceforth referred to as the Rutgers-Prague group) for their analysis
using Fourier transforms and pseudo-electron density. It contained only a moderately
larger selection of points than their original use of rr0033/1JJ2 (Klein et al. 2001) alone,
but they were from a wider range of structures and omitted many of the impossible or
doubtful examples based on quality criteria. They also added more three-dimensional
plots to their previous collection, paying more attention to ε and especially β since it had
been determined that some conformations were distinguished partly or even primarily in
β. David Micallef and I were in extensive contact over the course of this stage, regarding
progress and the selection of 3D maps and of peaks. Because the dinucleotide and suite
conformations were the most comprehensive and the nearest to being compatible
already, the reconciliation of their conformation set and ours was a major and necessary
beginning.

Section 6.2.3: Revision of Dataset to Include New and Updated
Structures: RNA05
We also had our own updates and modifications to make. Interest and success in
RNA crystallography have been growing, with new structures and improved versions of
older ones. Experience, too, had taught us that some improvements could be made in our
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filtering methods and visualization. I selected a new dataset, dubbed RNA05, from the
structures deposited in the NDB (Berman et al. 1992) as of February 2005. It draws
from 171 files (see Table 6), including revised versions of the ribosomal subunits,
rr0082/1S72 (Klein et al. 2004) and rr0096/1XMQ (Murphy et al. 2004), and contains
9486 residues. Because of the updates, especially to the ribosomal subunits and their
very substantial contribution, the two datasets actually have remarkably few exact
duplicates of one another's data points, even though they contain many structures of the
same RNA molecules. The selection criteria were similar, though the second time through
I was more likely to focus on the biological unit even if it happened to be a dimer of
nearly identical chains.
The filtering criteria were slightly modified as well. I chose to use the highest B
value of the full residue instead of only the residue backbone, which was usually the
same but sometimes made for stricter decisions. I also began using backbone-base and
base-base clashes in the clashfilter instead of only backbone-backbone, weeding out
more backbone conformations that might have a locally possible backbone but were not
compatible with the position of their associated bases. These stricter versions of the
quality criteria result in a total of 4053 residues at the clashfiltered, B<60 level.
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Table 6: Contents of RNA05 Dataset
NDB ID
ah0001
ah0005
ah0010
ah0012
ahh0114
ar0001
ar0002
ar0004
ar0005
ar0006
ar0007
ar0008
ar0009
ar0011
ar0012
ar0013
ar0021
ar0022
ar0023
ar0024
ar0026
ar0027
ar0028
ar0030
ar0032
ar0035
ar0038
ar0040
ar0041
ar0044
ar0048
ar0049
arb002
arb003
arb004
arb005
arh074
arhb90
arl037
arl048
arl062
arn035
dr0004
dr0005
dr0007
dr0008

PDB ID
404D
479D
1EFO
1G4Z
398D
402D
405D
409D
413D
420D
422D
433D
434D
438D
439D
466D
1QC0
472D
1CSL
1D4R
1DQF
1DQH
1DUQ
1G2J
1I9X
1JZV
1KD5
1L3Z
1LNT
1NLC
1SA9
1SAQ

259D
333D
255D
157D
1SDR
1RNA
1ET4
1F27
1LC4
1MWL

Resol. (Å)
2.50
1.90
2.30
1.15
1.94
2.30
2.50
2.50
1.80
1.90
2.60
2.10
1.16
2.50
1.60
1.16
1.55
1.90
1.60
2.00
2.20
1.70
2.10
1.97
2.18
1.70
1.58
2.01
1.70
1.85
2.86
2.70
0.80
1.10
0.89
0.85
1.46
2.52
2.00
1.82.60
2.25
2.30
1.30
2.54
2.40

*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

Description
10-mer double helix with DNA
9-mer, double helix with DNA
10-mer, double helix with DNA
9-mer, double helix with DNA, mismatch
8-mer, double helix with DNA
8-mer double helix
16-mer double helix
8-mer double helix
13-mer double helix
16-mer double helix
12-mer double helix
14-mer double helix
7-mer double helix
9-mer double helix
8-mer double helix
7-mer double helix
19-bp plasmid copy control
8-mer double helix
RRE high affinity reverse binding site
fragment of human SRP RNA helix 6
helix II of X. laevis 5S rRNA (one form)
helix II of X. laevis 5S rRNA (other form)
reverse binding element
8-mer double helix, one strand in asym. unit
model branchpoint-U2 snRNA duplex
bulge from SL2 stem-loop of ψ-RNA
11-mer double helix
7-mer double helix
conserved RNA internal loop of SRP
dis(mal) duplex, Zn-soaked
8-mer double helix
8-mer double helix
AU double helix, Na salt
GC double helix, Ca salt
GC double helix, NA salt, one strand asym.
GC double helix, ammonium salt, one strand
8-mer double helix, rhombohedral reref.
8-mer doulbe helix, one strand asym.
12-mer double helix, one strand asym.
12-mer double helix
E. coli Shine-Dalgarno sequence
14-mer double helix
B12-binding aptamer with cobalamin
biotin-binding pseudoknot
16S rRNA A site and tobramycin
16S rRNA A site and geneticin
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dr0010
drb002
drb003
drb005
drb007
drb008
drb018
drd004
pd0345
ph0002
ph0003
ph0009
pr0001
pr0002
pr0006
pr0007
pr0008

1NTB

1MSW
1QLN
1HYS
1S76
5MSF
7MSF
1QF6
1CVJ
2A8V

2.90
0.90
1.00
0.80
1.34
0.85
1.10
1.00
2.10
2.40
3.00
2.88
2.80
2.80
2.90
2.60
2.40

pr0009
pr0010
pr0011
pr0017
pr0018
pr0019
pr0020
pr0022
pr0029
pr0030
pr0032
pr0033
pr0034
pr0036
pr0037
pr0046
pr0047
pr0049
pr0051
pr0055
pr0057
pr0058
pr0059
pr0060
pr0063
pr0065
pr0067
pr0071
pr0072
pr0073
pr0075
pr0078

1C9S
1CX0
1B7F
1DDL
1DFU
1C0A
1DI2
1EC6
1GAX
1F7U
1FFY
1FXL
1G2E
1F8V
1HQ1
1I5L
1I6U
1IL2
1JBR
1E7K
1H4S
1APG
2FMT
1K8W
1KNZ
1KQ2
1L9A
1GTF
1GTN
1LNG
1M50
1M8V

1.90
2.30
2.60
2.70
1.80
2.40
1.90
2.40
2.90
2.20
2.20
1.80
2.30
3.00
1.52
2.75
2.60
2.60
2.15
2.90
2.85
3.00
2.80
1.85
2.45
2.71
2.90
1.75
2.50
2.30
2.20
2.60

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

streptomycin aptamer complex
AA/proflavine
AU/9-aminoacridine
CA/proflavine
CG/ethidium
CG/proflavine
UA/ethidium
CA/UG/proflavine
DNA-directed RNA polymerase
initiation complex of above
reverse transcriptase, DNA/RNA
elongation complex
CCGGAGGAUCACCACGGG
UCGCCAACAGGCGG
thr-tRNA with cognate synthetase
poly-A binding protein and poly-A RNA
rho transcription termination factor and
RNA
trp RNA-binding attenuation protein, repeats
U1A and HDV ribozyme
sxl-lethal protein/rna complex
UUUUUUU, UU
L25/5S ribosomal fragment
asp-tRNA with synthetase and asp
dsRNA binding protein with 10-mer helix
nova-2 KH3 K-homology RBD and hairpin
val-tRNA, synthetase
arg-tRNA, synthetase, L-arg
ile-tRNA with synthetase and mupirocin
HuD and C-FOS RNA
HuD and tumor necrosis factor RNA
pariacoto virus
RNA with SRP fragment
UUU with SM-like protein
30S ribosomal fragment and S8P
asp-tRNA with E. coli synthetase
restrictocin and 31mer SRD inhibitor
U4 snRNA fragment
pro-tRNA, synthetase
AG in ricin
met-tRNA, transferase, f-met
T stem-loop RNA
UGACC from rotavirus
AUUUUUG with host factor Q
S domain of SRP with SRP19 protein
trp RNA binding attenuation protein, repeats
trp RNA binding attenuation protein, repeats
SRP19-7S.S SRP RNA
U1 snRNP/RNA inhibitor/RNA ribozyme
UUUUUUU with SM protein
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pr0080
pr0081
pr0087
pr0090
pr0091
pr0092
pr0094
pr0099
pr0100
pr0101
pr0105
pr0106
pr0107
pr0108
pr0109
pr0111
pr0112
pr0113
pr0122
pr0124
pr0128
pr0131
pr0134
pr0135
pr0141
pr0143
prv002
prv004
prv007
prv010
prv020
prv021
pte003
ptr004
ptr016
rr0005
rr0009
rr0012
rr0019
rr0082
rr0096
tr0001
trna12
uh0001
uh0006
uhj055

1M8X
1M8Y
1N34
1N78
1NB7
1J1U
1OOA
1PGL
1PVO
1Q2R
1R3E
1R9F
1RC7
1RLG
1RPU
1S03
1SI3
1SDS
1SJ3
1VFG
1TFW
1WMQ
1WNE
1U0B
1XOK
1WSU
1URN
2BBV
1AV6
6MSF
1A34
1ZDJ
1QTQ
1SER
1A9N
1DK1
1MMS
1FEU
1G1X
1S72
1XMQ
1HZ
1YFG
1BR3
1PJO
1FIX

2.20
2.60
2.50
2.10
2.90
1.95
2.45
2.80
3.00
2.90
2.10
1.85
2.15
2.70
2.50
2.70
2.60
1.80
2.20
2.80
2.20
1.60
3.00
2.30
3.00
2.30
1.92
2.80
2.80
2.80
1.81
2.90
2.25
2.90
2.38
2.80
2.57
2.30
2.60
2.40
3.00
1.93
3.00
3.00
1.10
2.30

uhx026
ur0009
ur0012

1HMH
1DUH
1HR2

2.60
2.70
2.25

*

NRE1-14 RNA w/pumilio-homology domain
NRE2-10 RNA w/pumilio-homology domain
RNA with polymerase from reovirus
glu-tRNA, synthetase, glutamol-AMP
UUUU with HC-J4 polymerase
tyr-tRNA, synthetase, L-tyr
aptamer with NF-KB(P50)2
AGUCUC
UC, rho termination factor
queuine tRNA-ribosyltransferase intermed.
tRNA pseudouridine synthase intermed.
P19 and siRNA
10-mer double helix with RNAase III
SRNP initiation complex; box C/D
P19 and siRNA
ribosomal protein S8 and SPC operon mRNA
siRNA-like duplex with human domain
K-turn from archaeal box H/ACA SRNA
HDV genomic precursor with Mg
primer tRNA, tRNA nucleotidyl transferase
w/tRNA nucleotidyl transferase
Hut operon positive reg. protein/RNA
w/FMV RNA-RNA polymerase
cys-tRNA with synthetase
RNA 3' UTR with coat protein
secis RNA with domain of elong. factor SelB
RNA hairpin w/U1A mutant
UCUUAUAUCU
M7G-capped RNA hexamer
F6 aptamer w/MS2 coat protein
A/U helix with virus coat
8-mer helix with coat
gln-tRNA, synthetase
ser-tRNA, synthetase
U2 snRNA fragment with U2B''U2A proteins
fragment of 30S rRNA with S15
fragment with L11
fragment of 5S, L25
16S rRNA with S15, S6, S18
50S H. marismortui subunit, take 3
30S ribosomal subunit with mRNA and lys
phe-tRNA
initiator tRNA
Holliday junction, 10-23 DNA enzyme
HIV-1 PPT hybrid
substrate of rev. transcriptase as
ribonuclease
hammerhead ribozyme, RNA-DNA
domain IV of E. coli 4.5S rRNA
P4-P6 of mutant T. thermophila group
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ur0014
ur0015
ur0019
ur0020
ur0025
ur0026
ur0028
ur0029
ur0031
ur0035
ur0038
ur0039
ur0040
ur0044
ur0051
ur0052
urb003
urb008
urb016
urc002
urf042
url029
url050
url051
url064
urx063
urx075

1J8G
1JJM
1KXK
1L2X
1MHK
1MSY
1NUJ
1NYI
1P79
1Q9A
1T0E
1U8D
1U9S
1XJR
1Y26
1Y27

1OSU
205D
280D
283D
354D
353D
397D

0.61
2.60
3.00
1.25
2.50
1.41
1.80
2.85
1.10
1.04
1.70
1.95
2.90
2.70
2.10
2.40
1.00
1.00
0.86
0.96
1.40
2.64
2.40
2.30
1.50
2.40
1.30

*
*
*
*
*

*

tetraplex
dimerization initiation site (lai), kissing
domain 5 and 6 of group II intron
viral RNA pseudoknot
hook-turn
GUAA tetraloop mutant of sarcin/ricin
leadzyme
crosslinged hammerhead ribozyme, initial
bulged tetraplex (one strand in asym. unit)
sarcin/ricin domain from E. coli 23S rRNA
2-aminopurine-labeled decoding site rRNA
guanine riboswitch with hypoxanthine
specificity domain of RNAse P, A-type
conserved element in SARS virus genome
A-riboswitch with adenine
G-riboswitch with guanine
AA, hydrated calcium salt
UA, two different conformations
UA, two different conformations
AAA
6-mer double helix
12-mer double helix
12-mer double helix
12-mer double helix, 1 str. in asym.
loop E from E. coli 5S rRNA
domain A of T. flavus 5S rRNA
HIV-1 trans activation response region stem
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Section 6.2.4: Improving Multi-Dimensional Visualization in the
Richardson Laboratory
Several progressive advances in the multi-dimensional visualization options in
MAGE (Richardson and Richardson 1992, Richardson and Richardson 2001), added by
David Richardson, made far better insights possible. Many of the options were later
incorporated into KiNG as well by Ian Davis and Vincent Chen. Cross-window pointpicking, depicted in "RNA backbone rotamers -- finding your way in seven dimensions"
(Murray et al. 2005) allowed the user to open two kinemages, representing different
properties of the same points (e.g. δεζ and αβγ of the same suite) and have point
selections in one carry over to the same point IDs in the other (see Figure 22). This was
very helpful in tracking down correspondences.
Better still was the introduction of the ability to create kinemages with more than
three dimensions. The kinemage format no longer limits a given point to having three
coordinates, but allows N-dimensional (ND) points and the selection of various sets of
axes for different 3D views. We can select, color, recolor, and create groups -- and
follow them through any possible set of three axes out of the seven suite torsions, nine
counting χ for each glycosidic bond, or some other designated set of variables. This
method is far more flexible and versatile than selecting boundaries in one set of
dimensions and creating kinemages for each "box," with conformational conclusions left
at the mercy of getting the boundaries of the subsets and the choice of dimensions right
the first time. The new feature makes it much easier both to see and to adjust when there
is a mistake or surprise. The ability to view parallel coordinates (Inselberg 2007) has
also been added, with selected axes marked, the axes reorderable, and the selections
and color-coding retained across parallel and Cartesian coordinates. With the axes lined
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up together vertically, the user can watch and pick out groups, how they bunch together
or spread depending on the variable (see Figure 23). Because of the number of points,
this is most useful when some group selection and recoloring has already been done,
distinguishing some of the groups from each other and allowing the parallel coordinate
system to supplement the analysis with the opportunity to observe when what looked
like one group is two, or when the selection boundary could be improved.
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Figure 22: Cross-Window Point Picking in MAGE
MAGE 's "collaboratory" feature allows correlation between two instances of the program,
so that picking a data point in one 3D kinemage (above right) draws the marker (green *)
on that same point in a different 3D projection (above left). The conformation selected is
2'etttp3', one of two conformers confirmed as having the ability to form dinucleotide
platforms.
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Figure 23: Parallel Coordinates in MAGE
An improved later implementation in both MAGE and KiNG allows easy switching among
any 3D views of high-dimensional data within one instance of the program. Clusters can
be selected and then their coherence followed in other 3D projections. A parallelcoordinate view of all dimensions at once is also available, toggled with a single
keystroke. Above are shown two data clusters, 4n (orange) and 6n (lilac) in the parallelcoordinate representation (Inselberg 2007), which clearly shows their distinctness. Each
dimension is a vertical axis, and each data point is a polyline joining its values on each
axis.
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Section 6.2.5: Heminucleotide Modular Nomenclature
Because each group was using a different basic unit of analysis, identifying and
naming the corresponding conformations was not an altogether intuitive process. We
succeeded in identifying correspondences by talking among ourselves, but even among
those of us most familiar with the studies, we encountered difficulties such as that in the
Richardson laboratory we had indexed suites by the number of the second residue, since
more of the second and especially the phosphorus were included in the suite, whereas
the Rutgers-Prague group had indexed dinucleotide conformations by the number of the
first residue. Therefore, we might both be talking about the conformation spanning
portions of residues 15-16, but they would have identified it as 15 (with information
from 16 attached) while we called it 16 (with information from 15 attached). Loren
Williams and Eli Hershkovits, of course, were initially using residues.
Dr. Williams's laboratory had previously proposed the use of single-character
codes for their conformations, to produce conformational descriptions of an RNA
molecule's structure that could be treated, searched, and compared by strategies
adapted from sequence analysis. It had been further suggested, as the number of
identified conformations exceeded the alphabet, that it would be productive to use a
two-character designation instead of a one-character designation. This idea evoked
considerable enthusiasm for its application to the consensus conformations as well, and
it led toward the solution to the naming problem.
In order to create a common method of describing suites, residues, and
dinucleotides, we invented a modular nomenclature based on heminucleotides,
demonstrated in Figure 24. A numeral or number-like single character (that is, a
character in the 002-003 “basic Latin” range of Unicode symbols, as at
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http://www.unicode.org/charts/) is assigned to each δεζ heminucleotide combination,
odd for C3'endo puckers and even for C2'-endo. For the purposes of this system, a
ribose with δ between 60° and 110° is treated as C3’-endo, and one with δ between 115°
and 175° as C2’-endo. Other sugar puckers can in principle occur with those δ values,
but there are so few well-authenticated examples at high resolution (Altona and
Sundaralingam 1972) that they could not be analyzed separately here. C3’-endo or C2’endo sugar puckers, as diagnosed by their δ values, are referred to here in abbreviated
form as C3’ or C2’. Currently 12 numerical characters are used, as shown in Table 7.
(Note that none of the torsions can adopt values near zero, so there are only two
eclipsed values, e and -e.) 1, 3, and 5 for C3’ puckers and 2, 4, and 6 for C2’ puckers
represent minus, trans, and plus ζ values respectively, while 7 and 9 or 8 and 0
represent eclipsed values (within +/- 25° of 120° or 240°). The character # represents a
combination of low ε and the 240° ζ range.
A lower-case letter or similar character (i.e., a Unicode symbol > 005A, which
codes Z) is assigned to each αβγδ heminucleotide combination: a,c-n for C3' pucker and
b,o-z,[ for C2', leaving upper-case letters for the bases. Currently 12 letter characters are
used for heminucleotides ending with a δ that indicates C3' pucker and 9 letters for C2'endo heminucleotides, as shown in Table 7.
For either heminucleotide, two other characters are used to denote special
situations: ‘_‘ for suites with incomplete torsions (at chain ends or gaps at disordered
loops), and ‘!’ for unusual conformations currently not classified (torsion combinations
not in the consensus list, bad ε values, etc.) and which are therefore either wrong or
especially interesting. Some of these characters, such as # and !, may have to be revised
in the course of exploring further computational applications.
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Thus each suite cluster has a 2-character name, such as 1a for A-form and 2b for
B-form (favorable for DNA but rare for RNA); for clarity, these names are shown in
boldface here. Since αβγδ and δεζ heminucleotides share a δ value, successive suites are
logically required to specifiy compatible ribose puckers. For the same reason, if these
symbols are combined in letter-number order to name nucleotide conformations, they
constitute well-formed names only if a,c-n is followed by an odd number or b,o-z,[ is
followed by an even number. Empirically, about one-fifth of the possible 2-character
combinations of presently defined number and letter symbols represent clusters
identified in the filtered data distribution.
Each number or letter represents specified ranges of the torsions, but actual mean
values vary somewhat in the context of different suite clusters: for instance, ζ is near
+50° for 5z and near +80° for 5j, but both are called p for plus (approximately +60° or
gauche+, as mentioned in Chapter 2). All ζ values are shifted away from zero at the -,+
and +,- corners of the ζ,α plot because of 1-5 clashes analogous to the "syn-pentane"
effect (Dunbrack and Cohen 1997, Lovell et al. 2000) seen for sidechain rotamers in
proteins. Thus there are no 1d or 5a clusters, since they are shifted toward the eclipsed
values named as 7d or 9a.
A specific suite within a given RNA structure may be referred to by giving both
included residue numbers (e.g., the 1[ intercalation suite at drb005 a1-2); if a single
number is used, it should be that of the second residue, which contributes the αβγδ
heminucleotide (e.g., 1[ suite drb005 a2). That second residue of the suite is here
designated as i, while the first residue is i-1. Each suite spans two δ’s, two χ angles,
and two bases; when referred to individually they must be distinguished as i-1 or i.
Since the individual ε, ζ, α, β, and γ angles and the δεζ and αβγδ heminucleotides are
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unique within a suite, they will not necessarily be numbered here except when necessary
for clarification.
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Table 7: Heminucleotide Nomenclature
For δεζ heminucleotides:
C3'-endo puckers -- odd numbers:
Code
Angles δεζ
1
3' -e m
3
3' -e t
5
3' -e p
7
3' -e -e
9
3' -e e
&
3' t -e
For α βγδ heminucleotides:
Code
Angles αβγδ
For C3'-endo pucker:
a
m t p 3'
c
t t t 3'
d
p t p 3'
e
-e p t 3'
f
t e t 3'
g
t t p 3'
h
m t t 3'
i
p -e t 3'
j
p e t 3'
l
m e p 3'
m
m -e p 3'
n
p t t 3'
For C2'-endo pucker:
b
m t p 2'
o
m t m 2'
p
p t p 2'
q
p e t 2'
r
p t m 2'
s
m p t 2'
t
t t t 2'
z
t t p 2'
[
m -e p 2'

C2'-endo puckers -- even numbers:
Code
Angles δεζ
2
2' -e m
4
2' -e t
6
2' -e p
8
2' -e -e
0
2' -e e
#
2' t e

Mnemonic
1a is A-form
1c is "crankshaft" variant from A-form
inverted "p"; see below
1e is stack-shift "dent"; only eclipsed α
1g is suite 1-2 of GNRA tetraloop

minor 1a shoulder
6n is 2'3' Z-form; "N" looks like a rotated "Z"
2b is B-form (DNA -- not favored in RNA)
1o and 2o both put bases opposite each other
more p torsions than in any other C2' αβγδ
rare reverse order of common m t p
4s is most common conformation of suite 2-3 of S-motif
αβγ all-trans
5z is 3'2' Z-form
1[ is most common intercalation conformation

For all heminucleotides:
_ is for suites with any undefined torsions (chain ends or disordered loops)
! is for unusual conformations: suites or heminucleotides not in the list, bad ε, etc. So !
denotes something either wrong or interesting.
Notes: A δεζ heminucleotide is "coded" by a number (here meaning a symbol in the 002003 range of Unicode); a αβγδ heminucleotide is "coded" by a letter (a symbol >005A in
Unicode). For torsion angles, m means near -60°, t near 180°, p near 60°, e near 120°, and
-e near -120°.
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Figure 24: Example of Heminucleotide Modular Nomenclature
The new consensus modular nomenclature for a classic GNRA tetraloop is highlighted
in blue, with a number for each δεζ heminucleotide and a letter for each αβγδ
heminucleotide. Equivalent descriptions in each of the three earlier backbone
nomenclatures are given above and below. At top are three superimposed GNRA
tetraloops with the names for each suite conformer labeled. At bottom is the 1D string
alternating base sequence and conformer names.
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Section 6.2.6: Rotamer Identification with RNA05
Using the new dataset RNA05 and the N-dimensional kinemages, Jane
Richardson identified a new rotamer set. The cleanest three dimensions were the two δ's
and γ, with δ strongly bimodal and γ strongly trimodal, so these torsions were used for
the initial division, forming twelve very distinct groupings (from the two peaks apiece
for δ-1 and δ, and the three for γ). Points with values very far from the main peaks in δ
and ε were not used. I have discussed the doubtfulness of unusual ε values in Chapter 3;
97.5% of points have ε between 155° and 310°, and the values of ε outside this range
and of δ outside the two main peaks are preferentially removed by all quality filters and
do not cluster well in other dimensions. There were even fewer outliers from the main
peaks in γ. Some outliers may be real and perform important functions at active sites or
binding sites, but they are still unusual and often isolated conformations rather than
belonging to the set of favored rotamers.
These twelve δδγ bins were examined separately and their clusters in the
remaining four dimensions identified, and the results then reviewed in consultation with
the Rutgers-Prague group and compared with the peaks from their Fourier analysis. I
also used the N-dimensional kinemages to identify rotamers and was able to reproduce
the bulk of the results.
Clusters of suite data points within a δ−1δγ category were analyzed primarily in
the ζ-1αγ, ζ−1 αβ, and αβγ dimensions, with checks of (δεζ)-1 . Distributions for χ-1 and χ
were also available in the kinemages and were examined, but were not used to
distinguish backbone conformers. Clusters with few points or with atypical spread in
any of the dimensions were evaluated by whether they included any examples from high
resolution structures with unambiguous electron density (e.g., tr0001/1EHZ A59 in
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cluster 4d), whether the examples appeared to fill similar structural roles in context (e.g.,
the S-motif 2-3 suites of 4s), whether the superimposed suites in x,y,z formed a coherent
atomic conformational cluster, and whether few examples had deviant bond angles.
Cluster extent and membership was also evaluated and some outlying points were
omitted at this stage. Pairs of neighboring potential clusters that touch in their most
distinct dimension (such as 9a, 3a, and 7a in ζ, or 2b and 2[ in β) were split or merged
depending on the distinctness of their roles in context and of their conformational
clustering when superimposed. Fifty 7D suite clusters were identified, 9 of them
considered marginal at that stage; all were designated by the new modular 2-character
names.

Section 6.2.7: Reconciliation of Separate Groups' Analyses
There were also several more complex decisions made after consultation with
the Rutgers-Prague group and comparison to their Fourier analysis, as well as detailed
examination of individual structure examples. The primary comparison was a
reconciliation between the current Fourier averaging analysis and 7-dimensional suite
cluster analysis, each described above, although agreement with the three previously
published conformation lists was also taken into account. Where the same conformation
was identified as well-populated and clustered in both analyses, it was accepted. The
FT peaks generally include fewer data points, because of dataset size and lower
tolerance for widely spread points, but 80 to 100% of the FT data points were also
found in the equivalent 7D clusters. In the 7D suite analysis, over 90% of the initial
quality-filtered data points were assigned to consensus clusters.
Both analyses flagged cases where the data distribution was continuous and
extended, or where two FT peaks were close but separate in one dimension (usually β or
ζ) but not different in any other dimensions. Sometimes one analysis identified one
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peak in such a region while the other analysis identified two. These cases were
individually examined and either merged or split based on RMSD or overlap appearance
for superpositions within and between the potential subgroups, on their distinctness in a
θ/η version of the virtual-torsion backbone plot from Duarte and Pyle (Duarte and Pyle
1998) (see below), on differences in the structural roles of examples in their molecular
context, and on consistent treatment of similar data patterns in ζαβ between different
δδγ subsets. Conformers 2b and 2[ were found to be highly similar and thus merged into
one cluster (2[), while 1b and 1[ were judged to be clearly distinct because the two
bases stack in 1b whereas the β shift in 1[ spreads them apart while maintaining
parallel base planes, usually with a distant-in-sequence base or a bound small molecule
intercalated between. See Figure 25. Isolated clusters identified in only one analysis
were accepted if: 1) they included a reasonably large number of examples (or some at
high resolution), or represented a defined structural role, and 2) their superimposed
atoms clustered adequately in xyz space. For example, 9a was identified only in the FT
analysis and 1t only in the 7D clusters, but both are included in the consensus list.
In addition to the groups working toward reconciliation among the sets of fulltorsion analyses, the Pyle laboratory contributed a θ/η pseudotorsion analysis to help
distinguish among similar rotamers in their larger context. This approach allows the suite
data to be visualized in two dimensions, which complements the 7D view offered by the
standard torsions and aids in assessing the similarity of suite clusters. While the η/θ
virtual-torsion analysis has previously been centered on the residue division of the
backbone (Duarte and Pyle 1998; Wadley and Pyle 2004), the θ/η plot instead centers
on suites, facilitating a closer correspondence with the consensus conformers. This
simpler approach helps quantify overall backbone shape and also local context of the
suite, as the virtual torsions involve atoms from the previous and following suites.
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Specifically, θ measures the torsion angle defined by the atoms P(i-1)-C4’(i-1)-P-C4’, so
its central virtual bond spans the δ, ε, and ζ angles. The η angle measures the torsion
defined by C4’(i-1)-P-C4’-P(i+1) and its central virtual bond thus spans the α, β, and γ
angles.
Finally, among the potential clusters that did not satisfy the above requirements
for number of examples, low spread, resolution, or structural role, we have identified
seven that seem most likely to attain official status in the future when more data is
available. They do, however, run more risk than the consensus 46 of turning out to be
incorrect. All 7 are combinations of heminucleotides already defined, so they can be
identified concisely as 5n, 5p, 5r, 2g, 0k, 2z, and 2u.
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Figure 25: 1b and 1[
The top panels are αβ projections in torsion space of the two potential clusters; at left the
points are colored by stacked (cyan) vs. intercalated (pink) conformations, at at right
according to their assigned membership in the 1b (cyan) and 1[ (pink) clusters. At
bottom are examples of the two conformational tpes: for 1[, the shift in β moves the
second base down far enough to allow intercalation of a distant base or an aromatic
ligand. The division between these two conformations, one with stacked bases and one
with intercalated, was decided based on what division in β preserved the functional
division most clearly.
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Section 6.2.8: Automated Assignment of Modular Suite Names
The above determination of conformer clusters was done by a consensus of
manual examination and evaluations, aided by a variety of software for smoothing,
sorting, and displaying the multi-dimensional data. There is then a need for an
automated algorithm that can closely approximate those suite name assignments, given
the list of consensus clusters and the specific torsion-angle values for a new structure;
the software to do that is called S UITENAME (written by David Richardson), and the
input torsions can be provided by DANGLE (written by Ian Davis). The suite cluster
sizes and shapes are anisotropic, vary greatly, and are mostly not Gaussian; many
include only a small number of data points; and some of the cluster pairs change
conformational roles at a boundary whose location is not readily predictable by formula.
Therefore at the current stage of data and understanding, the assignment algorithm and
parameters are mainly chosen to fit the manual consensus clusters rather than
determined by underlying theory.
For the general case, outer cluster boundaries are treated as axially-oriented
ellipsoids, generous enough to include any plausible data points without danger of
entering an entirely different bin. Each ellipsoid is the same size and shape, but is
centered on the mean of its cluster. The ellipsoid semi-axis in each coordinate direction
is taken as 3<σ> +15°, where <σ> is the average of all cluster standard deviations in
that dimension. The first term effectively scales each dimension according to its typical
range of variation, while the constant term allows for underlying measurement
uncertainties. The ellipsoid half-widths are 28° in δ, 35° in γ, 50° in α, 55° in ζ, 60° in ε,
and 70° in β.
As noted above, δ and γ each cluster nearly independently of other angles, so the
first step of the algorithm is to place the data point in one of the 12 δ−1δγ groups or else
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declare it an outlier. Two ranges are accepted in δ: 55°-110° (C3’) or 120°-175° (C2’),
and three in γ: 20°-95° (p), 140°-215° (t), or 260°-335° (m), jointly defining the 12
groups. δ values near zero have been found to signify stereochemistry not correct for
ribose (at C3’ for dr0004/1ET4 a212 and dr0010/1NTB b112 in the RNA05 dataset),
while values of ε outside the range 155°-310° are usually found to signify a misfit sugar
pucker; both these cases are noted specifically, as well as being named outliers.
Outliers are also declared for β outside 50°-290° or for α or ζ outside 25°-335°. These
single-angle outliers are referred to as triaged.
Given the data point’s δ−1δγ group, the next step operates in the remaining four
dimensions ε,ζ,α, and β, to find all clusters of which the data point could potentially be
a member (that is, for which it lies within that cluster’s ellipsoid); there may be zero,
one, or several. The scaled 4-dimensional distance of the data point from a cluster mean
is zero at the mean and 1.0 anywhere on the surface of the ellipsoid. In our initial
version it was computed as a Euclidean distance, with each component normalized by
the semi-axis in that dimension. In most cases, a data point belongs to the cluster to
which it is nearest by scaled 4D distance; this is equivalent to drawing a boundary
plane halfway between cluster means, perpendicular to the line joining them in the
scaled εζαβ space. The point was given that nearest cluster’s suite name.
In order to capture more of the clearly-positive manual assignments, we found it
desirable for SUITENAME to include points more generously near the diagonal directions
than along the coordinate axes. This is done using a superellipsoid, the multidimensional generalization of the superellipse (Gielis 2003) or Lamé oval (Gridgeman
1970). This figure bulges smoothly outward progressively more from an ellipse into the
corners of the superscribed rectangle as the exponent increases from 2. S UITENAME uses
an exponent (n) of 3, in the superellipsoid equation:
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|ε/a| n + |ζ/b| n + |α/c| n + |β/d| n = 1
where a,b,c,d are the halfwidths for the relevant torsion angles. The datapoint clusters,
even in the clash and B-filtered data, show significant diagonal spread (usually in more
than just two dimensions, but not always the same ones) for highly populated clusters
such as 1a, 1c, or 1g, an effect presumably produced either by real correlated motions or
by correlated errors. Adding the superellipsoid functionality to SUITENAME is still an
approximation to the probable form of the distribution in torsion-angle space, but it
significantly improves the coverage of what seem genuinely to be the cluster boundaries.
A few very close cluster groupings require an additional modification as well: 5
dominant clusters (1a, 1c, 1b, 0a, and 6n), each in a different δ−1δγ group, have satellite
clusters with more than half-overlapped superellipsoids. The estimated boundary plane
that was found to divide conformational types can lie as much as 4 times farther from
the dominant than from the satellite cluster mean (e.g., for 1a vs. 1L). Point membership
between such pairs is decided by comparing 4D distances further scaled in the relevant
dimension (or occasionally two dimensions) by the same ratio as of the two distances
from the cluster means to the boundary. If a data point is potentially a member of more
than two clusters, first its closest non-dominant cluster is found using the standard-case
algorithm with default scalings, and then the asymmetric comparison is made with the
dominant cluster if there is one. Each non-outlier suite in the input structure is thus
assigned a modular name.
To evaluate the match quality of a data point to its assigned conformational
cluster, a scaled 7D superellipsoid distance is now computed in all torsion dimensions
of the suite, including δ-1, γ, and δ as well as ε, ζ, α, and β. That distance d is then
converted into a “suiteness” match quality s, according to s = (cos πd + 1)/2, which
varies sinusoidally from 1.0 at the cluster mean to zero at the surface of the
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superellipsoid. A floor of 0.01 is imposed to prevent non-outlier points from having a
suiteness rounded to 0. All outliers have suiteness = 0. The suiteness is a measure of
how well the detailed backbone conformation fits one of the most commonly observed
(and thus presumably most favorable) conformational clusters.

Section 6.2.9: Choosing Representative Examples and Generating
Idealized Models for Each Consensus Conformer
A single representative example was identified from each suite conformer.
Criteria were that it should have a high suiteness value and relatively high resolution,
show the cluster-typical conformational features (such as base stacking, a specific Hbond, etc.), be free of all-atom steric clashes >0.4Å and bond-length or bond-angle
outliers >4σ (evaluated by DANGLE ), and lie near the center of cluster examples
superimposed on their backbone atoms.
For fitting and modeling purposes, it is very desirable to have a library of idealgeometry coordinate fragments for each backbone conformer. Using the cluster-mean
torsion angles and established values for ideal bond lengths and angles (Parkinson et al.
1996), we generated coordinates using several of the standard model-building and
refinement programs. In each case, there were problems unacceptable for this purpose:
bad steric clashes, non-planar bases or flattened rings, large changes to some torsions,
and/or poor match to the superimposed cluster examples. A few of the problems could
be fixed by taking average torsions for just one of two definable subclusters (especially
for χ values) to prevent the ideal coordinates from falling in an unphysical in-between
conformation, but most of the problems were surprisingly intractable.
A more successful procedure was a two-stage process of manual adjustment
followed by a strongly restrained further regularization. Manual adjustment to satisfy
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the clash, feature, and superposition-fit criteria was done with a suite model
interactively rotatable and scorable in the MAGE display software (Richardson and
Richardson 2001), with preset starting points at the pucker and torsion values of
defined conformers, as illustrated in Murray et al. (2005) for structure correction. To
produce acceptable ideal-geometry models for the suite conformers, we found it
necessary to define individual ring-closure solutions for each degree of variation in
δ.The same cases that had worked with more automated procedures also worked here,
but many more conformers could now be acceptably modeled. For instance, 1b has
intractable steric clashes of about 1Å overlap at the base tips (not seen in the real
examples) when modeled with the average torsion values. We initially thought it must
be a strained conformation that would require relaxing bond angles, but the rotatable
model gave a solution excellent by every measure with coupled shifts of just 3° in α and
γ. Two conformers (4s and #a) resisted even this treatment; ideality was therefore
compromised to position and orient the bases, and a further idealization then performed
in CNS (Brunger et al. 1998). This further regularization was very strongly restrained,
with sugar pucker parameters set to the appropriate C3' or C2' values, all 9 torsions
restrained to the average values for the suite, and the P, C5', and N1/9 atom positions
harmonically restrained with very high weight. The result satisfactorily remained
extremely close to the manually adjusted coordinates, but achieved nearly ideal
geometry (<2σ deviations) at nearly average cluster torsions. The two-stage procedure
was necessary, however, because CNS does not necessarily find the correct parameter
combination by itself, and in fact the individual examples of 4s and #a are all somewhat
non-ideal but in different places.
Further improvements to the creation of ideal-geometry examples are in progress,
although some of the problems are the result of working with sparse data -- namely, that
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we do not have enough data to use modal values and instead are forced for the time
being to use multi-dimensional means. Still, we are seeking ways to make the best of the
situation and expect to produce usable ideal-geometry examples. For instance, Robert
Immormino has introduced quantum mechanical calculations to improve our ribose rings,
and we have made considerable progress in finding ways to adjust the torsions minutely
from the mean values (by far less than a standard deviation) in order to reduce or avoid
deviations from ideal bond geometry. These improved ideal-geometry examples will be
the ones distributed as supplementary material with the rotamer consensus paper.
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Section 6.3: Results
We identified 46 consensus conformers, described in Table 8 with their correspondences
to earlier analyses and with listed examples, and in Table 9 by their mean torsion angle values,
as well as graphically in Figure 27. The initial comparison showed 31 conformers in common,
with the remaining 15 agreed upon after further study of the more difficult clusters. Another 7
"wannabe" clusters are judged most likely to warrant future inclusion. Many of the consensus
conformations correspond to specific structural roles and often to specific positions in known
motifs, which can then be described by concise conformer strings.

Section 6.3.1: Consensus Clusters and Means
Table 7 lists the 46 consensus clusters of RNA backbone suite conformations,
named by the new 2-character modular nomenclature. The total number of points in
each cluster is given (which includes the points from both Fourier and 7D suite analyses)
and a representative example is listed, chosen to be high resolution, typical of the noted
structural role, and/or with torsion angles near the cluster mean. Comments describe
the structural role of conformer examples, the occurrence of characteristic backbone Hbonds, or relationships to other data point clusters. Columns 6-8 give the dinucleotide
cluster identifier from Schneider et al. (2004), the all-angle suite name from Murray et al.
(2003), and the partial equivalences to the binned-angle suite names updated from
Hershkovitz et al. (2003). In Table 9, the 7D mean of each cluster is given in degrees,
with standard deviations in parentheses.
One striking overall result is that the analyses agreed so well from two careful
studies done with entirely different methodologies and somewhat different datasets,
implying that they are reporting real phenomena. Thirty-one clusters were initially in
common, and the rest were reconciled with a small number of merges, deletions from
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each list, and redefinitions of cluster boundaries. These modifications were based on
collaborative analysis of superpositions, cluster size and shape in 7D, parallel-axis and
virtual-angle spaces, correlation with structure quality parameters, and consideration of
structural roles in molecular context, as described in Section 6.2.
These analyses have shown that the δ values are almost cleanly bimodal and γ
values trimodal (see Figure 26). Although high-dimensional methods were essential to
the analyses, the results can be approximately shown by the twelve 2D slices of Figure
27, divided by δ−1γδ class and plotted in ζ−1α. Mean ε varies quite significantly between
clusters (from 192° to 271°) and is generally closer to trans for C3’ puckers, but it was
only twice found to constitute the definitive distinction between clusters (#a vs. 0a vs.
4a; &a vs. 1a). Mean β is most commonly trans, but some combinations of the other
angles have highly unusual β (1e, 4s). A number of cluster pairs or triples are distinct
only in the β dimension (6j, 6n, 0i; 1f, 1c; 1a, 1m, 1L; 1b, 1[) but can have quite
different xyz conformations and structural roles (as for the stack vs. intercalation
example in Figure 25). The six pairs or triples in β or ε are overlapped in the ζα slices of
Figure 27, but all other clusters can be seen separated.

Section 6.3.2: Structural Roles of Specific Conformers
Most of the conformational clusters represent local backbone conformations that
play identifiable roles within the RNA molecules. Just over 75% of RNA has the 1a
conformation, primarily in long runs of A-form double helix. Changing a single torsion
from the 1a conformation produces a variety of diverse local conformations, such as 3a,
1g, or 7d (panel 3'3'p of Figure 27). These deviations from 1a move the adjacent bases
quite far apart and typically end an A-form strand; 1g starts GNRA tetraloops or Uturns, usually stabilized by reciprocal base-backbone H-bonds between i-1 and i+1.
Compensating changes in two torsions can be much less drastic, as for the 1c
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“crankshaft” conformation, which has ttt (all-trans) values for αβγ rather than the mtp
of 1a, but retains base stacking (at least approximately) and other global conformational
attributes. 1c suites occur as a rather common but subtle difference within A-form, for
instance just past the end of GNRA tetraloops as at G2663 in the 1.04Å resolution
ur0035/1Q9A sarcin-ricin loop (Correll et al. 2003), or to accommodate a synG-antiA
non-canonical basepair as at G6 and G22 of ar0006/420D (Pan et al. 1999).

However,

1c only rarely occurs for two suites in a row, it has a straighter backbone shape, and it
puts P(i) and P(i+1) about 1Å further apart than in A-form, a difference that can be
confidently identified even at moderate resolution. U2650 of ur0035/1Q9A has one
alternate conformation in 1c and the other in 1a, showing the different P-P distances
clearly and forming a hinge that shifts the 3 preceding residues by as much as 4Å.
A vast majority of bases in the dataset show anti orientation around torsion
angle χ, and none of the suite conformers show a consistently syn χ angle (<120°) for
either base. Several conformers do however have distinctive subclusters that use a syn
base. For instance, 1b syn G i bases form a stabilizing H-bond from N2 of the base to
its O2P, as in Gb71 of ar0023/1CSL (Ippolito and Steitz 2000). 6n syn i bases can curl
under to join a base triple stacked under the base-paired i-1 base, as in Ud206 of the
kink-turn in pr0113/1SDS (Hamma and Ferre-D’Amare 2004). 7r also has a significant
subcluster of syn bases at i, while 4p and 6p are often syn at i-1. In general, bases
attached at sugars with the minority C2’-endo pucker have a higher disposition to adopt
syn χ orientation than bases at C3’ sugars. Some conformers have consistently high-anti
χ (>240°): #a, 4d, and 4n at position i-1 and 4s at position i, while the intercalated
majority of 1[ are high-anti at position i. These high-anti bases also occur preferentially
at C2’ endo ribose.
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Several conformations that were quite surprising when first seen in early
oligonucleotide structures are now members of sizable clusters. For instance, the open
form of UA seen on chain A of urb016 (Rubin et al. 1972) is in the 3a suite conformation
with bases far apart, while the closed form of UA on chain B has the 5d conformation,
which often starts loops and has P(i-1) and P(i+1) quite close together.
The 2b conformation of B-form DNA is shifted in β for RNA into the 2[ cluster,
and forms double helices only under very unusual circumstances (such as RNA/DNA
chimeric molecules). Two of the four common suite conformations found in Z-form
DNA occur in RNA, although usually singly rather than sequentially in alternation, nor
do their bases show the syn/anti alternation of Z-form double helix. 6n (a Z2’3’
conformer) occurs as suite 3-4 of UNCG tetraloops and past other A-helix ends. 5z (a
Z3’2’ conformer) is suite 1-2 of S-motifs and has a characteristic H-bond of O2P(i-1) to
2’O(i) that makes its RNA conformation very reproducible there and elsewhere, as
shown by the tight 5z cluster in the 3’2’p panel of Fig. 5a. Another characteristic Hbond is 2’O(i-1) to O2P(i+1) in 4d, which helps turn the corner in tRNAs from the TΨC
loop to the CCA stem, as at U59 of tr0001/1EHZ (Shi and Moore 2000).
Suite 1[ was shown earlier (Fig. 25) to separate adjacent bases, allowing
intercalation. Other conformers can also sometimes allow intercalation (e.g., 5j, 1m), but
1[ occurs most often and in many high-resolution drug and aptamer complexes. Suite 34 of S-motifs uses #a conformation (low in ε) to form an i-1 to i basepair. The other
common suite with adjacent base-pairing is 4g, as described in Murray et al. (2005). 4g
is the only assigned conformer with α and ζ both trans, so it appears in the center of
panel 2’3’p of Figure 27.
The classic S-motif (Leontis and Westhof 1998; Correll et al. 2003) shows wellconserved suite conformers by this analysis. The strong S-shape of strand 1 is the most
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distinctive feature of S-motifs, formed by suites 1a, 5z, 4s, #a, and 1a, while suites 1a,
1e, and 1a form the inward-dented backbone and switch between base stacks
characteristic of strand 2. Suites 4s and 1e cluster at unusually low β values, both 5z
and 1e form specific backbone H-bonds, and #a forms an i to i+1 adjacent base pair.
1e helps form the conserved S-motif base triple, along with the #a adjacent basepair on
strand 1.
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Table 8: Consensus Conformers and Correspondences
δ-1δγ
33p

33t

32p

32t
32m
23p

23t

22p

22t
22m

name
1a
1m
1l
&a
7a
3a
9a
1g
7d
3d
5d
1e
1c
1f
5j

# pts
4637
15
14
33
36
25
19
78
16
20
14
42
275
20
12

comment

example

A-form
-β shoulder on 1a; some intercalate
+β shoulder on 1a; overtwists base direction
εζ shoulder on 1a; weak Hb O2' -1 -O4'
stack switch
bases far; 7a, 3a, 9a all touch in ζ
bases far; starts or ends loops
GNRA 1-2; U-turn
bases far; can span 2 helices
bases far; starts or ends A-helix
P - 1 to P +1 close; end or end+1 A-helix
S-motif strand 2 "dent"; Hb 2'O -1 -O4'; low β
GNRA 405; ttt "crankshaft" from 1a
+β shoulder on 1c; stack switch/intercalate
bases far; 1-bulge return

ur0020 11
rr0082 1940
rr0082 1460
pr0037 b163
ar0041 a6
urb016 a2
rr0082 2582
rr0082 1864
rr0082 636
rr0082 2118
ur0020 a9
ur0035 2665
ur0020 a28
tr0001 22
ar0027 b17

=dinuc
BD-1

=suite

16,17
BD-9
BD-15
BD-18
BD-26
BD-27
BD-24
BD-7
BD-2
BD-6
BD-25

3'e-140mtp3'
3'etmtp3'

1b
1[
3b
1z
5z
7p
1t
5q
1o
7r

168
52
14
12
42
27
7
6
13
16

k-turn 0', syn G Hb N2-O2P
best intercalation conformation
bases far; ends A-helix
UNCG 1-2; bulges
S-motif 1-2; Z32a DNA; Hb O2P - 1 -2'O
bases far
ttt variation from 1b
bases far
starts 1-bulge; wide in β
k-turn 1-2

pr0113 d208
pr0019 b658
rr0082 904
rr0082 1771
ur0026 2654
pr0033 b8
pte003 b907
pte003 b973
rr0082 1108
rr0082 1314

BD-4
BD-5
BD-12
BD-19
BD-20
32,33

3'emmtp2'
3'emm-135p2'
3'etmtp2'
3'emttp2'
3'epttp2'
3'e-140ptp2'
3'emttt2'
3'epp110t2'
3'emmtm2'
3'e-140ptm2'

n
n
E
g
s
m

2a
4a
0a
#a
4g
6g
8d
4d
6d
2h
4n
0i
6n
6j

126
12
29
16
18
16
24
9
18
17
9
6
18
9

1-bulge return
bases far
cross-stacked A-helix start; k-turn 4-5
base platform; S-motif 3-4; low ε
base platform, non S-motif
sheared stack
some with Hb 2'O-1 -O2P +1
tRNA 58-9; Hb 2'O- 1 -O2P+1
starts A-helix
bases far
~stack or sheared stack
-β next to 6n; bases perpendicular
UNCG 3-4; Z23 DNA; syn base triple
+β next to 6n; bases far

rr0082 1711
rr0082 2485
rr0082 265
rr0082 1371
ur0012 a226
pr0122 r151
rr0009c1062
tr0001 59
rr0082 116
rr0082 2540
rr0082 767
rr0082 940
rr0082 1773
pte003 975

BD-37
BD-8
BD-14

2'emmtp3'
2'etmtp3'

F
A
A
A
b
b

BD-36

2'epptt3'

2[
4b
0b
4p
6p
4s
2o

40
27
14
13
39
8
12

UNCG 2-3; near B-DNA; k-turn 3-4
cross-stacked A-helix end
varied
often starts 1-bulge, Hb O2'- 1 -N7 +1
k-turn 2-3
S-motif 2-3; low β
bases perpendicular, something between

rr0082 264
rr0082 247
rr0082 453
rr0082 873
rr0082 1315
ur0026 2655
pr0033 b5

BD-38
BD-10
BD-11
BD-21

2'emm-135p2'
2'etmtp2'
2'epmtp2'
2'etptp2'
2'epptp2'

BD-23

2'emmtm2'

BD-22
BD-34
BD-13

BD-28
BD-30

3'emmtp3'
3'emm-135p3'

3'emttp3'
3'emptp3'
3'e-140ptp3'
3'epptp3'
3'em-11080t3'
3'emttt3'
3'emt135t3'
3'epp110t3'

2'etmtp3'
2'etttp3'
2'epttp2'
2'emptp3'
2'etptp3'
2'epptp3'
2'emmttt3'
2'etptt3'

=bin
a
a
a
a
e
e
e
o
T
t
t
u
i
i
L

d

f
f
l
l
l
l
r
R
R
c
c
h

Notes:
List is sorted by δ-1, then δ, then γ, then α, then ζ, starting from the A-form or most
common value.
"name" is the 2-character modular consensus cluster name.
Cluster points include those from both FT and 7D suite analyses.
Examples are numbered according to the central P of the suite (2nd base)
"=dinuc" is the updated equivalents to Schneider et al. 2004; "=suite" is taken from
Murray et al. 2003; "=bin is the suite-binned equivalent updated from Hershkovitz et al.
2003. See text.
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Table 9: Consensus Conformer Torsion Means and Standard Deviations
δ-1δγ
33p

33t

32p

32t
32m
23p

23t

22p

22t
22m

name
1a
1m
1l
&a
7a
3a
9a
1g
7d
3d
5d
1e
1c
1f
5j

δ-1
81
84
86
82
83
85
83
81
84
85
80
81
80
81
87

(4)
(5)
(4)
(5)
(4)
(4)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(3)
(3)
(2)
(7)

ε-1
-148
-142
-115
-169
-143
-144
-150
-141
-121
-116
-158
-159
-163
-157
-136

(10)
(16)
(6)
(7)
(23)
(24)
(15)
(8)
(16)
(15)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(14)
(23)

ζ-1
-71
-68
-92
-95
-138
173
121
-69
-103
-156
63
-79
-69
-66
80

(7)
(15)
(13)
(6)
(14)
(14)
(13)
(9)
(12)
(15)
(14)
(6)
(10)
(11)
(15)

α
-65
-68
-56
-64
-57
-71
-71
167
70
66
68
-111
153
172
67

(8)
(16)
(8)
(9)
(9)
(12)
(12)
(8)
(10)
(19)
(12)
(9)
(12)
(11)
(9)

β
174
-138
138
-178
161
164
157
160
170
-179
143
83
-166
139
109

(8)
(12)
(4)
(10)
(15)
(16)
(23)
(16)
(23)
(23)
(30)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(10)

γ
54
58
62
51
49
46
49
51
53
55
50
168
179
176
176

(6)
(10)
(10)
(7)
(6)
(7)
(6)
(5)
(6)
(6)
(7)
(6)
(10)
(10)
(6)

δ
81
86
79
82
82
85
81
85
85
86
83
86
84
84
84

(3)
(7)
(5)
(5)
(3)
(6)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(2)
(4)
(3)
(3)
(4)

1b
1[
3b
1z
5z
7p
1t
5q
1o
7r

84
83
85
83
83
84
81
82
84
85

(4)
(4)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(8)
(4)
(4)

-145
-140
-134
-154
-154
-123
-161
-155
-143
-127

(10)
(10)
(18)
(18)
(5)
(24)
(20)
(6)
(17)
(13)

-71
-71
168
-82
53
-140
-71
69
-73
-112

(10)
(10)
(17)
(19)
(7)
(15)
(8)
(14)
(15)
(19)

-60
-63
-67
-164
164
68
180
63
-63
63

(9)
(8)
(15)
(14)
(5)
(12)
(17)
(9)
(7)
(13)

177
-138
178
162
148
-160
-165
115
-135
-178

(12)
(9)
(22)
(25)
(10)
(30)
(14)
(17)
(39)
(27)

58
54
49
51
50
54
178
176
-66
-64

(7)
(7)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(7)
(9)
(6)
(7)
(4)

145
144
148
145
148
146
147
146
151
150

(7)
(8)
(3)
(5)
(4)
(6)
(5)
(4)
(13)
(7)

2a
4a
0a
#a
4g
6g
8d
4d
6d
2h
4n
0i
6n
6j

145
146
149
148
148
145
149
150
147
148
144
149
150
142

(8)
(7)
(7)
(3)
(8)
(7)
(6)
(6)
(6)
(4)
(7)
(2)
(6)
(8)

-100
-100
-137
-168
-103
-97
-89
-110
-119
-99
-133
-85
-92
-116

(12)
(15)
(11)
(5)
(14)
(18)
(10)
(26)
(23)
(8)
(14)
(20)
(11)
(28)

-71
170
139
146
165
80
-119
-172
89
-70
-156
100
85
66

(18)
(14)
(25)
(6)
(21)
(16)
(17)
(7)
(16)
(12)
(14)
(13)
(8)
(15)

-72
-62
-75
-71
-155
-156
62
80
59
-64
74
81
64
72

(13)
(19)
(11)
(7)
(14)
(29)
(10)
(20)
(14)
(10)
(12)
(11)
(5)
(8)

-167
170
158
151
165
-170
176
-162
161
177
-143
-112
-169
122

(17)
(34)
(20)
(12)
(15)
(23)
(23)
(20)
(23)
(17)
(20)
(12)
(8)
(22)

53
51
48
42
49
58
54
61
52
176
-166
-178
177
-178

(7)
(8)
(6)
(4)
(7)
(5)
(4)
(8)
(7)
(14)
(9)
(3)
(9)
(6)

84
84
84
85
83
85
87
89
83
87
81
83
86
84

(5)
(5)
(4)
(3)
(4)
(7)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(3)
(2)
(5)
(3)

2[
4b
0b
4p
6p
4s
2o

146
145
148
150
146
150
147

(8)
(7)
(4)
(10)
(7)
(2)
(6)

-101
-115
-112
-100
-102
-112
-104

(16)
(20)
(20)
(26)
(21)
(16)
(15)

-69
163
112
-146
90
170
-64

(17)
(13)
(14)
(19)
(15)
(12)
(16)

-68
-66
-85
72
68
-82
-73

(12)
(6)
(17)
(13)
(12)
(13)
(4)

-150
172
165
-152
173
84
-165

(21)
(14)
(16)
(27)
(18)
(7)
(26)

54
46
57
57
56
176
-66

(7)
(6)
(12)
(14)
(8)
(6)
(7)

148
146
146
148
148
148
150

(7)
(6)
(6)
(4)
(4)
(2)
(3)

Note: Cluster torsion angle means are given in degrees, with standard deviations in
parentheses.
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Figure 26: Clean Divisions in δ δγ Plots
At left is the filtered δ-1 vs. δ plot, with C3'-endo and C2'-endo puckers for each residue
labeled at the four clean peaks. At right is the filtered γδ distribution, showing three
clear vertical clusters in γ. Thus, the data can be divided into twelve separate bins by its
δ-1δγ values.
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Figure 27: All 46 Suite Conformer Clusters in Slices
Panels of all twelve δδγ divisions with their clusters, shown in ζ-1α slices (two preceding
pages), followed by illustrations of the five clusters sets that abut closely in either β or ε
(this page). This figure illustrates the primary result of Chapter 6.
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Section 6.4: Discussion
We are very pleased with this success in reaching community-wide consensus on RNA
backbone conformations. It is significant for its benefits to other scientists using the new
conformer set, for our own further research into RNA backbone conformation, and for its
prediction of future achievements by the RNA Ontology Consortium. We have identified a set of
mostly discrete RNA backbone conformations that cluster in the quality-filtered multidimensional distribution of seven suite torsion angles, and have provided descriptions, means of
classification, and all-atom models for use in a variety of potential applications. This library is a
scientific improvement over any of the previous proposals by the individual groups, with high
coverage and with most of the common systematic errors removed. The two-character
representation of each conformation opens up options for bioinformatics analysis, and the allatom examples provide a means of use in fitting and correction. The conformer library will
receive regular revision based on new data and improved analysis techniques.

We are very pleased with these results. We have created agreement among all the
major groups that have currently published on data-driven analysis of RNA backbone
conformations; we, at least, consider this the pride of the ROC so far. (Granted, we had
a head start.) This is promising for the ROC as a whole and for future work in RNA
backbone analysis, and it provides a useful set of conformations, with various options
for different applications, for use in fitting, modeling, and rerefinement.
This work has defined a library of discrete RNA backbone conformers which
cluster in the quality-filtered, multidimensional distribution for the 7 torsion angles of
the suite sugar-to-sugar unit. Approximate values for all 7 torsion angles in the suite are
implied by the 2-character modular conformer name (δεζ from the number, αβγδ from the
letter). The string of names can be assigned automatically by S UITENAME for an
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individual RNA structure and should be very useful for descriptive, comparative, or
other bioinformatic purposes. Structural biology or modeling, however, requires the use
or generation of specific atomic coordinates. Either the idealized-geometry coordinates
for each cluster in the Supplementary material or the carefully chosen representative
examples can constitute a library of specific, empirically validated RNA backbone
conformations for use in modeling new RNA structures either experimentally or
computationally.
This RNA backbone library provides the best set of starting points so far
described: high coverage, with most of the common systematic errors removed.
However, not every possible and correct local conformation is represented, and most
modular strings for specific RNA structures will contain !! wild-card names for unusual
suite conformations that are either incorrect or especially interesting. As more
experimental data and further methods of analysis become available, this initial list of
backbone conformer clusters will be updated.
For RNA structural bioinformatics, the 2-character backbone conformer names
can be alternated with the base sequence to provide an information-rich string
description of the combined linear sequence and structure in RNA molecules. The
GNRA tetraloop is perhaps the most classic example of an RNA structural motif, first
described structurally by NMR (Heus and Pardi 1991), later defined in high-resolution
detail (Correll et al. 2003), and recently re-analyzed (Hsiao et al. 2006). Figure 24 labels
the modular backbone annotation on three superimposed examples of GNRA tetraloops
and compares the GNRA modular string N1aG1gN1aR1aA1cN1a with translated
equivalents in the earlier nucleotide, dinucleotide, and suite nomenclatures. For the
UNCG tetraloop (Cheong et al. 1991; Ennifar et al. 2000), the modular string is
N1aU1zN2[C6nG1aN. For the classic S-motif, the modular backbone/sequence strings
are N1aN5zA4sG#aU1aA1aN for strand 1 and N1aG1eA1aA1aN1aN for strand 2.
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Such a motif string can also be translated into an atomic model that provides the
detailed consensus 3D structure for each suite of a motif recognized in the process of
fitting an experimental RNA crystal or NMR structure.
Further plans naturally include further revisions, both of the dataset and,
ensuing, of the rotamers based on improved data. Several conformations are borderline,
either identified as rotamers in this set but at the edge of being considered valid, or just
barely rejected. Some refits to clashing conformations appear as convincing examples of
borderline conformations -- which might have been included in the current list if the
published structure had included them instead of that steric clash! We also hope to
produce a more extensive library of starting points, reflecting the existence of subclusters
and of correlations within a cluster that prevent the mean from necessarily being the
ideal representation, as well as reflecting the preferred types of compensating variation.
We also intend to pursue applications in further rerefinements, initial fitting, validation,
and motif identification.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Directions
In conclusion, RNA backbone is rotameric and only nearly as intractable as it
initially seemed. We have defined and revised a set of RNA backbone rotamers and
reached consensus on the subject with several other laboratories as part of the RNA
Ontology Consortium. Quality filtering has not only helped to define rotamers, but also
to identify new criteria for structure validation and improvement.
There is still more to do. The RNA rotamer library is a work in progress, still at a
very early stage, and will probably undergo several further revisions as the RNA
structure database expands and improves. We have so far been working at the very edge
of what the data will support, identifying some rotamers that seem real but are very
narrowly distinguished from the noise of the distribution. Some new conformations may
be identified and added; it is possible that some currently identified rotamers will be
dropped as noise or merged based on better data. We look forward to the next
extension of the dataset, based on the growth of the NDB since the creation of RNA05;
one major new contributor will be the 2.8Å structure of the full 70S T. thermophilus
ribosome (Selmer et al. 2006). We also have developed more and better methods for
geometry filtering including base planarity, implemented in the program DANGLE . Our
improved versions of ribose conformations are a planned addition to RNABC (Wang et
al. 2007), along with other features for greater flexibility.
At some point it might prove salutary to apply the same or similar techniques to
DNA. I touched briefly on this possibility with the help of Megan Andrews, but soon
realized that RNA and DNA were different enough to require separate and significantly
different analyses and that RNA, with which I had begun, held more than enough
questions to deserve my full focus for the time being.
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Further uses of RNA rotamers and correction techniques for rerefinement are
definitely in order. This will not only allow us to help improve structures, but help us to
improve our techniques and methods and to learn more still about the nature of RNA
and the problems of RNA structure determination. We will begin with individual and
specific examples, and continue both implementing and learning the process as part of
the PHENIX collaboration (Adams et al. 2002). Peter Moore has invited us to assist him
in a refit and rerefinement of the large ribosomal subunit structure, a renewed
opportunity (see Chapter 4) and one of the most ambitious rerefinement prospects
around.
We have also already begun describing motifs using RNA backbone rotamer
designations and hope to continue and expand on the process. Gary Kapral in particular
has begun using the rotamers and S UITENAME to search for new motifs, and has
identified a startling tRNA stem-loop segment of eighteen nucleotides buried in the heart
of the ribosome.
A potential exercise in motif description, "conformational sequence" alignment,
and structure correction together is planned with the use of several tRNA structures of
different types. There is a distinctive shape and structure to tRNA, across species and
across amino acids, but there is also enough difference to make a full description and
"consensus conformation" an interesting and educational challenge.
The ribosomal subunit structures from the year 2000 are now seven years old and
have reached the traditional age of reason, so we can hope that the studies based on
them have as well. Certainly they have so far shown an admirable cooperative spirit.
RNA backbone is still a difficult and challenging aspect of structure determination, but
the results and techniques already established and those in development should improve
its accuracy and ease and, with a little luck, start to give RNA crystallographers fewer
headaches.
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